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Executive summary
This report finds that implementing energy efficiency policies targeting existing houses could reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by 40.3 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent (MtCO2-e) to 2050 and deliver a net present
value of $3.4 billion. Note: Although the policies proposed in this report will impact existing apartment
buildings, currently the modelling only considers detached houses.
The National Energy Productivity Plan (NEPP), agreed by the Council of Australian Governments Energy Council
(COAG Energy Council) in December 2015, aims to improve Australia’s energy productivity by 40 per cent
between 2015 and 2030. In considering opportunities to improve the energy efficiency of new homes under
NEPP Measure 31, in February 2019 the COAG Energy Council agreed to a Trajectory for Low Energy Buildings
(the Trajectory)—a national pathway towards zero energy (and carbon) ready buildings in Australia.
One of the recommended actions in the Trajectory was to consider options for improving existing residential
buildings in late 2019.1 This report acts on that recommendation by proposing a suite of policy options to
improve existing homes, including an analysis of their costs and benefits.
Stakeholder consultation for the Trajectory began in December 2017 with the establishment of the stakeholder
reference group which now includes over 600 members. The first teleconference to discuss existing buildings
was held in March 2019. Stakeholder workshops were then held in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide,
Perth, Canberra and Hobart during July and August 2019 and over 70 submissions have been received.
There are more than nine million existing homes in Australia (houses and apartments and common areas of
strata titled buildings). The majority of these rate below 3 stars under the Nationwide House Energy Rating
Scheme (NatHERS). This large number of homes with poor energy performance provides a significant
opportunity for improvement. Increasing the energy efficiency of existing homes will lower energy bills for
households, contribute to energy security and affordability, and reduce carbon emissions. It will also improve
the comfort and health of households, save energy, reduce wastage for the wider economy, and assist in
mitigating the risk of blackouts by lowering peak demand.
This report identifies opportunities to improve energy efficiency at various stages of an existing home’s life,
such as when it is being bought, sold, leased or renovated. A suite of potential policies that could capture these
benefits have been identified through the process of developing this report. These consist of:

Enabling mechanisms
These mechanisms have been identified as foundational elements for enabling other policies to be
implemented. They support improved energy efficiency decision-making by those involved at the different
stages of the building cycle.
•

Practical guidance for household consumers: Practical guidance could be delivered that is tailored for
different households and industry audiences, and explains the ‘what’, ‘why’, and ‘how’ of upgrading the
energy performance of existing homes and leverages the existing ‘Your Home’ resource. This can assist those
involved at the different stages of the process to make more informed decisions.

1 COAG Energy Council , Trajectory for low energy buildings, 2018, COAG Energy Council, p. 7, <http://coagenergycouncil.gov.au/
publications/trajectory-low-energy-buildings>
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•

Supply chain development: Industry training could be delivered, which improves the knowledge and skills of
building professionals and trades, by explaining ‘what’ elemental and systematic changes can improve energy
performance, ‘why’ these changes should be made, and ‘how’ these changes can be made. This will ensure all
those involved in the process have the ability to implement energy efficiency improvements and should
enable consumers’ greater access to energy saving products.

•

Energy ratings and tools: A home energy rating framework for existing homes could be delivered, which
leverages the NatHERS framework and accommodates rating tools. This can simplify complex energy
efficiency information for households and provide useful information on opportunities for improvement.

Targeted residential building policies
These policies address specific barriers present at different stages of a home’s life. They have the potential to
encourage all households to undertake energy efficiency upgrades.
•

Energy efficiency disclosure: A national framework for energy efficiency disclosure should be delivered, which
outlines policy parameters for adaptation and implementation by jurisdictions, subject to a jurisdiction
regulatory impact statement. Disclosure of a home’s energy efficiency performance at the point of sale can
ensure buyers have relevant information to make more informed choices. This information may encourage
improvements by either the seller or buyer.

•

Minimum rental requirements: A national framework for minimum energy efficiency rental requirements could
be delivered, which outlines approaches and technical settings for minimum rental requirement schemes for
adaptation and implementation by jurisdictions, subject to a jurisdiction regulatory impact statement.
Setting minimum requirements before properties are rented can ensure those most vulnerable in the
community have access to healthier and more affordable housing.

•

Energy efficiency requirements for renovations: Energy efficiency requirements for renovations could be
strengthened to ensure retrofits are realised at least cost while tradespeople are on site and other renovations
are being undertaken. This could include:
– Working with jurisdiction building regulators to strengthen the jurisdictional approach to applying the
requirements in the NCC for major renovations so they become clearer and more consistent nationally.
– Providing households with information and tools relevant to their situation that encourages energy
efficiency upgrades for smaller renovations and appliance end-of-life.

Supporting measures
While the targeted residential buildings policies will encourage the upgrade of the majority of Australian homes,
other policies can support the smooth transition and implementation of these policies.
•

Opportunities for Strata titled buildings: Further analysis could be delivered to identify the initiatives that
would see energy efficiency benefits realised in strata titled buildings and common areas. Strata titled
buildings face unique challenges due to the need for collective decision-making or other physical constraints.

•

Financial incentives: Targeted financial initiatives could help households and industry transition towards
greater energy efficiency. This will address issues of motivation, awareness, and the capital constraints
associated with energy efficiency upgrades. This is particularly important to support regulatory measures
such as minimum rental requirements, which could present an unaffordable cost for many landlords and put
pressure on rents for tenants. In addition to recognising the activity occurring through state and territory
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energy efficiency obligation schemes (including work on strengthening and expanding EEO schemes), this
could include investigating how energy efficiency obligation schemes, financial incentives such as rebates,
and Commonwealth and jurisdictional tax incentives could best be coordinated to support the transition to
low energy homes.
•

Support vulnerable households: Vulnerable households face unique challenges. The policies noted previously
should be developed with consideration of their impacts on vulnerable consumers, to ensure a fair
distribution of costs and benefits is achieved. This includes consideration of households in regional and
remote areas; public, aboriginal and community housing; and other low income and vulnerable households
(both owner occupiers and renters). This should be supported by the work program progressing
Recommendation 6.6 of the Independent Review into the Future Security of the National Electricity
Market—Blueprint for the Future (the Finkel Review).2

•

Greenhouse and Energy Minimum Standards (GEMS): Continual improvements in appliance energy efficiency
could be progressed through GEMS. Improving the minimum performance and increased labelling of
appliances supports consumers in existing homes to be able to choose more efficient appliances when
they upgrade.

•

Data collection and analysis: A national dataset and collection process could be established for existing
homes. This will help to ensure that policies are appropriately targeted, developed and assessed into
the future.

•

Other targeted initiatives: Other targeted initiatives should be identified, which are tailored to address
specific circumstances. This could include:
– Investigation of ways to drive availability and uptake of high performance building products.
– Regional and remote areas.
– Public, aboriginal and community housing.
– Low income and vulnerable households.

Summary of modelling
Modelling for this report has been undertaken based on implementation dates of either 2022 or 2025 (currently
the modelling only assesses detached houses and not apartment buildings).
1. If all policies were implemented in 2022 in all jurisdictions, they could deliver a net present value of
$5 billion and reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 52.7 MtCO2-e by 2050.
2. If all policies were implemented in 2025 in all jurisdictions, they could deliver a net present value of
$3.4 billion and reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 40.3 MtCO2-e.
The following work program could be delivered by the COAG Energy Council in the short term to support the
implementation of initiatives, noting further analysis is required, including Regulatory Impact Statements (RIS’),
before implementing the targeted residential building policies. The initiatives have been outlined in two
phases, with a key focus of Phase 1 being the development of the targeted residential building policies, and
Phase 2 focusing on the implementation stage, based on the outcomes from Phase 1.

2 Recommendation 6.6 of the Finkel Review stated that the COAG Energy Council should identify opportunities to accelerate the
roll out of programs that improve access by low income households to distributed energy resources and improvements in energy
efficiency; and identify options for subsidised funding mechanisms for the supply of energy efficient appliances, rooftop solar
photovoltaic and battery storage systems for low income consumers.
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A POTENTIAL TRAJECTORY FOR LOW ENERGY NEW AND EXISTING HOMES INCLUDES:
By mid-2022

By mid-2025

• Expand the NCC objective.

• Increase thermal and appliance energy
efficiency where cost effective.

• Introduce an energy (and carbon) usage budget
that includes appliances already covered by the
NCC (hot water, pool pumps, and lighting), adds
a new requirement for space conditioning, and
increases thermal efficiency requirements up to
7 stars equivalent in some climates.

H O M E S

• Consider opportunities for building sealing,
while addressing any ventilation and
condensation impacts.
• Progress measures outside the NCC.

2021

2022

2023

2025

By mid-2021:

By mid-2022:

By end-2022:

By early-2023:

By end-2025:

• Establish targeted initiatives
for strata titled buildings,
or variations of the ‘Targeted
Residential Building Policies’,
which improve their energy
efficiency.

• Deliver information resources and
training about energy efficiency
improvements for existing homes and
renovations, and tools that support
improvements being made.

• Establish a national framework
for minimum energy efficiency
requirements for rental
properties, building on existing
jurisdictional work, which
outlines the settings for
minimum rental standard
schemes that can be
adopted and implemented
by jurisdictions.

• Conduct a cost benefit
analysis of the full
expected costs of
initiatives to be taken
forward into Phase 2.

• Jurisdictions
commence
processes to
implement
disclosure and
rental schemes
if not
implemented
already, based
on the national
frameworks and
cost benefit
analysis and
adjusted as
appropriate.

• Jurisdictions implement
disclosure and rental
schemes based on the
national frameworks.

• Complete investigations of
additional opportunities for
Commonwealth, State and
Territory financial incentives
that support energy efficiency
upgrades, including for
regional and remote areas;
public, aboriginal and
community housing;
and low income and other
vulnerable households.
• Establish a national dataset
collection and analysis
process, building on existing
jurisdictional work, which
supports the development
and delivery of policies.
• Update the trajectory if
needed as a result of these
initiatives or other external
initiatives.

By end-2021:
• Complete the investigation into
opportunities to strengthen and expand
EEO schemes, including exploring the
potential for a national administrator to
centralise administrative tasks such as
product registration.
• Implement the national dataset process
for existing homes.

• Work with jurisdiction building
regulators to strengthen a
national consistent approach to
applying the requirements in the
NCC for major renovations.
• Identify other targeted financial
initiatives that may be required
to support the implementation
of disclosure and minimum
rental standard schemes.
• Report on progress and
recommended next steps.

• Identify any additional
measures for appliance
energy efficiency that
are needed to support
the implementation of
‘Targeted Residential
Building Policies’.

• Changes from 2028 should
progress triennial revisions to
buildings energy efficiency that
ensure provisions keep pace
with changing technologies
and energy prices to facilitate
progress towards zero energy
(and carbon) ready homes.
• Progress measures outside
the NCC.

2028

By end-2020:

• Establish a national framework for
energy efficiency disclosure, building on
existing jurisdictional work, including the
National Collaborative Approach to
Residential Building Ratings and
Disclosure – Principles, which outlines
the settings for disclosure schemes that
can be adopted and implemented
by jurisdictions.

By mid-2028

• Consider further
opportunities for
renewable energy
to lower energy
usage where
practical, cost
effective and
additional to other
energy efficiency
measures.

• Introduce whole-of-home tools and a simple
elemental pathway to verify compliance.

N E W
H O M E S

• Consider increasing
the scope to include
all fixed appliances
and potentially
electric vehicles.

• Ensure homes are ‘ready’ to accommodate
on-site renewable energy generation, storage
and electric vehicles.

2020

E X I S T I N G

• Consider opportunities to increase lighting
energy efficiency.

Zero Energy
(and Carbon)
Ready Buildings

• Review the Trajectory and
identify other initiatives or
variations of the ‘Targeted
Residential Building
Policies’ that may be
required for specific
household sub-groups.

Post 2022 Initiatives
will be further considered end-2022

Note: This diagram is designed to be printed at A3 size.

Introduction
Energy efficiency in residential buildings plays an important role in lowering energy bills for households,
contributing to energy security and affordability, and addressing climate change by cutting greenhouse gas
emissions. It also improves the comfort and health of occupants, and mitigates the risk of blackouts by lowering
peak demand.
The National Energy Productivity Plan (NEPP), agreed by the Council of Australian Governments Energy Council
(COAG Energy Council) in December 2015, aims to improve Australia’s energy productivity by 40 per cent
between 2015 and 2030. This will reduce energy bills for households, while improving Australia’s competitiveness
and growing the economy and jobs. The NEPP also supports the Australian Government’s commitment under the
Paris Agreement to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 26 to 28 per cent below 2005 levels by 2030.
In considering opportunities to improve the energy efficiency of new homes under NEPP Measure 31, in
February 2019 the COAG Energy Council agreed to a Trajectory for Low Energy Buildings (the Trajectory)—a
national pathway towards zero energy (and carbon) ready buildings in Australia. The Trajectory identifies three
opportunities for the building sector in the context of a broader trajectory for the sector:
1. Setting a Trajectory towards zero energy (and carbon) ready buildings.
2. Implementing cost effective increases to the energy efficiency provisions in the National Construction Code
(NCC) for residential and commercial buildings from 2022.
3. Considering options for improving existing buildings in late 2019.
This report delivers on the third opportunity by recommending policy options to increase the energy efficiency
and reduce the emissions profile of existing homes in Australia. It builds upon and complements the work that
informed the Trajectory, which focused on new homes.
For the purpose of this report, existing homes means houses built prior to May 2022, which consist of detached
and attached houses or strata titled buildings. This represents homes not previously captured by the Trajectory
for Low Energy Buildings and updates to the National Construction Code (NCC) in 2022. Note it is expected that
many recently constructed homes that meet energy efficiency requirements in the NCC would not require
upgrades as a result of policies considered in this report.
Consultation for the Trajectory work began in December 2017 with the inaugural stakeholder reference group
(SRG) workshop. The SRG has continued to provide valuable input to the process and has grown to over 600
members representing household energy consumers, the energy efficiency sector, the building and property
sector, appliance and technology sector, the energy supply sector, gas suppliers, environmental organisations,
energy consultants, universities, and the Commonwealth, state and territory governments (see Appendix B for a
list of organisations).
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The first teleconference to specifically discuss existing buildings was held in March 2019, with stakeholder
workshops held in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, Canberra and Hobart during
July and August 2019. Over 70 written submissions have been received (see Appendix C for a summary of
stakeholder feedback).
Policy development for new buildings leverages the NCC, as this is a national mechanism for setting minimum
energy efficiency requirements for all new buildings and major renovations in Australia. These requirements are
then adopted through state and territory legislation and supported by a suite of information, training and tools
for industry. In contrast, energy efficiency measures for existing buildings must be delivered largely through a
variety of state and territory based mechanisms.
This report seeks to consolidate NEPP and jurisdictional work by analysing the potential impact of energy
efficiency policies if applied in a nationally consistent (or harmonised) way to existing homes. In so doing, the
report seeks to distinguish between the different bases for coordinated action as follows:
•

National collaborative instruments/measures—subject to national governance and provide opportunities
for specific policy commitments and priority-setting through national collaborative processes.

•

Commonwealth measures—determined by the Australian Government, but with potential for
national application.

•

State and territory instruments/measures—have potential for agreed objectives, but recognise the need for
potentially different settings and/or focus based on their particular circumstances.

The approach to identifying policy options, assessing their effectiveness and developing commitments to
action by COAG Energy Council takes account of the following:
•

Working with existing buildings will require a suite of policies and will be less amenable to uniform national
policies—it is therefore critically different to the Trajectory work on new buildings.

•

No single policy will be sufficient—a range of approaches will be needed to support upgrades of existing
homes, for example incentives, compliance regimes, consumer awareness and industry skills.

•

Many key instruments for change are the responsibility of state and territory governments. Depending on
the instrument used, there may be some differences in the scope and application.

The Trajectory is the start of a longer process and improving existing buildings will take time. In commencing
this process and conducting analysis for this report, it became apparent that a key challenge for assessing
different policies is the data available for, and our understanding of, existing buildings. Going forwards, there is
therefore a need to strengthen:
•

the bringing together of data on existing buildings into a national dataset.

•

definitions of existing building subsets through the adoption of a segmentation approach with areas of key
focus. Unlike new buildings, which are not yet built and do not have occupants, improving existing
buildings requires consideration of a greater variation in building types along with the demographics of the
occupants. An example of how this could be strengthened, is to use case studies to define the different
building types and demographic segments.

2
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Despite these challenges, the scale of opportunity is significant. There are more than nine million existing
homes in Australia. The majority of these rate below 3 stars3 under the Nationwide House Energy Rating
Scheme (NatHERS). This large number of homes with poor energy efficiency provides a significant opportunity
for improvement. Increasing the energy efficiency of existing homes will lower energy bills for households,
contribute to energy security and affordability and reduce carbon emissions. It will also improve the comfort
and health of households, save energy, reduce wastage for the wider economy, and assist in mitigating the risk
of blackouts by lowering peak demand.
Please note: Any proposed policies in this document will need to undergo comprehensive analysis and a
Regulatory Impact Statement (RIS) process where appropriate, however the policy parameters for any analysis
and RIS will be informed by this report.

3 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), 2019, Energy Rating—National Overview
<https://ahd.csiro.au/dashboards/energy-rating/energy-rating-national-overview/>
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Chapter 1: Setting the context
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TRAJECTORY
OPTIONS
AND
SEQUENCING
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2

3

4

5

6

7

+

Characterisation of the task

Defining the opportunity

Assessment and prioritisation

Way forward

Advancing the Trajectory
The COAG Energy Council has set a trajectory towards zero energy (and zero carbon) ready buildings.
Zero energy (and zero carbon) ready homes have an energy efficient, building shell and major fixed appliances,
have sufficiently low energy use and are ‘ready’ to achieve net zero energy (and zero carbon) usage annually if
the home is combined with renewable or decarbonised energy systems, either on-site or off-site.
The Trajectory agreed by COAG Energy Council in February 2019 focused on advancing the energy efficiency of
new homes. The modelling it used found that by 2050, approximately 55 per cent of Australia’s total residential
building stock is forecast to be impacted by changes to the NCC from 2022, as either a new building or a major
renovation. This leaves an estimated 7 million existing homes that will not be subject to the NCC by 2050—
resulting in missed opportunities to harness further energy and emissions savings and health benefits.
Figure 1 illustrates the scale of potential energy savings not addressed through the Trajectory for new homes.
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Figure 1: Energy savings estimates from policies in the Trajectory (2018) (new building policy)
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Source: Commonwealth Department of the Environment and Energy (Note; the BAU figures are based on the most recent Australian Energy
Market Operator projections which differ to the figures originally used in the 2018 Trajectory work)

This report considers a number of reports developed by different stakeholder groups. These include, but are
not limited to:
•

The Australian Sustainable Built Environment Council (ASBEC) and ClimateWorks Built to Perform: An Industry
Led Pathway to a Zero Carbon Ready Building Code report, which was released in July 2018 and supported by
the 27 industry members of ASBEC. The ASBEC report outlines an industry led trajectory to transitioning
buildings to zero carbon. It also acknowledges that changes to the NCC are only one part of the solution
and that a broader suite of policy measures are required, including those targeting existing houses.

•

The Cooperative Research Centre for Low Carbon Living and ASBEC’s Growing the Market for Sustainable
Homes Industry Roadmap, released in 2019 has also been considered. It identified four clearly defined steps:
differentiate sustainable housing in the market; train and reward the construction industry; build
awareness; and broadcast the positive business case.

•

The July 2019 community joint statement, All Australians Deserve a Healthy, Safe, Affordable Home, which has
been supported by 38 community organisations, 22 supporting organisations and ASBEC.

•

The Energy Efficiency Council’s The World's First Fuel: How energy efficiency is reshaping global energy systems,
published in June 2019.

•

The Property Council of Australia (PCA) and Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA) Every Building
Counts: A practical plan for emissions reduction in the built environment, published in October 2019.
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Existing housing sector overview
Australia has made important progress in improving the energy performance of existing buildings:
•

All buildings constructed since 2006 have been subject to energy efficiency standards in the National
Construction Code, and represent a growing proportion of the building stock.

•

More than one in five Australian households now have solar panels installed on their roof—the highest rate
per capita in the world.4

•

Lighting technologies have undergone significant improvements in the past decade, achieving substantial
energy efficiency gains and moved towards efficient LED lighting.

•

Appliance efficiency has significantly improved, largely due to requirements under the Greenhouse and
Energy Minimum Standards (the GEMS Act) Act (and its state and territory predecessors).

•

Energy efficiency disclosure for existing homes has been operating in the ACT since 1997.

•

Energy efficiency obligation (EEO) schemes, grants and rebates have provided assistance to thousands of
households and businesses to improve their energy efficiency.

The residential building sector comprises a range of homes, including detached and attached houses (class 1
buildings, as defined by the NCC) and units in strata titled buildings (can be class 1 or class 2 buildings). In 2016
there were over nine million homes. Of these, 72 per cent were houses while the remainder were other forms of
homes such as apartments, semi-detached, row housing or townhouses.5
Key facts about the existing residential building sector are:
•

Australia’s residential building sector is responsible for around 11 per cent of Australia’s greenhouse gas
emissions6 and 29 per cent7 of electricity use.

•

Most Australian homes were built before the introduction of national minimum energy efficiency
regulations for residential houses. Under the NCC minimum requirements were introduced for free standing
houses in 20038 and units in apartment buildings in 2005. Homes built before this are generally less energy
efficient and thermally comfortable than newer homes, which imposes large energy costs, health and
greenhouse gas emission issues for households.

•

It is estimated that major fixed appliances (such as water heating and space heating) require replacement
on average every 12-18 years in residential buildings.9 The GEMS Act and the Equipment Energy Efficiency

4 Clean Energy Regulator, Small-scale renewable energy hits record-breaking capacity in Australia, viewed September 2019,
<htpp://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/About/Pages/News%20and%20updates/NewsItem.aspx?ListId=19b4efbb-6f5d4637-94c4-121c1f96fcfe&ItemId=417>
5 Australian Bureau of Statistics, Census of Population and Housing: Australia Revealed—2016,
<http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/2024.0>
6 Department of the Environment and Energy, National Inventory by Economic Sector 2016: Australia’s National Greenhouse Accounts
2018, viewed February 2019 <https://www.environment.gov.au/system/files/resources/d4cd38c2-d581-4434-8725663e3f2a09f6/files/national-inventory-economic-sector-2016.pdf> Residential direct emissions (non-transport) is 13.3 Mt CO2-e
and residential indirect emissions (electricity) is 45 Mt CO2-e - combined together 58.3 Mt CO2-e. This compares to total emissions
of 533 Mt CO2-e.
7 Department of the Environment and Energy, National Greenhouse Gas Inventory—Kyoto Protocol classifications, viewed
October 2019, <http://ageis.climatechange.gov.au/>.
8 Some jurisdictions, such as Victoria and the ACT, had minimum energy efficiency regulations for houses (class 1 buildings) before
this date. Requirements for sole-occupancy units in multi-unit apartment buildings (class 2) commenced 2005 in under the NCC.
9 Australian Department of Industry and Science, Residential Energy Baseline Study: Australia August 2015,
<http//:www.energyrating.gov.au/sites/new.energyrating/files/documents/Report_Residential_Baseline_Study_for_
Australia_2000_-_2030_0.pdf> (Estimate is based on the data from the Residential Energy Baseline Study 2015 and only included
major appliances (heating, cooling and hot water)

6
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(E3) program ensure that new appliances sold in Australia meet increasing minimum energy performance
and energy rating labelling making newer appliances consistently more energy efficient.
•

There are approximately 200,000 new homes built each year10 (houses and strata titled buildings combined)
and at current rates of construction, approximately 45 to 55 per cent of Australia’s building stock in 2050 will
be built after the NCC 2019 update.11

•

About 15 per cent of homes undergo renovations across Australia each year. In the quarter to December
2018, alterations and extensions requiring building permits were worth an estimated $2.27 billion,
compared to $16.95 billion for the construction of new homes.12 In 2016, 2.2 million Australian households
(or approximately 15 per cent) spent more than $5,000 on renovations or extensions of their home.13

•

While based on a small data set, NatHERS portal data (shown in Figure 214) indicates the energy
performance of existing homes perform well below new homes. New homes have an average rating of
6.1 stars, existing homes have an average rating of only 1.7 stars.

•

A 2015 study of 60 existing (pre-2005) houses by Sustainability Victoria found the average home energy
rating of houses constructed prior to 1990 was around 1.6 stars and the average rating of the houses
constructed between 1990 and 2005 was around 3.1 stars. In 2015, these specific houses had inefficient
thermal performance, and the lighting and appliances were considerably less energy efficient than new
lighting and appliances available today.15 Sustainability Victoria’s analysis showed the average cost of
improving the performance of existing houses to an equivalent 5 Star rating was between $11,405 and
$24,742, depending on the building upgrades applied16 and could save 45.2 per cent of total energy use.17

10 Housing Industry Association, Window into Housing 2019, <https://hia.com.au/-/media/HIA-Website/Files/IndustryBusiness/
Economic/fact-sheet/Window-into-Housing.ashx?la=en&hash=984BFC3393B3F2F997E099A71545B151044C2B50>
11 COAG Energy Council, Report for Achieving Low Energy Homes, 2018, pp. 16, <http://www.coagenergycouncil.gov.au/sites/prod.
energycouncil/files/publications/documents/Report%20for%20Achieving%20Low%20Energy%20Homes.pdf>
12 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2018, 8752.0—Building Activity, Australia, December 2018, <www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/
allprimarymainfeatures/E206D921CFCA83B4CA258432001D8D4C?opendocument>
13 Roy Morgan Research, Renovation Nation: home improvement in Australia 2017, <http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/7102renovation-nation-home-improvement-in-australia-201701090848>
14 CSIRO 2019, Energy Rating—National Overview, viewed 3 October 2019, <https://ahd.csiro.au/dashboards/energy-rating/
energy-rating-national-overview/>
15 Sustainability Victoria, Energy Efficiency Upgrade Potential of Existing Victorian Houses, December 2015, pp. 6,
<https://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/About-Us/Publications/Retrofit-Trial-Energy-Efficiency-Upgrade-Potential>
16 Use of double-glazing led to the highest upgrade cost. Use of curtains and thick drapes instead of double-glazing gives the lower
end of the range, although this is not recognised in the NatHERS rating tools.
17 Sustainability Victoria, Energy Efficiency Upgrade Potential of Existing Victorian Houses, December 2015, pp.8,
<https://www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/About-Us/Publications/Retrofit-Trial-Energy-Efficiency-Upgrade-Potential>
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Figure 2: Nationwide House Energy Rating Scheme (NatHERS) portal data
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Trajectory objectives
The Trajectory for low energy buildings identified the following objectives for improving the energy efficiency
of homes:
•

lower energy bills for households

•

save energy (reduce wastage) for the wider economy

•

improve comfort levels for, and potentially the health of, occupants

•

improve resilience to extreme weather and blackouts (peak demand)

•

reduce carbon emissions.

Issues associated with energy efficiency in existing homes
Poorly performing homes can have significant impacts on comfort, health and affordability for occupants.
•

Health impacts. Houses with poor building shells are uncomfortable to live in and expensive to heat/cool
in winter/summer. This can result in internal temperatures in winter and summer being either too low or too
high for long periods of time, causing or exacerbating a range of health issues (such as respiratory and
cardiovascular conditions), hypothermia18 and even death.19 20 Moreover, poor performing housing in

18 Forcey, D, S, FitzGerald, M, P, Burggraf, M, K, Nagalingam,V, and Ananda-Rajah, M, R 2017. “Cold and lonely”—emergency
presentations of patients with hypothermia to a large Australian health network, advance online publication, DOI: 10.1111/
imj.14308 <https://www.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/imj.14308>
19 Gasparrini, A, Guo, Y , Hashizume, M, Lavigne, E, Zanobetti, A et al, 2015, ‘Mortality risk attributable to high and low ambient
temperature: a multicountry observational study’, 2015, The Lancet, vol 386, issue 9991 pp. 369-375 <https://www.sciencedirect.
com/science/article/pii/S0140673614621140> (Cold weather contributes towards 6.5 per cent of all deaths in Australia and hot
weather contributes towards a further 0.5 per cent of deaths).
20 Longden, T, 2019, Impact of temperature on mortality across different climate zones, Climate Change Journal <https://link.
springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10584-019-02519-1>
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Australia can exacerbate health risks during extreme heat and cold weather events.21 More broadly, there
are resource implications for the delivery of health care services in responding to vulnerable citizens during
extended periods of extreme temperatures, particularly the aged, infants and those with health issues.
•

Comfort. Many existing homes may not have adequate resilience to extreme weather. This includes newly
constructed homes that have typically met NCC energy efficiency requirements by meeting a total annual
average thermal load requirement. This does not consider whether a home over-performs in one season at
the expense of the other.22 From NCC 2019 many new homes now have to meet separate heating and
cooling load limits, however this will not improve the resilience of existing homes.

•

Affordability. Low income households and many tenants are particularly vulnerable to energy affordability
stress. These groups spend up to five times more of their disposable income on electricity than high income
households.23 In many cases this is exacerbated because they live in the poorer quality existing homes. They
are also more likely to forgo heating, cooling and cooking.24

Poorly performing housing stock also has significant impacts on the efficiency of energy system costs and
emissions abatement:
•

Inefficient infrastructure investment. Poor housing performance can lead to higher than necessary peak
electricity demand. Peak demand has been a key driver of increasing energy prices and is driven largely by
household air conditioning, especially on hot summer afternoons. Almost $1,000 in electricity system
infrastructure could be saved for each household that cuts their peak demand by one kilowatt through
good design and efficient appliances.25 The United Kingdom’s Committee on Climate Change’s 2019
UK housing: Fit for the future? report noted that deep retrofits to the existing housing stock would help to
manage future peak demand issues.26

•

Emissions reduction. Upgrades that have short payback periods and reduce energy consumption can
deliver low cost abatement while delivering savings in household energy bills. There is also a significant
opportunity for this abatement to be delivered at scale.

21 Nicholls, L, McCann, H, Strengers, Y, & Bosomworth K. 2017, Heatwaves, Homes and Health: Why household vulnerability to extreme
heat is an electricity policy issue, Centre for Urban Research, RMIT University, Melbourne <https://apo.org.au/sites/default/files/
resource-files/2017/11/apo-nid119256-1194706.pdf>
22 Australian Building Codes Board, Inclusion of Heating and Cooling Energy Load Limits in NatHERS assessments: Final Regulation
Impact Statement for Decision, October 2018, <https://abcb.gov.au/Resources/Publications/Consultation/Inclusion-of-heatingand-cooling-energy-load-limits-in-NatHERS-assessments>
23 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Retail Electricity Pricing Inquiry Preliminary Report, 22 September 2017, pp.14,
<https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Retail%20Electricity%20Inquiry%20-%20Preliminary%20report%20-%2013%20
November%202017.pdf>
24 Australian Council of Social Service and the Brotherhood of St Laurence, Affordable, clean energy for people on low incomes, 2019,
pp. 4, <https://www.acoss.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/FINAL-Report-Affordable-clean-energy-for-people-on-lowincomes_web.pdf>
25 Australian Sustainable Built Environment Council, The Bottom Line: The household impacts of delaying improved energy
requirements in the Building Code, , February 2018, pp. 7, <https://www.asbec.asn.au/wordpress/wp-content/
uploads/2018/03/180208-ASBEC-CWA-The-Bottom-Line-household-impacts.pdf>
26 Committee on Climate Change, UK Housing: Fit for the future? 2019, < https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/uk-housing-fit-forthe-future/>
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Barriers to uptake
There are significant opportunities to improve energy efficiency when buying, selling, leasing or renovating
existing homes. While these represent significant potential for energy savings, there are barriers to their
uptake, including:
•

Awareness and information. As energy efficiency can be highly technical, it can be difficult and time
consuming to locate and understand the various benefits and costs (such as investment pay-back, comfort,
health, etc.) afforded by energy efficiency.27 This can make people more risk averse where energy savings
are uncertain. There may also be a lack of awareness and knowledge about energy use, energy costs or
energy efficiency measures available that can best meet their situation.

•

Split incentives. In rental properties, landlords may be reluctant to invest in energy upgrades, especially if
they cannot recoup their costs through increased rental payments or some other return on investment. This
creates a split incentive, where one party accrues the costs (upfront capital investment), while the other
party receives the benefits (for example lower energy bills).28 Evidence of this is reflected in the much lower
installation rates for rooftop solar on rental properties (see Figure 3).29 This means rental properties often
perform poorly and are more expensive to run.30
In contrast, owner-occupied houses have significantly higher rates of insulation, window treatments and
rooftop solar and/or solar hot water systems than renter-occupied.31 In addition, for major appliance
replacements (water heating and space heating) there can be a split incentive between the owner and the
tradesperson/retailer who is supplying a replacement unit. This is because the practices of industry can be
driven by their perceptions of consumer demand, and the cost and/or risk of a particular action.32 Low rental
vacancy rates in Australia exacerbate this situation, as landlords are under little pressure to improve the
property and renters are unlikely to demand improvements since they can be easily replaced.33

27 Australian Building Codes Board Final Regulation Impact Statement: Proposal to Revise the Energy Efficiency Requirements of the
Building Code of Australia for Residential Buildings, December 2009, pp.43.
28 Australian Building Codes Board Final Regulation Impact Statement: Proposal to Revise the Energy Efficiency Requirements of the
Building Code of Australia for Residential Buildings, 2009, pp. 3
29 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2019, Household Expenditure Survey, Australia: Summary of Results, 2015-16 viewed July 2019
<https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/6523.0~2015-16~Main%20Features~Case%20Study%20
-%20Slow%20Growth%20in%20Solar%20Power%20in%20Australian%20Homes~14>
30 State of Victoria Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning Energy Efficiency and Productivity Strategy, November
2017, pp 30, <https://www.energy.vic.gov.au/energy-efficiency/energy-efficiency-and-productivity-strategy>
31 Wrigley, K & Crawford, H, 2015, Bridging the gap: energy efficiency improvements for rental properties. Living and Learning: Research
for a Better Built Environment: 49th International Conference of the Architectural Science Association < http://www.anzasca.net/
wp-content/uploads/2015/12/031_Wrigley_Crawford_ASA2015.pdf>
32 Romanach, L, M, Jeanneret, T, Hall, N & Yip, E, 2014, pp. 12, The EnergyFit Homes Project: Literature review and gap analysis
<httpp://www.lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au/sites/all/files/publications_file_attachments/rp3016_the_energyfit_homes_initiative_
working_paper_1_-_literature_review.pdf>
33 Crawford, R, H & Stephan, A, 2015, Living and Learning: Research for a Better Built Environment: 49th International Conference of the
Architectural Science Association, <https://trove.nla.gov.au/work/200336785?selectedversion=NBD56426237>
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Proportion of households with rooftop PV

Figure 3: Proportion of households with rooftop solar photovoltaic (PV) panels
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•

Affordability. Mortgage and rental stress can limit the ability of households to find additional funds to
improve energy efficiency. Many areas of Australia face tight housing and rental markets. This cost pressure
can make it difficult for households to afford the upfront cost needed to improve the energy efficiency of
homes. This is especially the case for building shell upgrades, which tend to be expensive and in many cases
have longer payback periods, if only the energy bill savings are considered.34

•

Ownership structures: In addition to split incentives, there may be disincentives caused by ownership
structures that mean rental properties are further unlikely to undergo energy efficiency upgrades. This
makes households who rent at a disadvantage when compared with owner occupied households.

34 Sustainability Victoria, Energy Efficiency Upgrade Potential of Existing Victorian Houses December 2015, pp7, <https://www.
sustainability.vic.gov.au/About-Us/Publications/Retrofit-Trial-Energy-Efficiency-Upgrade-Potential>
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Scope
Improvements to new homes during the construction process can be effectively driven through a single
regulatory instrument, the NCC, which has national application (when picked up by individual jurisdictions) and
is supported by extensive industry training, tools and information. An equivalent single mechanism is not in
place for improving Australia’s existing homes.
There are already a range of initiatives being pursued by individual jurisdictions, major cities and local
governments aimed at improving the energy efficiency of existing homes (outlined in Appendix A). These
provide opportunities to share and build on learnings and practical experience in the Australian context. There
may also be opportunities for some of these initiatives to be investigated for potential national application.
Reflecting the complexity of current jurisdictional policies for existing homes, the focus for this report is on:
•

Identifying those options/interventions with demonstrated effectiveness in driving improvements in
existing housing stock.

•

Determining the policy and program options that are capable of, require, or would benefit from, national
implementation—that is through a national instrument or a harmonised one.

•

Identifying other ‘best practice’ interventions that are recommended for individual jurisdictions to pursue
through their own processes and legislative/regulatory frameworks.
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Key principles for selecting options (policy design)
The key principles used to select the policy options outlined in this report are that policies should:
•

Be practical and cost effective for stakeholders, while delivering a net societal benefit.

•

Have the potential to upgrade housing to be zero energy (and zero carbon) ready through building shell
improvements, appliance upgrades and renewable energy generation (on site).

•

Not add undue administrative burden to existing initiatives. There are lots of initiatives in place by state and
territory and local governments aimed at improving existing buildings and the intention of this COAG
process is not to duplicate or create extra burden.

•

Have the potential to deliver co-benefits, such as job creation and health benefits for home occupants.

•

Link to related initiatives that may be non-building specific measures, such as public housing or tax
incentive initiatives, and define the role of NEPP and COAG in relation to these measures. This work is not
seeking to accomplish everything for energy efficient buildings; however, it is important to be aware of and
acknowledge these other initiatives because they could support improvements to existing buildings.

Physical determinants of energy efficiency
In contrast to new buildings, which can incorporate improved energy efficiency from the outset, existing
buildings will generally have physical limitations of what is practical and cost effective to improve.
Table 1 outlines the physical determinants of what is considered ‘in scope’ and ‘out of scope’ for existing
buildings policies. This takes into account what is relatively easy to change in existing buildings or where other
national initiatives are established and already operating. For example, replacing appliances based on their role
in the building system is in scope. Minimum Energy Performance Standards will continue to make a significant
contribution, and as there are already activities underway, the focus of this report is on other policies that have
the potential to further improvement in energy performance of homes. This does not preclude the option of
recommending areas for further investigation, for example, proposing to accelerate GEMS initiatives to
capitalise on major opportunities identified through this work.

14
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Table 1: Physical determinants of zero energy (and zero carbon) ready existing homes

Appliances

Building shell

Feature
Thermal

In scope

Out of scope

Retrofit of building shell (e.g.: glazing,
insulation, draft sealing etc.)

Orientation (can only be addressed by
repurposing in some houses)

Passive design features in renovations

Embodied energy

Restructuring building use patterns
(e.g. through zoning or repurposing of
rooms).
Heating and
cooling

Replacement and maintenance

GEMS of individual appliances

Removing/decommissioning of ducted
systems or reconditioning of ducting

Embodied energy

Lighting

Replacement and maintenance

GEMS of individual lights
Embodied energy

Hot water

Replacement and maintenance

GEMS of individual appliances
Embodied energy

Plugged
appliances

Replacement of some large energy
users

Individual appliances

Other

Aggregate impact
Smart
appliances

Enabling capability

Individual development

Rooftop solar
and batteries

Onsite solar requirements and
conditions

Decarbonised grid

Electric vehicles

Enabling capability

Industry development

Strata titled
buildings shared
services

Decision making pathways

Embodied energy

Industry skills
and training

Information and tools

Campaigns

Occupant
behaviour

Information and tools

Campaigns

Fire safety

Improving energy using equipment
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There are opportunities to improve energy efficiency at various stages of an existing home’s life, such as when it
is being bought, sold, leased or renovated.
Stakeholder feedback supports a process where each opportunity is targeted through a suite of policies, to
ensure the entire housing stock successfully transitions to being zero energy (and zero carbon) ready. The suite
of potential policies that have been identified internationally and through stakeholder consultation are shown
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Suite of Policies

Enabling Mechanisms
provide the foundations for improvements and underpin other policies
Practical guidance for consumers

Supply chain development

Energy ratings and tools

Targeted residential building policies
overcome specific market barriers that occur at the different stages of a building’s life
Energy efficiency disclosure

Minimum rental standards

Energy efficiency requirements
for renovations

Supporting measures
assist with cost-effective transition and compliment the targeted building policies
Apartments and
strata titled
buildings

Vulnerable
households

Financial
incentives

Greenhouse and
Energy Minimum
Standards (GEMS)

Data collection
and analysis

Other targeted
initiatives

Enabling mechanisms
Practical guidance for consumers
What is it?
Practical guidance that explains what the options are for improving the energy efficiency of existing homes,
why improvements should be made and how the upgrades can be made.

Why is it needed?
Energy efficiency can be highly technical, making it difficult and time consuming for most households audiences
to locate and understand the various benefits and costs (such as investment pay-back, comfort, health, etc.)
afforded by energy efficiency.35 Practical information that clearly explains what the options are, makes the case
for why an upgrade is worthwhile doing and a step-by-step guide for how to make an upgrade (including
selection of products and the engagement of trades), could cut through this complexity to assist households to
make informed decisions. In addition, this information can support other policies by assisting households in
understanding how to best achieve greater energy efficiency while saving time and reducing energy costs.

35 Australian Building Codes Board, Final Regulation Impact Statement: Proposal to Revise the Energy Efficiency Requirements of the
Building Code of Australia for Residential Buildings, December 2009, pp.43.
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How could it be developed?
The COAG Energy Council could develop practical materials that is tailored for different households and
industry audiences, that provide climate relevant information about improving existing homes. The topics
covered might include weather sealing, insulation, lighting, space conditioning and hot water. Fact sheets
could explain:
•

What can be done to improve existing homes and the range of options for upgrading;

•

Why improvements should be made and the benefits of doing so;

•

How to make the changes and where to go for further information, including examples and case studies of
how other households have made improvements and the associated outcomes; and

•

Guidance focused on strata titled buildings covering what residents have control over and what is the
responsibility of the owners’ corporation.

This information could leverage existing resources, such as Your Home (www.yourhome.gov.au), jurisdiction
resources and academic research. The focus would be on ensuring the information is relevant and accessible
when and where it is needed to influence homeowners, renovators or tradespeople. As this would
potentially create greater demand, a parallel work stream would also be needed to ensure the supply chain
is able to deliver.

Supply chain development
What is it?
Training materials for industry throughout the supply chain that explain what the options are for improving the
energy efficiency of existing homes, why improvements should be made and how the upgrades can be made.

Why is it needed?
Attention to the supply chain is as equally important to address as consumer demand. Consumers need to be
able to easily locate and access energy saving products and services appropriate to their situation and be
confident that the products and services will be effective in improving energy efficiency and delivering
co-benefits. For example, retailers and tradespeople may not be aware of the energy efficiency opportunities
and benefits when recommending an appliance replacement or improvements to the home. This may result in
consumers not receiving adequate advice to make an informed choice.
There has been progress with the inclusion of sustainability considerations into the curriculum for key trades.
However, this only addresses the skills of new entrants to the industry and not those of existing tradespeople.
Tradespeople may not understand the opportunities for energy efficiency when making changes to a home.
One survey found substitution of high efficiency for low efficiency alternatives on building sites is
commonplace. High‐efficiency glazing was most commonly referred to in this context (perhaps due to its
expense, but also due to the difficulty of detecting substitution), but in some cases substitution of insulation
products was also noted.36

36 State of South Australia 2014, National energy efficiency building report, viewed October 2019, <http://energymining.sa.gov.
au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/315415/NEEBP-final-report-November-2014.pdf>
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In addition, other related trades may not understand the energy efficiency implications of their actions. For
example, one trade can undo the good work of others by removing insulation or penetrating building wraps to
install plumbing, wiring or lighting.
Therefore information should be incorporated into training material to improve energy efficiency
understanding across the supply chain.

How could it be developed?
The COAG Energy Council could develop climate zone specific training material covering cost effective changes
that could be applied to most existing homes. These would support tradespeople in their understanding and
delivery of energy efficiency improvements. Information could also be developed that targets other trades. This
would outline how their actions can reduce the energy efficiency of a home, such as the importance of not
removing insulation once installed.
Work is being progressed under NEPP Measure 32 (Compliance), to develop training materials for the
residential construction industry. These materials aim to address skills and knowledge gaps in energy efficiency
and building material science. Current projects are looking at increasing the Australian building industry’s
understanding of basic concepts of building thermal efficiency and highest impact retrofitting actions in
existing homes.
Potential avenues for disseminating the information could be through training organisations, tradespeople and
their relevant peak bodies, the real estate industry and strata organisations, with consideration given to
regional areas where there may be limitations in qualified trades.
Understanding the supply chain for products that can deliver savings and other benefits to households would
help in identifying opportunities to address any gaps in the availability of products and services. This could
involve ‘mapping’ the supply chain for specific products, where a supply chain map could reveal where
there are opportunities for industry engagement—such as which trades are critical to the success of a retrofit
activity. This could be a starting point in identifying the skills required and any options for building skills
through training.

Energy ratings and tools
What is it?
Whole-of-home rating framework that outline the energy efficiency performance of a home, propose options
for improving the home and provide an indication of the benefits from the improvements, such as return on
investment and cost saving and accommodates rating tools.

Why is it needed?
Energy efficiency can be highly technical and time consuming for households and industry to understand the
benefits and investment pay backs to make fully informed decisions.37 An energy rating helps simplify complex
energy efficiency information to assist with decision-making. Energy ratings also support the design and
delivery of other policies, and can assist the market to operate efficiently. For example, the international Green
Bonds market and other finance initiatives can leverage national rating systems, as seen by the international
interest in the National Australian Built Environment Rating System (NABERS).

37 Australian Building Codes Board, Final Regulation Impact Statement: Proposal to Revise the Energy Efficiency Requirements of the
Building Code of Australia for Residential Buildings, December 2009, pp 43.
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How could it be developed?
In May 2019 the NatHERS Steering Committee agreed a set of standard assumptions that could underpin new
whole-of-home rating tools. These assumptions will underpin a national framework for residential building
rating tools. This framework and tools could also address existing homes and underpin the measures proposed.
The specific areas that would need consideration to develop ratings and tools for existing homes include:
•

Governance—This could be developed and managed by the COAG Energy Council under the existing
NatHERS governance process. This would ensure all jurisdictions can use a nationally consistent process
while tailoring it to specific circumstances where necessary, noting the diverse climates and building sectors
across Australia. An appropriate governance arrangement, which could guide the developers of the tools,
are detailed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).38 This is the
governance model NatHERS has been measured against.39

•

Scope—Ratings should assess whole-of-home energy usage. Whole-of-home is taken to include thermal
performance, space conditioning, water heating, cooking, lighting, pool pumps and onsite renewable
generation. An allowance could also be made for plugged appliances. The tool should aim to be fuel
neutral, providing households with information as to their homes’ energy consumption and greenhouse
gas emissions, and provide recommendations for upgrades that could save households money on their
energy bills.

•

Effectiveness—Ratings should provide credible and useful information in a form that is easy to understand
and is likely to result in householders taking action and investing in energy efficiency. This includes simple
and clear information that provides an understanding of the output from the tool, and identifies
opportunities for greater energy efficiency.

•

Comparability—The tool output should be comparable within each jurisdiction so that informed decisions
can be made by buyers, renovators or renters. This approach is supported by stakeholder input to the draft
Trajectory for existing homes.

•

Home type—Ratings should apply to houses and strata titled building. For strata titled building this
includes common areas, such as hallways, stairways, parking areas and the lobby. The current review of the
Commercial Building Disclosure (CBD) scheme in Australia, recommends state and territory governments
consider including strata titled building common areas within the CBD program using the NABERS rating
tool and establishing the appropriate jurisdiction-based legal framework to facilitate this.40 If this
recommendation is followed, it may provide an avenue by which to rate energy efficiency in apartment
building common areas.

•

Assessors—Assessments should be carried out by appropriately trained and authorised assessors. This
could be based on accreditation processes for NatHERS and the Victorian Residential Efficiency Scorecard
(RES). Specific training should also cover energy efficiency in strata titled properties.

•

Quality assurance (QA)—A robust QA process should be implemented as part of the rating scheme, which
reviews a portion of ratings undertaken to ensure consistency of rating inputs, assumptions and advice. This
aims to provide trust in the scheme, the ratings and the assessors.

38 OECD, Best Practice Principles for Regulatory Policy- The Governance of Regulators, OECD, 2014, <https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/
governance/the-governance-of-regulators_9789264209015-en#page3>
39 Department of Industry, Innovation and Science, 2016, Governance and Operations Review of NatHERS 2016 <http://www.nathers.
gov.au/sites/prod.nathers/files/u20/NatHERS%20Governance%20and%20Operational%20Review_Final%20Report_%2027%20
June.pdf>
40 The Centre for International Economics, 2019, Independent review of the Commercial Building Disclosure Program <http://cbd.gov.
au/files/CBD%20Review%20CIE%20report%20draft.pdf>
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•

Data and Reporting—Energy ratings should be captured securely to develop a map of the performance of
Australia’s housing stock. Where possible, this information should be made public in a suitably aggregated
form, as currently occurs in the CSIRO Australian housing data portal.41 This information would inform
ongoing policy development and support policy evaluations.

•

Funding—Ratings should be cost recovered by users through fees charged at the time of assessment.

Targeted residential building policies
Energy efficiency disclosure
What is it?
Disclosure at the point of sale, and potentially lease, of a home’s features or expected energy performance and
information about how the home could be upgraded to improve its energy performance.

Why is it needed?
There are several objectives that are typically associated with disclosing information about a home’s features or
energy performance:
•

Motivate home sellers to improve the energy efficient features / performance of the home in order to
realise a higher sale price and related to this, help buyers make an informed purchasing decision.

•

Inform home buyers about the various actions they can take to upgrade their home, such as when
renovating.

•

Motivate landlords to upgrade their home to make it more attractive to renters.

•

Inform renters about which homes have the potential for lower energy bills and to provide home comfort.

For homes offered for sale, providing comparable and trusted information can influence changes in the market
and energy efficiency upgrade activity before or after the sale of a property. For example, in the Australian
Capital Territory (ACT) energy efficiency ratings must be disclosed when homes are sold and often when leased.
Multiple studies have found that homes in the ACT with higher ratings have higher market values.42 43 Surveys
have also found that 50 per cent of buyers and sellers in the ACT claim they have done something to enhance
the energy efficiency of their home and 48 per cent claim they were influenced in their decision by the energy
efficiency rating.44
Research conducted by the CSIRO and Common Capital on behalf of the EnergyFit Homes initiative showed
there is support for a national voluntary disclosure system that would measure, benchmark and communicate
information on the energy performance of existing homes, especially at the time of sale or lease.45 Results
41 Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, Australian Housing Data, viewed October 2019,
<https://ahd.csiro.au/>
42 Berry, S, Marker, T & Chevalier, T 2008, Modelling the Relationship of Energy Efficiency Attributes to House Price: The case of detached
houses sold in the Australian Capital Territory in 2005 and 2006, Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts 2007
<https://www.eceee.org/library/conference_proceedings/ACEEE_buildings/2008/Panel_2/2_193/>
43 Fuerst, F & Warren-Myers, G, 2018, Does voluntary disclosure create a green lemon problem? Energy-efficiency ratings and house
prices, Energy Economic, vol, 74, pp 1–12, <https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S014098831830166X>
44 Impact of Residential Mandatory Disclosures Schemes Market Research Report, 2011, pp 5, Instinct and Reason
45 Kelly, S, E, 2016, Consumers want energy-efficiency facts on homes—new research shows, Low Carbon Living, media release
<httpp://www.lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au/news/news-archive/2016/08/media-release-consumers-want-energy-efficiency-factshomes-%E2%80%93-new-research>
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showed that 92 per cent of home buyers want energy efficiency details revealed in building inspection reports;
82 per cent at open inspection; and 72 per cent in property advertising, with half of home buyers and renters
willing to pay for this information.46
Without consumers being able to make an informed decision, a survey that was conducted in 2014 found that
“house buyers are largely uninterested in energy efficient outcomes”.47 Many industry professionals have noted
this can translate into limited demand for energy efficiency features, a preference for lower capital cost or a
preference for more desirable aesthetic features (larger floor area, better kitchen, etc.), and a practical inability for
households to hold the building supply chain to account for energy performance shortfalls.48
In the United Kingdom, a study found that homes with the highest energy efficiency rating sold for
approximately 14 per cent more on average than the least efficient rated homes—and up to 38 per cent in some
parts of England.49 This creates an incentive for sellers to make improvements that can increase the sale price.

How could it be developed?
Several models of disclosure schemes exist worldwide. These differ in many aspects, including some are
voluntary, others mandatory, and they vary in the scope of energy systems covered, who undertakes the
assessment and at what level the assessment is undertaken50 and whether energy performance is assessed or
features are disclosed.
The COAG Energy Council could establish a national framework for disclosing the energy performance of homes
(National Disclosure Framework). This would outline the parameters for disclosure schemes that can be adopted
and implemented by jurisdictions, subject to a RIS. This could support mandatory disclosure schemes, while
providing guidance to individuals that wish to voluntarily disclose the energy efficiency performance of their
home. Whilst a National Disclosure Framework should not act as a barrier to jurisdictions proceeding beyond the
framework, it would:
•

Expand on the National Collaborative Approach to Residential Building Ratings and Disclosure—Principles.51

•

Incorporate learnings from schemes operating in Australia including mandatory disclosure in the ACT
(Civil Law, Sale of Residential Property Act 2003) and a voluntary disclosure scheme in Victoria (Sale of Land
Act 1962).

•

Outline assessment, governance and compliance frameworks, and transitional arrangements to prepare and
upskill industry.

•

Build on the enabling mechanisms, particularly the information and energy rating tools.

46 Kelly, S, E, 2016, Consumers want energy-efficiency facts on homes—new research shows, media release, Low Carbon Living, media
release, <httpp://www.lowcarbonlivingcrc.com.au/news/news-archive/2016/08/media-release-consumers-want-energyefficiency-facts-homes-%E2%80%93-new-research>
47 Department of State Development Government of South Australia, National Energy Efficient Building Project Final Report, 2014, pp 6,
<https://innovationandskills.sa.gov.au/upload/energy/efficiency/NEEBP-final-report-November-2014.pdf?t=1478138353575>
48 Department of State Development Government of South Australia, National Energy Efficient Building Project Final Report, 2014, pp
44, <https://innovationandskills.sa.gov.au/upload/energy/efficiency/NEEBP-final-report-November-2014.pdf?t=1478138353575>
49 Department of Energy & Climate Change, Energy Savings measures boost house prices, 2013, <https://www.gov.uk/government/
news/energy-saving-measures-boost-house-prices>
50 Leipziger, D, 2013, Comparing Building Energy Performance Measurement A framework for international energy efficiency assessment
systems, Institute for Market Transformation <https://www.imt.org/resources/comparing-building-energy-performancemeasurement/>
51 COAG Energy Council, National collaborative approach to residential buildings ratings and disclosure – principles, 14 December 2014,
viewed October 2019, <http://www.coagenergycouncil.gov.au/sites/prod.energycouncil/files/publications/documents/
National%20Collaborative%20Approach%20to%20Residential%20Building%20Ratings%20and%20Disclosure%20-%20Principles.
pdf>
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The COAG Energy Council could undertake a collaborative design process for a National Disclosure Framework to
establish a disclosure model that is appropriate for Australia and supported by stakeholders. Key elements of a
disclosure framework could include:
•

Scope—Disclosure could be introduced at the point-of-sale and potentially at the point-of-lease, in stages
and different information could be disclosed for different purposes, such as buying vs renting. The scope of a
National Disclosure Framework should be determined following further consultation.

•

Cost—Given the large number of houses sold each year, it is important disclosure schemes are not
unnecessarily complex or impose a large cost burden on consumers and the real estate sector. A National
Disclosure Framework should aim to minimise assessment costs while still ensuring useful information is
provided that maximises the likelihood of homeowners improving the energy performance of their home.
Creating a National Disclosure Framework that can be leveraged by jurisdictions will also minimise
administration costs that are passed onto households.

•

Governance—A National Disclosure Framework could be developed by the COAG Energy Council and
delivered through jurisdictional legislation. In the ACT, the Energy Efficiency Rating Scheme is principally
empowered in Civil Law through the Sale of Residential Property Act 2003 (ACT) and the Residential
Tenancies Act 1997 (ACT). While this approach could be replicated in other jurisdictions, new legislation may
be needed where an appropriate existing act is not available. Stakeholders should continue to be engaged
throughout the design and implementation stages.

•

Assessments—The assessment process as part of a National Disclosure Framework should be carried out by
appropriately trained and authorised assessors using appropriately developed rating tools, as outlined under
the enabling policies section of this report. This will ensure there is confidence in disclosure schemes. The
CBD program includes a well-supported set of assessor competencies that could be leveraged for this
purpose. Adequate information and training is also needed to ensure the assessor industry can deliver ratings
effectively and repeatedly, thus building confidence in disclosure schemes.

•

Quality assurance (QA)—An information and guidance process for consumers will be an important first line to
ensure energy ratings are used. A National Disclosure Framework should also be backed by a robust
QA process that reviews a portion of ratings undertaken, such as the process currently undertaken for the
CBD program.

•

Data and Reporting—Data should be captured from disclosure schemes and be communicated as part of
regular reporting. This information would support scheme evaluations and inform ongoing policy
development and adjustments to the National Disclosure Framework.

•

Cost Benefit Analysis—A cost benefit analysis should be undertaken on the final National Disclosure
Framework to support implementation and inform RIS development by jurisdictions. This includes
consideration of disclosure at point-of-sale and point-of-lease.

•

Other considerations for a National Disclosure Framework:
– Implementation should aim not to impose excessive requirements on real estate agents and should
incorporate learnings from schemes in the ACT and Victoria.
– Vulnerable households, including those in regional or remote communities, may require financial support
to finance the disclosure assessment and/or support in making energy efficiency upgrades (EEO schemes
could support this aspect). Means testing could be used to establish the need for such assistance.
– If a previous disclosure certificate exists for a home and no changes to the home occurred since this
was issued, a process should be developed to reuse the disclosure certificate without a new assessment.
The property owner would need to formally declare no changes had occurred to re-use a certificate.
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– Possible exemptions could be included for homes that are at the end of their life and clearly in need of
demolition or major renovation. A process will be needed to ensure any exemptions do not create a
loophole for homes to avoid disclosure.
– Homes constructed post June 2022 will also be required to provide a disclosure certificate at the time of
sale or lease. Where a whole-of-home energy rating was undertaken to meet compliance with the NCC,
this could be used to satisfy disclosure requirements and minimise compliance costs.
– Strata titled buildings require specific consideration due to common ownership areas. The current
review of the CBD scheme in Australia, recommends state and territory governments consider including
strata titled buildings (common areas only) within the CBD program using the NABERS rating tool and
establishing the appropriate jurisdiction-based legal framework to facilitate this.52 Acting on this
recommendation may provide an avenue by which to rate energy efficiency for this segment of
residential buildings.

Minimum rental requirements
What is it?
Minimum energy efficiency requirements for rental properties would require rental properties to meet a
prescribed standard of energy efficiency, either features-based or performance-based.

Why is it needed?
In Australia, few improvements in energy efficiency have been seen in older rental properties built prior to
minimum energy efficiency requirements in the NCC for new homes. These older homes have significantly
lower rates of insulation, window treatments, rooftop solar and solar hot water systems than owner-occupied
households.53 In addition, up to 39 per cent54 of people on low income are renters and approximately half of all
households living below the poverty line are renting.55
An increasing number of Australians are living in rental properties. Over the past two decades renters in
Australia have increased from 27 to 32 per cent.56 These households spend a greater proportion of their income
on rent and utility bills when compared to home owners.57 While rental homes are likely to improve over time
as new homes that are built to NCC requirements are then rented, there is a need for targeted policies to
improve the energy efficiency of the broader rental housing stock that are not impacted by the NCC, and to
protect more vulnerable households that are renting.
In addition, homes with poor thermal comfort that are difficult to heat or keep cool can have an adverse impact
on the health of occupants, particularly households who are elderly and have chronic health conditions.

52 The Centre for International Economics, 2019, Independent review of the Commercial Building Disclosure Program
<http://cbd.gov.au/overview-of-the-program/cbd-review/cbd-2019-program-review>
53 Wrigley, K & Crawford, R, H, 2015, Bridging the gap: energy efficiency improvements for rental properties Living and Learning:
Research for a Better Built Environment: 49th International Conference of the Architecture Science Association
<http://www.anzasca.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/031_Wrigley_Crawford_ASA2015.pdf>
54 Wrigley, K & Crawford, R, H, 2015, Bridging the gap: energy efficiency improvements for rental properties Living and Learning:
Research for a Better Built Environment: 49th International Conference of the Architecture Science Association
<http:// www.anzasca.net/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/031_Wrigley_Crawford_ASA2015.pdf >
55 Davidson, P, Saunders, Bradbury, B.& Wong, M, 2018, Poverty in Australia, ACOSS/UNSW Poverty and Inequality Partnership Report
No. 2, Sydney: ACOSS. <httpp://www.acoss.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/ACOSS_Poverty-in-Australia-Report_Web-Final.
pdf>
56 Australian Bureau of Statistics 2019, Housing Occupancy and Costs, 2017-18, Canberra ABS 4130.0,
<https://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/4130.02017-18?OpenDocument>
57 Australian Bureau of Statistics 2019, Housing Occupancy and Costs, 2017-18, Canberra ABS 4130.0,
<https://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/4130.02017-18?OpenDocument>
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Renters experience a number of barriers that prevent energy efficiency upgrades. This includes lack of
information about the property, split incentives, insecure tenancy, and an uneven power dynamic between
renters and landlords.58 Renters are less likely to make informed choices about their energy supply and usage as
they receive little information about the energy features of rental properties.59 There is little incentive for
landlords to invest in energy efficiency upgrades if they cannot recoup their costs through increased rental
payments or some other return on investment. Tenancy arrangements in Australia vary from fixed, periodic and
short term leases, with 51 per cent of renters on a fixed-term 1 year lease.60 This results in renters experiencing
uncertainty in living arrangements.61 Insecure tenure can make it difficult for tenants to request repairs and
upgrades, as they have limited rights to make changes to properties and may fear eviction.62 This further
inhibits tenants from contacting landlords about energy issues and upgrades.

How could it be developed?
Several models of minimum rental standard schemes exist worldwide. England and Wales focus only on raising
the standards of the worst performing rental properties,63 while New Zealand adopts a features based approach
that prescribes insulation, heating, ventilation and draft stopping.64
The COAG Energy Council could establish a national framework, which outlines approaches and technical
settings for minimum energy efficiency requirements for rental properties (National Rental Framework), which
could be adopted and implemented by jurisdictions, subject to their jurisdiction’s RIS processes. Whilst a
National Rental Framework should not act as a barrier to jurisdictions proceeding beyond the framework,
it would:
•

Outline the assessment, governance and compliance processes, the points for when requirements take
effect and transitional arrangements to prepare and upskill industry.

•

Incorporate learnings from jurisdictions that have existing commitments to develop rental requirements.

•

Allow flexibility for each jurisdiction to adapt to their requirements, by presenting both a ‘features-based’
and a ‘performance-based’ settings that leverages the Enabling Mechanisms.

•

Recognise that requirements could be phased in gradually over time, such as starting with low cost and
high energy saving modifications before deeper retrofits, and taking a features-based approach initially to
address more urgent concerns.

58 Wrigley, K & Crawford, R, H, 2015, Bridging the gap: energy efficiency improvements for rental properties Living and Learning:
Research for a Better Built Environment: 49th International Conference of the Architecture Science Association <http:// www.anzasca.
net/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/031_Wrigley_Crawford_ASA2015.pdf >
59 Wrigley, K & Crawford, R, H, 2015, Bridging the gap: energy efficiency improvements for rental properties Living and Learning:
Research for a Better Built Environment: 49th International Conference of the Architecture Science Association <http://www.anzasca.
net/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/031_Wrigley_Crawford_ASA2015.pdf>
60 Unsettled: Life in Australia’s private rental market, 2017, Choice, National Shelter, the National Association of Tenant Organisations
<https://apo.org.au/node/73768>
61 Disrupted—The consumer experience of renting in Australia, 2018, Choice, National Shelter, the National Association of Tenant
Organisations <https://tenantsqld.org.au/release-of-disrupted-2nd-report-of-a-national-survey-of-renters/>
62 Wrigley, K & Crawford, R, H, 2015, Bridging the gap: energy efficiency improvements for rental properties Living and Learning:
Research for a Better Built Environment: 49th International Conference of the Architecture Science Association <http://www.anzasca.
net/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/031_Wrigley_Crawford_ASA2015.pdf>
63 Gov UK, Domestic private rented property: minimum energy efficiency standard—landlord guidance, 2007, viewed September 2019,
<http://www.gov.uk/guidance/domestic-private-rented-property-minimum-energy-efficiency-standard-landlord-guidance>
64 Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, Tenancy Services—Insulation, viewed August 2019, <http://www.tenancy.
govt.nz/maintenance-and-inspections/insulation/>
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South Australia,65 Tasmania,66 and Victoria67 have legislation covering minimum energy efficiency requirements
for rental properties, while Queensland has a head of power to enable minimum rental energy efficiency
requirements to be adopted.68 These require landlords to ensure their properties meet the specified minimum
requirements. In most states these requirements do not specifically cover energy efficiency. Victoria is currently
developing minimum energy efficiency requirements for heating in rental properties as part of their proposed
Residential Tenancies Regulations 2020. The proposed Regulations and RIS will be available for public
consultation in late 2019. This would enable the urgent repair mechanism in tenancy laws to be leveraged for
tenants to raise issues of installation or repair of features specified in the regulation.
Key elements of a National Rental Framework would include:
•

Scope—A National Rental Framework should give flexibility to jurisdictions by including options for
features-based and performance-based pathways, and consider the potential interactions between both.
This will leverage, and ensure consistency with the Enabling Mechanisms outlined earlier in this report.
Eventually a National Rental Framework should cover both thermal performance and fixed appliances, and
include consideration for different ownership structures, such as public housing, community housing, and
private rentals.

•

Cost—The costs associated with energy efficiency upgrades could be minor or prohibitive, placing a burden
on landlords that may not have these funds available at short notice to meet the regulation. The initial focus
for a National Rental Framework should be low cost with high energy savings items. A National Rental
Framework could then proceed incrementally with clear long term direction and a pathway supporting
landlords to make energy efficiency alterations in rental properties. Financial incentives such as grants,
rebates and EEO schemes can assist during the transition period in minimising costs to landlords and
therefore costs passed through to tenants. For properties which already have a performance rating under
disclosure, this should be sufficient to demonstrate meeting rental requirements with no need to
demonstrate elemental improvement.

•

Governance—A National Rental Framework could be developed by the COAG Energy Council and delivered
through jurisdictional legislation in consultation with housing ministers. Some jurisdictions already have
legislation covering minimum energy efficiency requirements for rental properties, while new legislation
may be needed where an appropriate existing Act is not available. Stakeholder feedback highlights that
flexibility is important to enable jurisdictions to implement the policy in the way that best overcomes their
specific barriers and different climate zone challenges. Stakeholders should continue to be engaged
throughout the design and implementation stages.

•

Quality assurance (QA)—A National Rental Framework could be adopted by each jurisdiction and
incorporated into existing compliance frameworks. An extensive information and guidance process for real
estate agents and landlords will be important to ensure requirements are clearly understood. Requirements
should start with easily visual verifiable items or a rating certificate, so a tenant can easily determine that a
newly rented property meets the requirements, while ongoing compliance would require that any
replacements continue to meet rental requirements. Consideration should be given to the tenants’ ability to

65 South Australian Government, Renting a substandard property, viewed October 2019, <http://www.sa.gov.au/topics/housing/
substandard-properties/substandard-properties>
66 Consumer, Building and Occupational Services, Tasmanian Government, Types of minimum standards, viewed October 2019,
< https://www.cbos.tas.gov.au/topics/housing/renting/beginning-tenancy/minimum-standards/types>
67 Department of Justice and Community Safety, Engage Victoria, Fairer Safer Housing, viewed July 2019, <http://www.engage.vic.
gov.au/fairersaferhousing>
68 De Brenni (Minister for Housing and Public Works) 2018 Minimum standards for rental properties to honour baby Bella , media
release, <http://statements.qld.gov.au/Statement/2018/10/28/minimum-standards-for-rental-properties-to-honour-baby-bella>
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feedback to the real estate agent or owner if a property does not meet energy efficiency requirements. The
mechanism adopted could be through jurisdiction Residential Tenancies Acts, by which landlords must
attend to urgent repairs. For example, section 72 of the Victorian Residential Tenancies Act 1997.69
•

Cost Benefit Analysis—A cost benefit analysis should be undertaken on the National Rental Framework to
support implementation and inform RIS development by jurisdictions.

•

Data and reporting—Data should be captured from minimum energy efficiency rental schemes and be
communicated as part of regular reporting. This information would support scheme evaluations, and inform
ongoing policy development and adjustments to the National Rental Framework. For verification of
features, this should include centrally capturing acknowledgements from real estate agents that the home
possesses the required specifications. This data could be supplemented with surveys of agents, landlords
and tenants.

•

Other considerations for a National Rental Framework:
– Implementation should aim not to impose excessive requirements on real estate agents and should
incorporate learnings from the development of schemes in States and Territories.
– Impacts on vulnerable renters should be a central consideration when designing a national rental
framework. Financial policies should assist the transition and reduce pressure on rents.
– Challenges for regional, remote and Indigenous households should be investigated during the
development of a National Rental Framework, noting potential difficulties in accessing qualified trades
and services.
– Homes constructed post June 2022 should be considered compliant with minimum energy efficiency
requirements. Where a whole-of-home energy rating was undertaken to meet compliance with the NCC,
this could be used to satisfy requirements and minimise compliance costs.
– Further work is required to ascertain how the energy efficiency requirements apply to strata titled
buildings. The current review of the CBD program in Australia, recommends state and territory
governments consider including strata titled buildings common areas within the CBD program using
the NABERS rating tool and establishing the appropriate jurisdiction-based legal framework to facilitate
this.70 This could be leveraged for minimum energy efficiency requirements.

69 Residential Tenancies Act 1997, authorised version No. 088 Section 72 , p 64 <http://www8.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/consol_act/
rta1997207.pdf>
70 The Centre for International Economics, 2019, Independent review of the Commercial Building Disclosure Program <http://cbd.gov.
au/files/CBD%20Review%20CIE%20report%20draft.pdf>.
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Energy efficiency requirements for renovations
What is it?
A combination of updated requirements for major renovations in building regulations and specific
information for minor renovations, which require or encourage homeowners to upgrade the energy efficiency
of their homes.

Why is it needed?
Renovations provide a significant opportunity for energy efficiency improvements to be made to the existing
parts of the building at the same time. For example, if the renovation involves removing plasterboard or
weatherboards from the existing part of the house, insulation could be installed.
Upgrading the energy efficiency during a renovation can prove to be very cost effective, as tradespeople are
already on site and the marginal cost of installing a more efficient product can be low. Australians spend
$7.7 billion annually on renovations.71 Although there are already jurisdictional requirements for alterations and
additions to meet energy efficiency requirements in the NCC, this only captures major renovations.
Applying the NCC to existing homes can be difficult, as renovations have less opportunities to leverage good
design principles to reduce compliance costs. This can act as a barrier to large renovations that would
otherwise make material improvements to existing homes. A Sustainability Victoria study72 found that even
with deep retrofits (worth an average of $15,000 per house), many older homes in Victoria cannot reach the
6 stars achieved by most new homes under the current NCC. Most houses achieved a 5 Star rating as a result of
the retrofits, with additional improvements being prohibitively expensive (for example replacing windows).
To address physical constraints when improving existing homes, jurisdictions apply the NCC differently for
additions and alterations. Some jurisdictions require the NCC to be met for additions and alterations based on
the money spent, others on the percentage of the building impacted, and others use language like ‘where
practical’, which means the same renovation could be required or not required to meet the NCC energy
efficiency requirements. Further to this, treatment of unaltered portions of the home also varies widely with, at
one end of the spectrum, some jurisdictions applying no requirements and others requiring the whole home to
meet the requirements for the new built portion.73

How could it be developed?
The COAG Energy Council could work with jurisdiction building policy agencies and building regulators to:
•

Strengthen the approach to achieving improved energy performance for major renovations as part of
jurisdictional application of the NCC for major renovations.

•

Develop specific information for minor renovations, such as a bathroom upgrade or replacement of
damaged weatherboards, which encourage homeowners to upgrade the energy efficiency of their home
at the same time.

71 DEPPRO, Australians spend a record 7.7 billion on renovations last financial year, 2017, viewed September 2019, <http://deppro.
com.au/blog/australians-spent-a-record-7-7-billion-on-renovations-last-financial-year/>
72 Sustainability Victoria, Energy efficiency upgrade potential of existing Victorian homes, 2015, <http://www.sustainability.vic.gov.
au/-/media/SV/Publications/About-us/Research/Household-retrofit-technical-reports/Energy-Efficiency-Upgrade-Potential-ofExisting-Victorian-Houses-Sep-2016.pdf>
73 National Energy Efficiency Building Project (NEEBP), 2016, Improving compliance and consistency in the application of the national
construction code energy performance requirements to class 1 and 10 additions and alterations, Sustainability House. <http://www.
energymining.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/315420/NEEBP-project-3-Alterations-and-additions-final-report.pdf>
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Information for people and trades undertaking small renovations presents a considerable opportunity for
energy efficiency upgrades from renovations, as these are likely to be falling through the cracks. This
information would build on the simple guidance delivered under the Enabling Mechanisms, by specifically
addressing opportunities that may only be cost effective during renovation, for example the installation of wall
insulation batts.
When strengthening the approach to achieving improved energy efficiency performance for major renovations
the following would be considered:
•

Scope—As the scope and performance of the NCC increases over time, it can become cost prohibitive for
renovations to meet this requirement. The ABCB has previously advised that ‘in consideration of the
diversity and uniqueness of existing buildings, it would not be feasible to impose a generic technical
solution for upgrading that was simply based on characteristics such as building classification, floor area, or
similarly broad criteria.’74 COAG Energy Council could undertake research to consider whether a reduced
requirement is more appropriate or whether a consistent jurisdictional application the NCC for major
renovations can be developed.

•

Cost—The cost should be proportional to the size of the renovation. Research should be undertaken to
consider the potential cost of compliance for different jurisdictional requirements and to develop
requirements that are attainable, while reducing incentives for renovations to be designed to avoid the
jurisdiction thresholds for applying the NCC to major renovations.

•

QA—This work would leverage existing jurisdictional compliance frameworks that cover new constructions
and major renovations.

•

Other considerations for improving the energy efficiency of renovations:
– Research could be undertaken to better understand the costs and benefits of changing the trigger for
jurisdictional application of the NCC for major renovations, and what types of provisions are
implementable and enforceable for renovations.
– Further research should be undertaken on opportunities for renovating apartment buildings. Upgrades
to strata titled buildings face complex decision-making processes and include shared service areas.
Alongside the decision-making difficulties regarding energy efficiency improvements, the physical form
of apartment buildings may prevent certain actions. For example, given the inter-connected nature of
the building’s structure, retrofitting opportunities to the building shell may be limited.

74 Australian Building Codes Board, Upgrading Existing Buildings, 2016,< https://www.abcb.gov.au/Resources/Publications/
Education-Training/Upgrading-existing-buildings>
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Supporting measures
Opportunities for strata titled buildings
What is it?
Identification of a range of options that specifically target improving the energy efficiency of strata titled
buildings, including their common areas and individual apartments.

Why is it needed?
Strata titled buildings, which consist of multi-level apartment blocks and horizontal subdivisions with shared
areas and/or services, face unique challenges due to the need for collective decision-making or other physical
constraints with upgrading shared services.
It is estimated there are around 200,000 strata titled buildings in Australia75 and around 100,000 new individual
apartments built each year.76 Shared ownership and decision-making for common areas create significant
challenges for improving energy efficiency in these buildings. Ongoing energy costs for strata titled buildings
are not well understood, making it difficult for developers or future owners to value energy efficiency
investments up front.
Aside from the common areas of strata titled buildings, owners of individual apartments within these buildings
face many barriers to significantly improve the energy performance of their apartment. Buildings constructed
prior to energy efficiency requirements in the NCC typically have very poor energy efficiency,77 as historically
construction occurred with little consideration of energy efficiency or on-site renewable energy generation
opportunities. In France, apartment owners are required to upgrade the energy performance of their building
when other works are conducted, aiming “to the greatest possible extent” to achieve the required performance
for new buildings.78
To be effective, policies to support energy efficiency upgrades in strata titled buildings need to address
multiple barriers, including a lack of information and education on energy use in strata titled buildings, the
technical complexity of upgrade opportunities, the complex decision-making process, and limited access to
finance. A suite of policies may be needed to overcome these wide-reaching barriers.

How could it be developed?
COAG Energy Council could investigate policies to encourage strata titled buildings upgrades. This would
involve embedding energy efficiency in the normal course of business, so owners, occupants, and service
providers are better equipped to understand and improve energy performance. Possible options include:
•

Whole-of-home disclosure—NABERS ratings for the common areas of strata titled buildings have the
potential to deliver energy savings, with engagement of residential building managers’ key to their success.
Mandating the disclosure of simple, affordable ratings that are understandable to a variety of stakeholders
is crucial to transform purchase and lease decisions and to inform building upgrade investments. The

75 UNSW Sydney, Australian National Strata Data, 2018, viewed August 2019, <https://cityfutures.be.unsw.edu.au/research/
projects/national-strata-data-analysis/> Estimate based on data from the 2016 census and Australian National Strata Data
Analysis, City Futures Research Centre.
76 Housing Industry Association, Window into Housing 2019, viewed August 2019, <http://www.hia.com.au/-/media/HIA-Website/
Files/IndustryBusiness/Economic/fact-sheet/window-into-housing.ashx>
77 Matthew, P, & Leardini, P, 2017, Towards net zero energy for older apartment buildings in Brisbane, Energy Procedia, vol 121,
pp. 3-10 <https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1876610217334483>
78 Buildings Performance Institute Europe, Trigger points as a “must” in national renovation strategies, 2017, viewed August 2019,
<http://bpie.eu/publication/trigger-points-as-a-must-in-national-renovation-strategies/>
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current review of the CBD program in Australia, recommends state and territory governments consider
including strata titled buildings common areas within the CBD program using the NABERS rating tool and
establishing the appropriate jurisdiction-based legal framework to facilitate this.79 If this recommendation is
acted upon it could support disclosure of common areas energy performance.
•

Improve skills of facility managers—Residential building managers are currently poorly equipped to
understand apartment energy consumption and identify potential improvements. Education in this sector
will minimise a significant barrier to building upgrades of large strata titled buildings.

•

Require consideration of energy efficiency upgrades during normal business proceedings—A requirement
to note the energy efficiency of the apartment building at the Annual General Meeting (through a current
NABERS rating), will mean that building owners are aware of energy efficiency and encouraged to
investigate improving their performance. In some jurisdictions, owner corporations must prepare a long
term plan for expenditure from their sinking fund. A requirement to consider improvements to building
energy efficiency performance when preparing these plans (for example, cost effective opportunities
to achieve a particular rating) would support better investment decisions on energy efficiency in apartment
buildings.

•

Provide financial support linked to performance improvements—Financial incentives can provide muchneeded support to help overcome the many barriers faced by apartment owners looking to upgrade their
energy efficiency performance. Options to improve access to finance, include more targeted financial or tax
incentives for apartment building owners. This financial support could also prepare the market for potential
minimum energy efficiency requirements.

•

Minimum energy efficiency requirements for apartment buildings—Shared services make up a significant
proportion of overall building energy costs in medium and high-rise buildings. A much higher proportion of
occupants in apartment buildings are renters, who eventually bear these costs in increased rents. Requiring
apartments and apartment building common areas to meet minimum requirements can protect renters
from higher cost energy bills, particularly those most vulnerable. As noted above, financial support could be
provided to landlords to encourage early adoption of minimum requirements and prepare the market for
this transition.

•

Design residential energy efficiency programs to suit strata titled buildings as well as houses—Most
residential programs have been designed with detached houses in mind. With a growing number of
Australians living in strata titled buildings, it is crucial that future programs consider how strata titled
building occupants might participate. This will require considering the technical complexities of upgrading
strata titled buildings and the demographic differences between the owners and occupants of strata
titled buildings, as compared to those of detached houses. One example is the barriers to widespread
adoption of renewable energy technologies in strata titled buildings, as these are much easier to adopt in
detached houses.

•

Stimulate energy efficiency retrofits through social housing upgrades Investing in improving the energy
efficiency of government owned or funded housing, community and not for profit owned housing, and
stimulating energy efficiency retrofits through energy company social programs, can help improve the
ability of energy service providers to identify and implement energy efficiency improvements in strata
titled buildings.80

79 The Centre for International Economics, 2019, Independent review of the Commercial Building Disclosure Program <http://cbd.gov.
au/files/CBD%20Review%20CIE%20report%20draft.pdf>
80 Common Capital, Apartment building energy efficiency Literature review and key findings, Supporting Analysis, 24 August 2019,
pp. 5.
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Targeted financial incentives
What is it?
A broad range of financial incentives that provide financial assistance to alleviate the upfront costs for
households seeking to take advantage of energy efficiency opportunities. For example, energy efficiency
obligation (EEO) schemes, and Commonwealth, State and Territory Government tax incentives and rebates.

Why is it needed?
Targeted financial incentives can manage the orderly transition towards low energy homes, by overcoming the
financial barriers that are present across the supply chain when upgrading the energy efficiency of homes, such
as higher upfront costs and difficulty accessing finance.81 They can also manage risks associated with the
targeted residential building policies noted previously, such as imposing costs on both landlords and renters.
There are opportunities for existing financial incentive schemes to support the implementation of the targeted
residential building policies noted previously. The Australian Government facilitates subsidies for rooftop solar
and efficient hot water systems under the small-scale Renewable Energy Scheme. State and territory
governments also have policy measures in place to drive energy efficiency and renewable energy upgrades.
The Australian Capital Territory (ACT), New South Wales (NSW), South Australia (SA) and Victoria governments
provide financial incentives through legislated EEO schemes, while several state and territory governments also
provide grant programs. Victoria offers rebates to install rooftop solar (including on rented homes), Queensland
(Qld) recently offered interest-free loans and grants for rooftop solar and batteries,82 NSW recently announced
offering trial free rooftop solar systems for low income households, and Victoria and SA are offering grants and
loans for home battery installations.83
There was also strong stakeholder support for financial incentives for vulnerable households and renters.

How could it be developed?
Stakeholders commented that financial incentives should be targeted, based on need and support equitable
outcomes. For example, consideration should be given to home owners that may otherwise not be impacted
by other policies and be unable to afford energy efficiency upgrades, such as pensioners.
In addition, incentives should aim to be fuel neutral where there are multiple options for delivering energy
efficiency savings.
Financial incentives considered in this report include:
•

Energy efficiency obligation (EEO) schemes

•

Commonwealth and jurisdictional tax incentives

•

Other financial incentives.

81 Pettifor, H, Wilson, C, & Chryssochoidis, G, 2015, ‘The appeal of the green deal: Empirical evidence for the influence of energy
efficiency policy on renovating homeowners’. Energy Policy, vol 79, pp 161-176 <https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/
pii/S0301421515000166>
82 Queensland Government, Interest-free loans for solar and storage, viewed August 2019,<http:// www.qld.gov.au/community/
cost-of-living-support/concessions/energy-concessions/solar-battery-rebate>
83 Government of South Australia: Department of Energy and Mining, Home Battery Scheme, viewed August 2019 <http://www.
energymining.sa.gov.au/clean_energy_transition/home_battery_scheme>
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Energy efficiency obligation (EEO) schemes
What is it?
EEO schemes encourage energy retailers to fund energy efficiency upgrades by requiring them to acquire
energy efficiency certificates each year to meet annual targets set in jurisdictional legislation.
Many jurisdictions have already implemented EEO schemes, including the Victorian Energy Upgrades (VEU)84
scheme (previously the Victorian Energy Efficiency Target scheme); the Energy Savings Scheme (ESS)85 in NSW;
the Retailer Energy Efficiency Scheme (REES) in SA; and the Energy Efficiency Improvement Scheme (EEIS)86 in
the ACT. SA and ACT have also placed a target on retailers to ensure a proportion of the savings are delivered to
low income households.

Why is it needed?
Existing EEO schemes have been successful in incentivising large-scale uptake of the fairly cost-effective
upgrade measures, such as low flow shower heads and replacing electric water heaters. These can target both
home owners and renters.
Over its first stage of implementation (2009-2011), the SA REES reduced carbon emissions by 645 kilotonnes
carbon dioxide equivalent and saved 4.1 petajoules of energy. This saved households $100 million.87 Similarly,
the ACT EEIS has delivered over 1.2 million energy saving products to over 73,000 ACT households and
businesses.88 This has helped households and businesses save on energy use and costs and lowers their
greenhouse gas emissions through the installation, improvement or replacement of energy savings equipment.

How could it be developed?
Under NEPP measure 2.1, COAG Energy Council is undertaking work to strengthen EEO schemes across
jurisdictions. As part of this work, a best practice analysis of national and international EEO schemes is currently
being undertaken. This work should ensure that where schemes vary, they are easily accessible by homeowners
and support the outcomes of the Trajectory.
In addition to recognising the activity occurring through state and territory energy efficiency obligation
schemes (including work on strengthening and expanding EEO schemes), further exploration could be
conducted into the role of EEO schemes to drive fuel switching, rooftop solar integration and demand
management technology, and the relative merits of a greenhouse or energy metric for EEO schemes.
In Australia, while considerable numbers of home upgrades have been supported with the help of an EEO
incentive, there is potential to incentivise “deep” retrofits at scale. Pairing EEO schemes with other policies, such
as a National Disclosure Framework, could help to deliver deep retrofits by reducing financial barriers to
upgrades while providing recognition for these upgrades at the point of sale.

84 Essential Services Commission, About the Victorian energy upgrades program, viewed August 2019, <http://www.esc.vic.gov.au/
victorian-energy-upgrades/about-victorian-energy-upgrades-program>
85 Independent pricing and regulatory tribunal NSW, Energy Saving Scheme, viewed August 2019, <https://www.ess.nsw.gov.au/
Home>
86 Environment, Planning and Sustainability Development Directorate—Environment, Energy efficiency improvement schemes,
viewed August 2019, <http://www.environment.act.gov.au/energy/smarter-use-of-energy/energy_efficiency_improvement_
scheme_eeis>
87 Government of South Australia Department for Manufacturing, Innovation, Trade, Resources and Energy, 2013, Review Report of
the Residential Energy Efficiency Scheme (REES), Part 4 of the Electricity (General) Regulations 2012, under the Electricity Act 1996, and
Part 4 of the as Regulations 2012, under the Gas Act 1997, viewed August 2019, <http://www.energymining.sa.gov.au/__data/
assets/pdf_file/0014/315500/REES-review-report.pdf>
88 Environment, Planning and Sustainability Development Directorate—Environment, Energy efficiency improvement schemes,
viewed August 2019, <http://www.environment.act.gov.au/energy/smarter-use-of-energy/energy_efficiency_improvement_
scheme_eeis>
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Commonwealth, State and Territory tax incentives
What is it?
Commonwealth, State and Territory tax incentives that support household energy efficiency and onsite
renewable energy upgrades. For example, landlords can depreciate energy efficiency capital upgrades to their
property, or variable council rates, stamp duty and land tax can be used to incentivise actions.

Why is it needed?
The tax treatment for building and equipment purchases, and their improvements, can influence
decisionmaking in investment properties. Further analysis is needed to investigate how Commonwealth State
and Territory Government taxes and exceptions may influence energy efficiency.

How could it be developed?
This work is ultimately the responsibility of Commonwealth, state and territory treasuries and there is no
commitment to make changes to tax arrangements. The COAG Energy Council could work with their Treasury
counterparts to identify opportunities for improving tax incentives for energy efficiency upgrades.
In the United Kingdom, instant tax rebates have been provided to avoid households having to wait until the
following financial year to receive their tax credit.89 Variable tax rate models can also employ a range of
exemptions to avoid penalising low income households (whether owner-occupiers or renters).90
Variable council rates, variable stamp duty or variable land tax rates (under state, territory and local
governments) could be investigated to provide incentives for energy efficiency upgrades. In particular, variable
stamp duty rates has the potential to drive energy efficiency at point of sale or purchase.
Consideration should also be given to the distributional impacts of any incentives. For example, the uptake of
tax credits in the United States have been skewed heavily towards higher income households,91 and there is a
risk that variable council rates, stamp duty and land tax could be regressive.

Other financial incentives
What is it?
There are a broad range of financial incentives currently in place in states and territories, including grants,
rebates, subsidies and low interest loans, which support energy efficiency improvements.

Why is it needed?
Other financial incentive opportunities can support the outcomes of the Trajectory.

89 Gaudioso, L, 2017, ‘A billion Grains of Truth: Distributional Impacts of Household- Level Climate Change Tax Subsidies in the United
States’ Vermont Journal of Environmental Law, vol 18, no 4, pp. 666-706.< http://vjel.vermontlaw.edu/files/2017/06/Gaudioso_FP.
pdf >
90 Miu, L, Wisniewska, N, Mazur, C, Hardy, J, and Hawkes, A, 2018, A Simple Assessment of Housing Retrofit Policies for the UK: What
Should Succeed the Energy Company Obligation? Energies, vol 11, no 8, pp.2070 <https://www.researchgate.net/
publication/326916552_A_Simple_Assessment_of_Housing_Retrofit_Policies_for_the_UK_What_Should_Succeed_the_Energy_
Company_Obligation>
91 Brown, D, Sorrell, S, & Kivimaa, P, 2019. Worth the risk? An evaluation of alternative finance mechanisms for residential retrofit.
Energy Policy, vol 128, pp. 418-430. <https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421518308395>
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How could it be developed?
The COAG Energy Council could investigate other options for financial incentives to drive energy efficiency
investment for equipment purchases, refurbishments and renovations, such as:
•

Residential Property Assessed Clean Energy financing—This involves repayments being made via
households’ energy bills, which has successfully supported household energy efficiency and renewable
energy retrofits in the United States, providing over US$5.1 billion of finance to support around 220,000
home upgrades by May 2018. This could leverage the existing Commercial Building Upgrade Finance/
Environmental Upgrade Agreement legislation in NSW, SA and Victoria.

•

Low-interest government backed loans—Germany’s state-owned bank, KfW, is a successful example that
delivers revolving public loan schemes for household energy efficiency retrofits (alongside performance
based subsidies), through third-party lenders at interest rates below 2 per cent and issuing funding at a
significant scale. Australia’s Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) could be provided with funding and
the remit needed to deliver similar structural and investment fund programs in Australia.

Supporting vulnerable households
What it is?
An energy equity framework that allows for proper consideration of equity issues in current and future energy
policy development.

Why is it needed?
Initial analysis under the Finkel Review work stream 6.6 found that existing energy policies are failing to
effectively target those most vulnerable to energy poverty. In some cases, they are unintentionally increasing
inequity through imposition of regressive subsidies, leaving those least able to afford it paying a greater share
of overall energy system costs.
Research for this report has focused on identifying mechanisms to trigger large scale cost effective upgrades to
existing residential homes using financial modelling at a national level. As such, analysis informing this report
may not capture the potential equity or distributional impacts of proposed approaches.
In most cases, the proposed interventions involve some form of capital expenditure and capacity to make
decisions about, and be able to benefit from, upgrades. While financial incentives are often assumed to address
this barrier, the distributional impacts of these incentives are not considered. For example, there is research that
has concluded that the uptake of tax credits in the United States has been skewed heavily towards higher
income households,92 and there is a risk that the use of variable council rates, stamp duty and land tax could
be inequitable.
Key challenges for improving the energy performance of vulnerable households include:
•

Finance and capital constraints—Financial stress is one determinant of household vulnerability.
Low income households spend around 6.4 per cent of their income on energy, with some households who
are dependent on Newstart and Youth Allowance spending 9.7 per cent. This compares to the highest
earning households that spend only 1.5 per cent of their income on energy.93 Vulnerable households are

92 Brown, D, Sorrell, S, & Kivimaa, P, 2019, Worth the risk? An evaluation of alternative finance mechanisms for residential retrofit.
Energy Policy, 2019, vol 128, pp. 418-430, pp.128, <https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421518308395>
93 Australian Council of Social Service and Brotherhood of St Laurence, Affordable, clean energy for people on low incomes, 2019,
pp 5, <https://www.bsl.org.au/research/browse-publications/affordable-clean-energy-for-people-on-low-incomes/>
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also struggling with other increasing costs of living, slow wage growth and unemployment. Ultimately,
these factors add to the inability of such households to invest in energy efficiency.
•

Ownership structure and split incentives—Up to 39 per cent94 of people on low income are renters, and
these households experience the same challenges noted above. Lack of property ownership means they
face split incentive barriers that prevent them from undertaking energy efficiency upgrades to the home.
This can further compound their financial stress.

•

Motivation and ability—For some households, the motivation to engage with energy efficiency measures
may be limited by complexity, high costs and limited benefits and the low importance of energy relative to
other factors. Moreover, the ability to act on information is influenced in some cases by: limited literacy,
numeracy, cultural issues, problem-solving and research skills, and decision-making capacity.

How could it be developed?
COAG Energy Council could continue to progress NEPP measure 4, which is focused on Supporting best practice
services for vulnerable consumers and explicitly seeks to reduce the barriers to vulnerable households
effectively engaging with energy productivity measures and services. The policies noted previously should be
developed with consideration of their impacts on vulnerable consumers, to ensure a fair distribution of costs
and benefits is achieved. This includes consideration of households in regional and remote areas; public,
aboriginal and community housing; and other low income and vulnerable households (both owner occupiers
and renters). Related to this are other COAG measures, which include:
•

The Finkel Review Recommendation 6.6, which identified the need to improve access for low income
households to distributed energy resources and energy efficiency programs. The Finkel Review raised
concerns that households unable to access these improvements are paying a higher proportion of shared
costs in the energy market. As part of its response, the COAG Energy Council agreed to prioritise work to
reduce barriers for renters and to consider proposals to address remaining barriers and gaps for low income
households in 2019.

•

The Energy Consumers Australia Power Shift project, which assists energy companies and government to
deliver services and programs that help low income and vulnerable consumers manage their energy use.

The review of existing policies and their effect on vulnerable households being undertaken as part of the
implementation of The Finkel Review 6.6 should be continued and expanded to include all existing and future
energy policies, including those recommended as part of the Trajectory.
The COAG Energy Council could consider additional policies that specifically target the needs of vulnerable
consumers and could support the ongoing work under The Finkel Review 6.6 work stream. This work includes
the development of an energy equity framework to ensure vulnerable households are sufficiently supported in
the transition to low energy buildings and considerations of energy equity are addressed in all future energy
policy development.

94 Australian Council of Social Service and Brotherhood of St Laurence, Affordable, clean energy for people on low incomes, 2019,
pp 14, <https://www.bsl.org.au/research/browse-publications/affordable-clean-energy-for-people-on-low-incomes/>
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Data collection and analysis
What is it?
A national energy dataset of existing Australian homes: building types, their energy use, and associated
greenhouse gas emissions.

Why is it needed?
To ensure policies are appropriately targeted, developed and assessed into the future, there is a need to
continually improve the data upon which decisions are being made. While some states and territories have
detailed models for their jurisdiction, there currently is no national dataset that accurately describes the energy
efficiency of Australia’s existing housing stock.

How could it be developed?
Quantitative information would be gathered using existing jurisdictional work and data from a variety of
sources (such as the Australian Bureau of Statistics, CSIRO and energy ratings data). Going forwards, work
could strengthen:
•

the bringing together of data on existing buildings into a national dataset.

•

definitions of existing building subsets through the adoption of a segmentation approach with areas of key
focus. Unlike new buildings, which are not yet built and do not have occupants, improving existing
buildings requires consideration of a greater variation in building types along with the demographics of the
occupants. An example of how this could be strengthened is to use case studies to define the different
building types and demographic segments.

Greenhouse and Energy Minimum Standards (GEMS)
GEMS sets requirements for appliance energy efficiency and energy labelling. While the advancement of GEMS
has not been analysed as part of the Trajectory, it is proposed that GEMS continue to advance the performance
of individual appliances as a parallel and complementary process. This could include identifying any additional
measures for appliance energy efficiency that could support the implementation of the Trajectory.

Other targeted policies
The COAG Energy Council could identify any additional targeted policies, or variations of the Targeted
Residential Building Policies, tailored to address specific circumstances. This includes:
•

Investigation of ways to drive availability and uptake of high performance building products.

•

Regional and remote areas.

•

Public, aboriginal and community housing.

•

Low income and vulnerable households.
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Model description
The cost-benefit model (the Model) estimates the financial impact of the targeted residential building policies
outlined in the previous Chapter, which are designed to make existing buildings more energy efficient across
climate zones in Australia. It builds on the work conducted in 2018 outlined in the Report for Achieving Low
Energy Homes, which focused on new buildings. The Model expands on the core model used for the new
buildings analysis, to provide a more robust analysis of Australia’s existing housing stock. This enables the
potential impact of policies on energy consumption, emissions, and household energy expenditure for existing
buildings to be more accurately evaluated. Appendix D1 provides further background to the Model.
The financial cost-benefit analysis underpinning the modelling in this report does not capture the full impact
and benefits of improving the energy efficiency of existing homes at a national level. There are significant
health, peak demand and resilience benefits associated with improving existing homes that are not captured in
this report. Further consideration should be given to how these could be incorporated in the future. Table 2
shows which cost categories are included in the current modelling. It largely does not capture the benefits of
avoided costs, especially health and wellbeing, and energy market resilience.
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Table 2: Cost benefit coverage of the current model by category
Category

Item

CBA coverage

Costs to government

Regulation development, implementation and
enforcement

Costs to industry

Regulation implementation
Scheme administration costs

Costs to individuals

Cost of new appliances
Costs of upgrades (individuals and landlords)
Ratings tool inspection charge

Benefits/
avoided costs

Reduced energy bills
Reduced carbon emissions
Reduced health costs
Increased wellbeing
Network and generation cost savings
Improved resilience to extreme weather and blackouts
Increased house prices
Increased rental income

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗

There are also a number of areas that could be tested further. In particular, this modelling only considers houses
and does not include strata titled buildings. Further testing is needed on how policies could interact with strata
titled buildings, noting the limitations in the owners’ ability to make building and appliance upgrades.
To determine the scenarios to be tested, a Scenario Input Sheet was established for each of the three targeted
policy instruments: Voluntary and Mandatory Disclosure; Minimum Requirements for Rental Homes; and Minor
Renovations. These Scenario Input Sheets outline the assumptions and basis used in the modelling for the
particular policy instrument.
The results for each individual policy instrument are outlined as per the respective Scenario Input Sheet, with
sensitivity testing at the end of each section providing the results of alternative scenarios. However, these
results do not cumulatively sum to the collective impact of the policies, as a home that makes a change in
response to one policy cannot then make the same change in response to another policy.
Given the potential for homes to be captured by each of the targeted residential building policies, the
modelling has assessed their collective impact, so as not to double count the costs and benefits of
implementing a package of energy efficiency policies. As such, the following section presents the modelling
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results of the combined impact of the three scenarios: Voluntary and Mandatory Disclosure; Minimum
Requirements for Rental Homes; and Minor Renovations.

Modelling results
This modelling aims to be fuel neutral. Depending on climate zone, the homes modelled have a combination of
electricity and gas appliances installed that are deemed to be cost effective, with one climate zone in NSW
seeing an overall increase in the consumption of gas after the cost effective treatments have been applied.

Combined policies
Figure 5 shows the maximum potential impact of the combined policies, such that by 2050 all of the existing
homes have implemented all of the upgrades that are deemed to be cost effective. Of the estimated 7 million
existing homes in 2022, the modelling assumes 3.9 million homes are affected by the combined policies by
2050, with 71 petajoules of energy saved in 2050. It is assumed the remaining 3.1 million homes will be
knocked down and rebuilt, thereby becoming new homes and being improved under the ‘new policy’ work as
part of the Trajectory agreed by the COAG Energy Council in February 2019. Whilst some homes built after 2022
would also potentially be knocked down and rebuilt, it is assumed the energy savings will be comparatively
small given the already higher performance of homes built after 2022.

Figure 5: Maximum sector impacts—new and existing homes (maximum application of policies in
existing homes)
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By 2050, post 2022 ‘new residential buildings’ and pre 2022 ‘existing residential buildings’ are roughly split 50:50
in terms of number of households. The energy savings associated with new builds is slightly higher, as there are
some elements of energy efficiency that are cost effective for new builds that are not cost effective with an
existing building, such as orientation of living areas and insulating walls. The remaining energy consumed in
the sector represents the estimated potential for renewable energy generation and efficiencies for existing
strata titled buildings, such as apartments.
While Figure 5 shows the potential impact if all cost effective changes are adopted, a conservative approach
has been adopted for determining the net benefit of these policies and it is assumed that only a portion of the
cost effective upgrades will be undertaken. This approach assumes households will only undertake the more
cost effective upgrades first and there will be a lower uptake of improvements, with other cost effective
opportunities taken up later. Based on this approach, the modelling is likely to underestimate the benefits in
the early years, giving confidence that if the policies were implemented they would deliver a net benefit.

Modelling outputs
The information in Table 3 outlines the results of the combined scenario for the three policy instruments,
with lower relative uptake of improvements as outlined in the Scenario Input Sheets (using the 2025
implementation start date figures). As a sensitivity, the 2022 figures listed in Table 3 display the results where
all three policies are implemented in 2022. The focus of the following analysis are the 2025 figures.
The table shows that approximately $3.4 billion in Net Present Value (NPV) can be achieved, and over 5.4 million
instances of households affecting change as a result of the combined policy instruments between 2022 and
2050, noting that households may get multiple treatments where potential upgrades have not yet been
exhausted. This equates to a per-treatment average improvement over the period of approximately:
•

NPV $624

•

61 GJ

•

7.44 kg CO2.

This is assuming there is an administration/compliance cost of $16 per household, which approximates the
high end ($178 million) scheme administration costs mentioned in the Scenario Input Sheet.95

95 Currently the modelling assumes appliances will be replaced at the point of intervention (including those that are currently in
working order) and not at a point of failure.
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Table 3 Combined modelling for all policies (disclosure, national rental framework and minor
renovations)—NPV, number of treatments, and energy and emissions saved (all figures are
totals across the entire period 2022 to 2050).
NPV
$b

Discounted Savings
to Cost Ratio

No. Treatments
(Houses)

Energy Saved
(PJ)

Emissions Saved
(MtCO2)

2022

$5.0

2.66

6,063,858

429.3

52.7

2025

$3.4

2.64

5,415,700

329.7

40.3

Australia

Figure 6: Financial impact of combined policies—Homes Existing

Source: Department of the Environment and Energy

Figure 7 shows the overall modelled impact on energy consumption in the residential sector. The Business As
Usual (BAU) line is an Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) projected estimate of energy consumption for
the residential sector. The New Build Policy line represents the estimated savings resulting from implementing
the NCC 2022 changes for both houses and strata titled buildings as outlined in the Trajectory and Report for
Achieving Low Energy Buildings. The final line, Existing household (HH) Policy, represents the additional savings
estimated from the combined policies in this report.
Compared with Figure 5, lower upgrade assumptions leave a considerable number of homes not fully upgraded
by 2050. The policies proposed in this report, which model the impact on existing homes, are a first step along
the Trajectory and future policies may be necessary to ensure the potential benefits in Figure 5 are realised. In
this scenario, there will be an estimated 7 million homes in 2022. By 2050 the modelling estimates that only
about 416,000 homes will have implemented 100 per cent of cost effective upgrades, with 2.2 million homes
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having partial upgrades. At the other end of the scale, about 1.3 million homes will have implemented 0 per
cent of cost effective upgrades. This means that over 3.4 million existing homes can still generate further
energy, emission and financial savings.

Figure 7: Conservative sector impacts—new and existing homes (gradual uptake of policies in
existing homes)
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Scenario input sheet: Energy efficiency disclosure
Note: Disclosure could be implemented as a voluntary only scheme, a mandatory only scheme or a
phase-in from voluntary to mandatory. For the purposes of modelling, a phased approach from a voluntary to
mandatory scheme was used. Refer to the sensitivity testing at the end of this section for the results of a
voluntary only scheme and a mandatory only scheme.
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Voluntary/Mandatory Disclosure
Scenario summary: Nationwide disclosure of the energy efficiency performance of existing residential
homes at the point of sale is achieved by:
•

Providing nationally consistent rating tool(s) based on physical inspection of properties to provide a
calculated rating and tailored advice on energy efficiency upgrade opportunities.

•

Applying this tool at the point of sale (and paid for by the vendor) or within the first year of
occupancy from:
– 2022 to 2024 inclusive—voluntary
– 2025 onwards—mandatory.

Input
parameter

Rationale for input

Source of evidence for rationale

Input value

Home sale
turnover rate

Properties are sold on
average once every
10.5 years, which is
approximately 9.5 per
cent of the housing stock
per year.

www.corelogic.com.au/news/thetypical-home-in-australia-is-nowowned-for-10-5-years

9.5 per cent

Reach

Voluntary disclosure
reach of 1.5 per cent
per annum.

Mandatory disclosure of residential
building energy, greenhouse and
water performance Regulation Impact
Statement (2012), page 96

1.5 per cent
(voluntary
applied for
period
2022–2024
inclusive)

(percentage of
sale homes that
make an
upgrade)

Mandatory disclosure:
reach of 15 per cent
per annum.
Investment value
(the amount of
cost effective
energy efficient
upgrades
adopted)

44

15 per cent
(mandatory
applied from
2025 onwards)

For voluntary disclosure,
model assumes
investment of 50 per cent
of all cost effective
measures outlined in
Appendix D2 ($4,000 to
$10,000).

Voluntary assumes households are
self-selecting. Based on Residential
Efficiency Scorecard (RES) evidence,
upgrades will be made to improve
costs and comfort of homes with
average upgrades of $2,000–$5,000.

50 per cent for
voluntary
disclosure

For mandatory disclosure,
model assumes
investment of 25 per cent
of all cost effective
measures outlined in
Appendix D2 ($4,000 to
$10,000).

Mandatory will catalyse a group similar
to voluntary, but 3-4 times as large (5-6
per cent of the uptake rate of 15 per
cent). Based on RES evidence, the
remaining 9-10 per cent would be
motivated to improve their sale prices
with upgrades of $400–$1,000
(10 per cent). Combining these two
groups (5-6 per cent at 50 per cent of
upgrades; 9-10 per cent at 10 per cent
of upgrades), an aggregate upgrade
rate of 25 per cent is assumed.

25 per cent for
mandatory
disclosure
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Input
parameter
Inspection/
assessment cost
(the cost for each
household to get
an energy
efficiency
assessment)
Scheme
administration
cost

Rationale for input

Source of evidence for rationale

Input value

Victorian Residential
Efficiency Scorecard
assessments cost
$250-$500 per home.

www.victorianenergysaver.vic.gov.au/
save-energy-and-money/get-a-homeenergy-assessment/getting-anassessment

$375 per
dwelling

Mandatory disclosure at
point of sale—
$178 million over
10 years for 1.1 million
homes per year.96

Mandatory disclosure of residential
building energy, greenhouse and
water performance RIS (2012).

$16 per dwelling

Modelling assumptions and notes:
•

It is assumed that someone voluntarily paying for an assessment will be highly motivated to implement
some of the actions.

•

It is assumed the availability of an assessment will be sufficient to motivate either the vendor to make an
improvement pre-sale (to increase the perceived value of the property) or the buyer will make an
upgrade. It is however noted there are few evaluations that adequately measure and quantify the rate of
upgrade.

•

Only owner occupier properties are included in this disclosure scenario at the point of sale only.

•

It is assumed full costs of administration and compliance will be passed through to the
vendor/household.

Sensitivity analysis:
•

Impact of delaying national introduction by one year. (Results are provided in the following section)

•

Impact of not having a voluntary period. (Results are provided in the following section)

•

Impact of a staggered timeline for jurisdictional implementation. (This has not been modelled in
this version, however, discussion is provided in the following section about the effects on higher
uptake sooner)

•

Impact of subsidising compliance costs (e.g. for a voluntary scheme). (Not modelled in this version)

96 Mandatory Disclosure of Residential Building Energy, Greenhouse and Water Performance: Consultation Regulation Impact Statement,
fourth draft report to the National Framework for Energy Efficiency Building Implementation Committee, March 2012,
Allen Consulting Group, 2011, pp. 107 and xiii.
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Modelling outputs
The information in Table 4 outlines the results of the modelled scenario for voluntary and mandatory disclosure.
Overall, the results show there is potential for significant positive benefit from implementing disclosure
schemes nationally. The table shows that approximately $0.9 billion in NPV can be achieved and over 1.3 million
instances of households affecting change as a result of this policy instrument commencing in 2025. This
equates to a per treatment average of approximately:
•

NPV $608

•

59 GJ

•

7.25 kg CO2.

This includes an administration / compliance cost of $16 per household, which approximates the high end
($178 million) scheme administration costs noted in the Scenario Input Sheet.97

Table 4 Modelling of national voluntary and mandatory disclosure schemes—NPV, number of
treatments, and energy and emissions saved (all figures are totals across the entire period
2022 to 2050)
NPV
$b

Discounted Savings
to Cost Ratio*

No. Treatments
(houses)

Energy Saved
(PJ)

Emissions Saved
(MtCO2)

2022

$1.2

2.66

1,545,266

106.7

13.1

2025

$0.9

2.64

1,414,720

84.0

10.3

Australia

*Savings to cost ratio remains unchanged among policies as savings and costs for individual policies are derived from combined
savings and costs weighted by respective proportion of treatments.

Sensitivity testing
A number of sensitivity tests were applied to the disclosure scenario to see what effect they would have. The
modelling assumes the other policy instruments are implemented as per their Scenario Input Sheets. The
impacts of changing aspects of this individual policy instrument are as follows:
•

Delaying the policy by one year—The NPV from disclosure is reduced by approximately $0.03 billion. The
NPV of the combined policies has a much larger reduction of $0.1 billion.

•

Removal of the voluntary disclosure period—If mandatory disclosure were to begin from 2022 instead of
2025, the NPV increases by approximately $0.7 billion.

•

Only having voluntary disclosure—It would only generate $2.6 billion in NPV, which is a reduction of
$0.81 billion.

•

Higher uptake of upgrades sooner—The model is quite sensitive to the quantum of upgrades and given
the upgrades are all cost effective, the more households that are engaged with the policy and adopt cost
effective upgrades sooner, the higher the NPV will be.

97 Currently the modelling assumes appliances will be replaced at the point of intervention (including those that are currently in
working order) and not at a point of failure.
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Scenario input sheet: Minimum standards for rental homes
Minimum standards for rental homes
Scenario summary: Minimum energy efficiency requirements for rental properties is achieved by:
•

Improving the performance of the building shell and major appliances through building upgrades as a
mandatory requirement nationwide from 2025.

•

There are a number of approaches that could be used for a trigger point, such as for a new lease or a
renewal of a lease. For the purposes of the model, the trigger is assumed to be both.

Input
parameter

Rationale for input

Source of evidence for rationale

Input value

Rental turnover
rate (annual)
(The number of
properties that
are rented each
year)

8.5 per cent of all
properties are rented on
average every year

www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/publications/
rental-report

8.5 per cent

Rental
proportion of
housing stock
(rate)

31 per cent Australia

ABS 2016 Census

31 per cent Australia

32 per cent NSW

32 per cent NSW

29 per cent VIC

29 per cent VIC

34 per cent QLD

34 per cent QLD

28 per cent SA

28 per cent SA

28 per cent WA

28 per cent WA

27 per cent TAS

27 per cent TAS

47 per cent NT

47 per cent NT

32 per cent ACT

32 per cent ACT

Upgrade rate
(The amount of
cost effective
energy efficient
upgrades
adopted)

Assumed investment of
25 per cent of all cost
effective measures.

There is no empirical evidence to
support this number. In practice, the
approach will be to require a specific
action (not a proportion of
measures).

25 per cent

Inspection/
assessment costs
(The costs to
agent or
household to
verify/manage
compliance)

Assumed to be the same
as disclosure policy

Refer to disclosure policy

$375 per household

Scheme
administration
costs

Assumed to be the same
as disclosure policy

Refer to disclosure policy

$16

Investment value
(Noting above
the upgrade rate
is 50 per cent)

Based on modelling, but
is between $4,000 to
$10,000

Refer to Appendix D2

$1,000 to $2,500
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Modelling assumptions and notes:
•

Split incentives—The current modelling does not take into consideration the split incentive or agency
issue between the landlord who pays the capital cost and the tenant who receives the savings.
Namely the up-front capital cost is borne by the landlord while the renter receives the benefits via lower
energy bills. Currently the Model reports the costs and benefits without attributing them to either the
landlord or tenant. This will need to be examined in future modelling or as part of the detailed policy
design process.

•

A 25 per cent upgrade of cost effective measures has been assumed, but in practice a more direct
approach may be to require a specific action (not a proportion of measures). This assumption has been
used for illustrative purposes.

•

It assumes a performance based approach, however, prescriptive requirements could also be applied and
in this case the cost of an assessment may not be required.

Sensitivity analysis:
•

Impact of introducing the scheme earlier, in 2022. (Results are provided in the following section)

•

Impact of a staggered timeline for jurisdictional implementation. (Not modelled in this version)

•

Impact of limiting elemental improvements (for building shell) to top 3 lowest capital cost items, such as
a water efficient shower head or a weather seal on a door. (Not modelled in this version)

•

Impact of a voluntary only regime. (Not modelled in this version)

•

Impact of requiring performance based upgrades be implemented from 2025 onwards aimed at
achieving a minimum star rating determined by climate zone and jurisdiction. (Not modelled in
this version)

•

Impact of removing pass through costs to renters (e.g. through providing taxation or grant schemes to
cover upfront costs). (Not modelled in this version)
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Modelling outputs
Table 5 shows the modelled scenario for national minimum energy efficiency requirements for rental homes. It
includes the NPV, the number of impacted homes affected by the proposed policy and the amount of energy
and emissions saved.
Minimum requirements for rental homes is estimated to have an NPV of just over $2.3 billion. This includes
assessment and scheme administration costs similar to disclosure. This policy instrument would affect
approximately 3.54 million instances of households if commencing in 2025. This means the approximate per
treatment average is:
•

NPV $608

•

59 GJ

•

7.25 kg CO2.

Table 5: Modelling of the national rental framework—NPV, number of treatments, and energy and
emissions saved (all figures are totals across the entire period 2022 to 2050).
NPV
$b

Discounted Savings
to Cost Ratio*

No. Treatments
(houses)

Energy Saved
(PJ)

Emissions Saved
(MtCO2)

2022

$3.5

2.66

4,364,073

301.3

37.0

2025

$2.3

2.64

3,861,163

229.2

28.0

Australia

*Savings to cost ratio remains unchanged among policies as savings and costs for individual policies are derived from combined
savings and costs weighted by respective proportion of treatments.

Sensitivity testing
Sensitivity testing was undertaken to provide further information. This assumes the other policy instruments
are implemented as per their Scenario Input Sheets. The impact on this individual policy instrument are:
•

Implement earlier—If minimum rental requirements were implemented as of 2022, the NPV increases by
an estimated $0.7 billion.

•

Reduced number of upgrades implemented—If only 10 per cent of the cost effective changes are
implemented, the NPV drops by approximately $0.95 billion.
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Scenario input sheet: Renovations
Minor Renovations
Scenario summary: Energy efficiency upgrades during minor renovations (not triggering the NCC) of
residential homes is achieved by:
•

Delivering clear information and rating tool(s) that provide advice on energy efficiency upgrade
opportunities.

•

Applying this information at the point of renovation from 2025.

Note that major renovations and knock-down rebuilds have already been captured under modelling in the
Report for Achieving Low Energy Homes for new builds impacted by the NCC.
Input
parameter

Rationale for input

Source of evidence for rationale

Input value

Uptake rate
(The percentage
of households
that implement
an upgrade at
the point of
renovation)

Voluntary uptake rate of
100 per cent.

Mandatory disclosure of residential
building energy, greenhouse and
water performance RIS (2012), page 96

15 per cent
(applied from
2025)

Dwelling
renovation rate

It is assumed to be similar
to the rate of voluntary
disclosure.

Mandatory disclosure of residential
building energy, greenhouse and
water performance RIS (2012), p. 96

0.14 per cent

Combined with stock turnover of
9.5 per cent this equates to the
0.14 per cent used.
Upgrade rate
(The amount of
cost effective
energy efficient
upgrades
adopted)

Assumes investment of
50 per cent of all cost
effective measures
outlined in Appendix D2
($4,000 to $10,000).

Voluntary assumes households are
self-selecting. Consistent with the
Disclosure assumptions, upgrades will
be made to improve costs and comfort
of homes with average upgrades of
$2,000–$5,000.

50 per cent

Inspection/
assessment cost

Victorian RES
assessments cost
$250-$500 per home.

www.victorianenergysaver.vic.gov.au/
save-energy-and-money/get-a-homeenergy-assessment/getting-anassessment

$375 per home

Scheme
administration
costs

Mandatory disclosure at
point of sale—
$178 million over 10
years for 1.1 million
homes per year.

Mandatory disclosure of residential
building energy, greenhouse and
water performance RIS (2012).

$16 per home

Modelling assumptions and notes:
•

It is assumed full costs of administration and compliance will be passed through to the vendor/
household.

Sensitivity analysis:
• Impact of delaying national introduction by one year. (Results are provided in the following section)
• Impact of a staggered timeline for jurisdictional implementation. (This has not been modelled, however,
discussion is provided in the following section about the effects on higher uptake sooner)
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Modelling outputs
The information in Table 6 shows the results of the modelled impact of the minor renovations scenario. Whilst
there is a positive benefit, it is small in comparison to the other two policy instruments, with the NPV only being
$0.16 billion. This is due to the relatively low number of households assumed to be impacted by the policy
instrument commencing in 2025. This is mitigated to a degree by the larger assumed amount of change by
those committing to making a change. As a result, the per treatment impacts, as shown below, are higher than
the other two policy instruments.
•

NPV $1,216

•

119 GJ

•

15 kg CO2.

This includes an administration / compliance cost of $16 per household, which approximates the high end
($178 million) scheme administration costs noted in the Scenario Input Sheet.98

Table 6: Modelling of minor renovations—NPV, number of treatments, and energy and emissions saved
(all figures are totals across the entire period 2022 to 2050).
NPV
$b

Discounted Savings
to Cost Ratio*

No. Treatments
(houses)

Energy Saved
(PJ)

Emissions Saved
(MtCO2)

2022

$0.25

2.66

154,519

21.3

2.6

2025

$0.17

2.64

139,817

16.6

2.0

Australia

*Savings to cost ratio remains unchanged among policies as savings and costs for individual policies are derived from combined
savings and costs weighted by respective proportion of treatments.

Sensitivity Testing
A number of sensitivity tests were applied to the minor renovations scenario to see what effect they would
have. The modelling assumes the other policy instruments are implemented as per their Scenario Input Sheets.
The impact on this individual policy instrument is below:
•

Starting earlier—If the minor renovations policy was to begin from 2022 instead of 2025, the NPV
contribution from minor renovations increases by approximately $0.02 billion. The effect on the combined
policies NPV is slightly larger at $0.05 billion.

•

Increasing reach—If the rate of those willing to undertake cost effective upgrades as part of minor
renovations is higher at 1.5 per cent, it would generate significantly more benefit attaining a NPV of
$1.5 billion, which is an increase of $1.4 billion.

98 Currently the modelling assumes appliances will be replaced at the point of intervention (including those that are currently in
working order) and not at a point of failure.
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Tax and financial incentives
As a supporting policy, this scenario was not included in the combined policy scenarios. Given the diversity of
tax and financial incentives, and their interaction with other policy measures, it is difficult to readily assess this
policy instrument at a national level and on its own. It is included for indicative purposes only.

Energy efficiency obligation schemes
Developing a national scenario which takes into account existing jurisdiction EEO schemes and modelling new
EEO schemes for the remaining jurisdictions is important, but largely theoretical for the purposes of this work.
There are many design options and implementation pathways for EEO schemes. These are set at the jurisdiction
level and are a major ‘building block’ of energy efficiency outcomes for existing homes and will be a major
contributor to the success of other measures. However, due to the complexity of modelling the range of
different schemes options, additional modelling was not undertaken.
For illustrative purposes and using the Victorian Energy Upgrade Scheme as an example, in 2015 Victoria
modelled the impact of continuing the program with revised targets to 2020 and subsequently calculated the
benefit through to 2050. This calculates the benefits achieved by implementing actions in that 5 year period,
but does not account for any new activities taken up post 2020. In addition, not all the savings for activities
generated between 2016 and 2020 persist until 2050.
A visual representation of how the Scheme has operated over time to 2015 is presented in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Achievements
of8:
the
Victorian Energy
Scheme
201599 Scheme to 2015
Figure
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of theUpgrade
Victorian
EnergytoUpgrade
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99 Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, Regulatory Impact Statement: Victorian Energy Efficiency Target Regulations
2018, viewed October 2018, <https://s3.ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/hdp.au.prod.app.vic-engage.files/4115/2652/3281/
DRAFT_VEET_Regulations_2018_-_Regulatory_Impact_Statement.pdf>
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As an indication of potential benefits, historical savings from the Victorian Energy Upgrade Scheme have been
extrapolated nationally by converting the Victorian results to a per household basis. This calculated value is
then applied to the estimated national total household numbers over the same 5 year period and the benefits
calculated out to 2050, as shown in Table 7. Note these results should be treated with caution given the high
penetration of lighting upgrades, many of which may have been exhausted.

Table 7: Projected national EEO NPV to 2050
VIC NPV

Extrapolated National NPV

Lower Limit

$1.3 billion

$5.0 billion

Upper Limit

$3.2 billion

$12.7 billion

*Note: This is provided for illustrative purposes only. The extrapolated Australian results are achieved by converting the Victorian
results to a per household basis. This calculated value is then applied to the estimated national total household numbers over the
same 5 year period and the benefits calculated out to 2050. This gives a scale of the potential benefits that could be achieved if EEO
schemes (equivalent to Victoria) were implemented nationally.

This gives a scale of the benefits potentially achievable over a 5 year period under an EEO scheme similar to
that reported in Victoria. The results include benefits of greenhouse gas emissions reductions, improvement to
air quality, impacts of reduced energy demand on energy prices ‘avoided energy costs’, costs buying Victorian
energy efficiency certificates (VEECs) and energy retailers’ compliance costs.
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Modelling outputs
At the most general level the modelling indicates there would be a significant NPV associated with
implementing the policy instruments nationally. However, taken individually, each policy instrument has a
proportionally smaller sectorial impact than is expected to be achieved by the NCC 2022 changes. This is a
counter intuitive finding, given the much larger volume of existing houses available for treatment in year one of
the modelling period (around 9 million) and the scale of opportunity to improve the performance of existing
homes. The reasons for this result are largely due to the difficulties of modelling existing homes, which include:
•

Coverage: The Trajectory work in 2018 focused on the changes to the NCC specifically impacting on new
builds of both detached houses and strata titled buildings. The current modelling only looks at detached
houses, which are much easier to model.

•

Impact: The NCC provides a hard transition point, such that 100 per cent of new builds will take up 100 per
cent of cost effective improvements and conform to the new code in perpetuity. The current modelling for
existing building policy instruments is very conservative and does not deliver this level of impact, as it
assumes a lower level of take up of cost effective improvements.

•

Review: The current model does not take into account any gains achieved by periodically reviewing and
improving policies (for example imposing a sunset date for the replacement of all existing appliances).

Taken together, these constraints with the current modelling are likely to result in a significant under reporting
of the potential benefits flowing from national application of policies designed to increase the energy efficiency
of existing homes.
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Adoption of policy instruments
In the modelling, the benefit of each activity is driven by a specific policy logic. These were examined in
Chapter 4. This section returns to the underpinning logic of each modelled policy to highlight the structural
considerations and interactions with other (potentially complementary) policies, which need to be taken into
account if the policy instrument were to be pursued as part of a suite of policy instruments. This is also useful
‘scaffolding’ to help understand implementation challenges.

Voluntary and mandatory disclosure
Disclosure works to improve the consistency, coverage and quality of actionable information available to
decision makers at the point of sale. Its impact stems from the rate and degree to which this information is used
to improve energy efficiency of the targeted home. Based on the positive results shown in the modelling, if
disclosure was to be progressed to detailed design it would need to consider:
•

Design features: Disclosure will only be effective if it drives effective action by providing accurate
information (so that meaningful improvements are made); is in a digestible format; is at an appropriate cost,
or otherwise serves as a benchmark for private sector investments (for example a property based
investment portfolio).

•

Complementary policies: The ‘conversion rate’ of actions to upgrade buildings being taken using the
information provided through disclosure, can be improved through policies that incentivise action (for
example financial incentives, EEO schemes, etc.), or otherwise enhance engagement with the information.

•

Alternative mechanisms: There are lots of other ways that trusted information can be provided to decision
makers. However, these generally complement disclosure because they act at different trigger points (for
example the Your Home resource at the point of renovation, GEMS at the point of appliance purchase, etc.).

Minimum requirements for rentals
Minimum energy efficiency requirements for rental properties address a market failure arising from split
incentives (landlord/renter) that results in substandard thermal comfort and energy use outcomes for renters.
Its effectiveness is driven by the level of compliance for actions that have a material impact on energy
reductions and thermal comfort. Based on the positive results shown in the modelling, if minimum
requirements for rentals was to be progressed to detailed design it would need to consider:
•

Design features: The quantum of benefits for occupants (renters) will depend on the effectiveness of the
intervention (that is what elemental or performance upgrades are required) and how the capital costs are
managed to reduce the impacts of them being passed through to renters.

•

Complementary policies: The impacts of costs being passed to renters could be reduced through policies
that incentivise action (for example financial incentives, EEO schemes, tax relief, etc.), while disclosure policy
could provide information about cost effective upgrades and incentivise the market to improve beyond
the minimum.

•

Alternative mechanisms: Information and incentives are available, but do not address the underpinning
misalignment of financial incentives between the landlord who has to outlay the cost and the tenant who
benefits from the savings.
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Tax and financial incentives
Tax and financial incentives are a means by which governments can drive energy efficiency investment for
equipment purchases, refurbishments and renovations. Their effectiveness is driven by the level of uptake and
actions that have a material impact on energy and emissions reductions. EEO schemes can stimulate structured,
mass market energy efficiency upgrade activity (by energy retailers). Its effectiveness is driven by the level of
uptake and actions that have a material impact on energy and emissions reductions. If new, or strengthened,
EEO schemes are to be pursued, they would need to consider:
•

Design features: Due to the significant variation in EEO schemes that are currently operating in some
jurisdictions, how best they could be implemented in jurisdictions that do not currently have a scheme, or
how existing schemes could be strengthened, may need to vary. (Note: work is underway through NEPP
measure 2.1 to consider opportunities to strengthen schemes, refer Appendix A for further details).

•

Complementary policies: Due to the significant variation in EEO schemes that are currently operating in
some jurisdictions, it is difficult to make general statements about their fit with other policy initiatives.
However, as seen already with current schemes, they can complement a disclosure policy by incentivising
action (reducing the cost of upgrades) and minimum rental requirements by lowering the cost of meeting
the requirements.

•

Alternative mechanisms: Direct financial support, such as rebates, can incentivise action and lower costs
similar to EEO schemes, however they require government resourcing and do not drive the mass market
activity that is achieved through EEO schemes.
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As outlined in the previous Chapters, modelling for this report has been undertaken using the implementation
dates of either 2022 or 2025.
1. If all policies were implemented in 2022 in all jurisdictions, they could deliver a net present value of
$5 billion and reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 52.7 MtCO2-e by 2050.
2. If all policies were implemented in 2025 in all jurisdictions, they could deliver a net present value of
$3.4 billion and reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 40.3 MtCO2-e.
The following work program could be delivered by the COAG Energy Council in the short term to support the
implementation of initiatives, noting further analysis is required, including RIS analysis, before implementing
the targeted residential building policies. The initiatives have been outlined in two phases, with a key focus of
Phase 1 being the development of the targeted residential building policies, and Phase 2 focusing on the
implementation stage, based on the outcomes from Phase 1.
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Year

Phase 1

2020

By end-2020:
• Establish targeted initiatives for strata titled buildings, or variations of the ‘Targeted Residential
Building Policies’, which improve their energy efficiency.
• Complete investigations of additional opportunities for Commonwealth, State and Territory
financial incentives that support energy efficiency upgrades, including for regional and
remote areas; public, aboriginal and community housing; and other low income and vulnerable
households.
• Establish a national dataset collection and analysis process, building on existing jurisdictional
work, which supports the development and delivery of policies.
• Update the Trajectory if needed as a result of these initiatives or other external initiatives.

2021

By mid-2021:
• Deliver information resources and training about energy efficiency improvements for existing
homes and renovations, and tools that support improvements being made.
• Establish a national framework for energy efficiency disclosure, building on existing
jurisdictional work, including the National Collaborative Approach to Residential Building Ratings
and Disclosure—Principles, to outline settings for disclosure schemes that can be adopted and
implemented by jurisdictions.
By end-2021:
• Complete the investigation into opportunities to strengthen and expand EEO schemes,
including exploring the potential for a national administrator to centralise administrative tasks
such as product registration.
• Implement the national dataset process for existing homes.

2022

By mid-2022:
• Establish a national framework for minimum energy efficiency requirements for rental
properties, building on existing jurisdictional work, to outline settings for minimum rental
standard schemes that can be adopted and implemented by jurisdictions.
• Work with jurisdiction building regulators to strengthen a national consistent approach to
applying the requirements in the NCC for major renovations.
• Identify other targeted financial initiatives that may be required to support the implementation
of disclosure and minimum rental standard schemes.
• Report on progress and recommended next steps.
By end-2022:
• Conduct a cost benefit analysis of the full expected costs of initiatives to be taken forward into
Phase 2.
• Identify any additional measures for appliance energy efficiency that are needed to support the
implementation of ‘Targeted Residential Building Policies’.

Year

Phase 2—will be further considered end-2022 following completion of Phase 1

2023

By mid 2023:
• Jurisdictions commence processes to implement disclosure and rental schemes if not
implemented already, based on the national frameworks and cost benefit analysis and adjusted
as appropriate.

2025

By end 2025:
• Jurisdictions implement mandatory disclosure and rental schemes based on the national
frameworks.
• Review the Trajectory and identify other initiatives or variations of the ‘Targeted Residential
Building Policies’ that may be required for specific household sub-groups.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Existing initiatives
NEPP Initiatives
NEPP measures currently being implemented that relate to, or improve, existing homes include:
NEPP Measure

Description

2.1: Market mechanisms
to capture societal
benefits—jurisdictional
schemes

Jurisdiction energy savings schemes reduce household energy bills, reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and put downward pressure on demand in the
wholesale energy markets. Australian governments have been working
together to improve and maximise the benefits to consumers from the
respective energy savings or energy efficiency schemes. A best practice analysis
of national and international Energy Efficiency Obligation (EEO) schemes is
being undertaken.

3: Making choice in
energy services easier

Australian governments recognise the current market transition with increasing
choice in energy services, tariffs and technologies can provide strong consumer
benefits. However, this greater choice also increases complexity and could
increase risks of bill shock for some consumers. Choice needs to be supported
by the right tools and customer information to avoid adverse impacts.
Australian governments have been working on a number of projects that
support the improvement of tools to help simplify energy choices and continue
to spur innovation in terms of energy products and services.

4: Supporting best
practice services for
vulnerable consumers

Low income consumers are particularly vulnerable in the transitioning energy
market. They are facing a combination of rising energy prices, low wage growth,
and have a limited capacity to address the increased complexity of decisions in
regards to energy usage. This risks further increasing the likelihood that low
income consumers will experience energy poverty unless they receive support
specifically tailored to their needs. Australian governments have been working
with Energy Consumers Australia and other stakeholders to reduce the barriers
to vulnerable consumers effectively engaging with energy productivity
measures and services.

5: Improving residential
building ratings and
disclosure

Most Australians are unaware of how their homes perform, the benefits of
energy efficiency, and the options for improvements. Home buyers and renters
need better information about their home’s energy performance when they are
choosing homes or renovating, expressed in terms of their likely energy bills,
comfort and liveability. It is also important for the building sector to have easy
to use, clear and comparable tools. Building on the COAG Energy Council’s
agreement to a national collaborative approach to residential building ratings
and disclosure, jurisdictions are sharing information about existing and
proposed schemes in each jurisdiction to inform future policy development,
including testing Victoria’s Residential Efficiency Scorecard’s assessment tool.
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NEPP Measure

Description

30: Delivering a new
Equipment Energy
Efficiency prioritisation
plan

Through the E3 program, governments are increasing the energy efficiency of
new appliances and equipment through mandatory energy performance
standards and the energy rating label. Appliance regulations save the average
Australian household between $140 and $220 on their electricity bill each year
(about 10 to 15 per cent of the average annual bill). The E3 work program has
been prioritised to ensure that opportunities to save energy, lower energy costs
for households and business and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, are realised
as soon as possible. The E3 work program includes new and enhanced
regulations for air conditioners, domestic refrigerators and freezers, hot water
systems, industrial products, lighting, non-domestic fans, refrigerated storage
and display cabinets, swimming pool pumps and televisions.

31: Advancing the
National Construction
Code

Through NEPP Measure 31, Australian Governments have advanced the
National Construction Code (NCC) in the 2019 version of the NCC and identified
opportunities to advance the 2022 version. Implementation of the NCC is the
responsibility of state and territory governments and state and territory
legislation typically includes a requirement that the design and construction of
new buildings, as well as new work on existing buildings, must comply with the
NCC. However, the point at which an existing building needs to meet these
requirements differs across jurisdictions. In 2016, Phase 2 of the National Energy
Efficient Buildings Project (NEEBP) identified opportunities for standardising the
treatment of energy requirements for alterations and additions. It found that
improvements to building sealing, and retrofitting of ceiling or roof insulation
where the roof space is accessible, represent relatively cost-effective
compliance solutions to achieve significant improvements in energy
performance.

32: Improve compliance
with building energy
efficiency regulation

Through NEPP Measure 32, Australian governments have been collaborating
with industry to improve compliance with current building energy efficiency
regulation through the: provision of information, education and training to lift
the capabilities of all relevant professionals and trades involved in the whole
building development lifecycle (such as through the Your Home initiative); and
development of tailored compliance tools for building certifiers and
government regulatory agencies to meet specific state and territory regulatory
and administrative needs.

The Finkel Review 6.6:
Improving access for low
income households to
distributed energy
resources and energy
efficiency programs

The Finkel Review Recommendation 6.6 identified the need to improve access
for low income households to distributed energy resources and energy
efficiency programs. Recognising that many jurisdictions already have
measures in place to support vulnerable households, Australian governments
are working to consolidate jurisdictional learnings, summarising existing
measures at the Commonwealth, state, and territory levels, and identifying
opportunities for further action.
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Jurisdiction initiatives
The Trajectory recommended that Australian governments should continue to improve the energy efficiency of
existing homes through state and territory initiatives.
State and territory governments have a range of current initiatives to improve existing buildings that are relevant
to this Trajectory, including:

Australian Capital Territory
•

The ACT Energy Efficiency Improvement Scheme has new residential heating “heat pump” upgrade activities
along with ongoing LED commercial lighting upgrade activities.

•

Following the successful ACT Public Housing trial program in 2017-2018 to upgrade heating and hot water
systems, a new ACT (Public) Housing program will upgrade and replace heating systems with high efficiency
reverse cycle air conditioning heat pumps, with demand response capability, over the next 5 years in a
percentage of ACT’s public housing.

•

The Actsmart Solar for Low Income Program is continuing to be delivered and the ACT Government has
recently committed to investigating options for providing solar to public housing.

•

The Actsmart Low Income Household Program that provides practical ways for low-income households in
the ACT to reduce energy and water bills is ongoing.

•

The ACT Government has begun a three year Innovative Financing project to reduce barriers to utilising
smart financing for energy efficiency upgrades in the ACT.

•

The ACT’s Next Generation Energy Storage Program continues to have good take up and is driving investment
in “smart batteries” across the ACT. This has led to an energy distributor partnering with the ACT Government
and 400 households, who now own “smart” batteries mainly through this ACT program, to participate in a city
wide virtual battery demand response trial.

•

The first ACT “gas free” all electric, rooftop solar new residential suburb trial has been announced.

•

By 2022, the ACT will introduce mandatory disclosure of energy performance for rental properties.

•

The ACT Government has also committed to introducing minimum energy performance requirements for all
rental properties. Legislation is expected to be introduced in 2021 and would come into effect by 2022–23.

New South Wales
The NSW Government Climate Change Fund is funding the following initiatives:
•

$15 million for up to 3,400 low income households opting to receive a 2.5 kW solar power system if they forgo
their low income household rebate.

•

$24.5 million for more than 20,000 low income renters to upgrade lighting, heating and hot water systems.

•

$50.2 million for up to 16,500 homes in community, public and Aboriginal housing to upgrade items such as
heating, cooling, hot water, lighting, insulation, sealing and rooftop solar; up to 4,500 energy hardship
customers to receive rooftop solar systems and improve energy use knowledge; at least 23,000 households
to replace old inefficient fridges and TVs with new energy efficient models.

•

$30 million for up to 140,000 households to upgrade fixed appliances such as lights or heaters.

•

The NSW government Energy Saving Scheme provides financial incentives for households and businesses to
be more energy efficient. The scheme caters for both houses and strata titled buildings including the common
areas of such buildings.
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Queensland
•

The $4 million Solar for Rentals trial program commenced in March 2019 and will close 30 June 2020. It is
providing up to $3,500 rebates to eligible landlords to install rooftop solar systems on their rental
properties. Up to 1,000 landlords and their tenants have the chance to participate in the trial scheme in
Bundaberg, Townsville and Gladstone.

•

Energy Savvy Families program assisted 5,500 low income families in regional Queensland in 2018. The
program includes digital meters together with energy efficiency information to gain a greater
understanding of when and how they use electricity. A further $4 million is being invested to extend the
program to a further 4,000 low income households in Cairns, Hervey Bay, Rockhampton, Toowoomba
and Townsville.

•

The Solar for Public Housing trial involves the installation of solar systems in selected locations to deliver
cheaper solar energy to public housing tenants. The Cairns and Rockhampton trial started in September
2017 and more than 800 rooftop solar systems have been installed since. A separate trial is being
undertaken in the Lockhart River community where a 200-kilowatt rooftop solar farm has been installed on
government-owned buildings to save on the cost of supplying diesel power used for the generators, with
some of the savings shared with eligible public housing tenants. A trial will also be undertaken in Logan,
which is expected to start in July 2019. Results from the Solar for Public Housing trial will be used to
evaluate the costs and benefits and whether the program can be expanded to other areas across
Queensland.

•

The Interest-Free Loans for Solar and Storage program provided up to 3,200 solar assistance packages
offering interest free loans and grants to install rooftop solar and/or battery storage systems to
eligible households.

•

Queensland’s electricity providers also offer rebates, including PeakSmart air-conditioners and
off-peak connections for hot water systems and pool pumps.

South Australia
•

The Retailer Energy Efficiency Scheme (REES) has trialled the Victorian Residential Efficiency Scorecard as
part of the REES low income audits targets.

•

The $100 million Household Storage Subsidy Scheme announced in October 2018, will support the
installation of approximately 40,000 energy storage systems in South Australian homes, assisting customers
to access the benefits of battery storage technology.

Tasmania
•

The $40 million Tasmanian Energy Efficiency Loan Scheme provided no-interest-loans of up to $10,000 for
households and small businesses to purchase energy efficient equipment and appliances.

•

The $750,000 On-farm Energy Audit and Capital Grant Program provided up to $20,000 for farmers to
undertake audits of stationary energy uses and/or irrigation systems and to co-fund energy efficient
capital upgrades.

•

A business and government energy efficiency audit program to assist small and medium sized
businesses and government agencies better understand their energy use and access funding support for
capital upgrades.

Victoria
•
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The Victorian Energy Upgrades program provides households (and businesses) with access to discounts for
a range of energy efficient products. The program works by setting a state-wide annual target for certificate
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creation that results in a range of energy-efficient products and services being made available to homes
and businesses at a discount. One certificate is based on one tonne of lifetime greenhouse gas abatement
from an eligible activity.
•

Through the Solar Homes program, rebates are available for eligible households to install solar photovoltaic
panels or a solar hot water system. Eligible households can claim a rebate up to $2,225 on the cost of a
solar photovoltaic panel system or a $1,000 rebate for the replacement of hot water systems with solar hot
water. Rebates are now available to install solar photovoltaic panels on rented homes and for the
installation of batteries.

•

The Home Energy Assist package is providing support to retrofit the homes of up to 3,300 low income
households. Under this package, the Healthy Homes program provides free home energy upgrades to up to
1000 vulnerable Victorians who live with complex healthcare needs, and have low incomes, in Melbourne’s
western suburbs and the Goulburn Valley.

•

The Victorian Residential Efficiency Scorecard is a voluntary home efficiency rating tool. Householders who
are interested in understanding more about the energy performance of their home can contact a private
provider and arrange for a rating assessment. The provider collects data on site and calculates a star rating.
With the help of the Scorecard tool, the assessor can also offer suggestions for cost effective energy
improvements to the home.
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International Initiatives
The International Energy Agency’s (IEA) Efficient World Strategy100 provides a high level framework for energy
improvements in buildings. This has been adapted in Table 8 to demonstrate the potential policy instruments
that could be implemented to overcome the barriers identified in the previous Chapters.

Table 8: Policy Approaches (adapted from IEA Efficient World Strategy for Buildings)
Policy approach

Activity

Policy instruments

Regulation

Increase coverage and strength of
building energy codes and standards, for
both new and existing buildings.

•

Minimum energy performance
standards for buildings:
– renovations
– rented homes

•

Minimum energy performance
standards for appliances

Appropriate fiscal or financial incentives
to encourage consumers to adopt high
efficiency appliances and undertake deep
energy retrofits.

•

Retailer obligations (EEO schemes)

•

Grants, rebates and subsidies

•

Tax depreciation

Market-based instruments, including
obligation and white certificate schemes,
can encourage business model innovation
and increased investment.

•

Co-financing

•

Green bonds and mortgages

•

Equity measures

Improved quality and availability of
energy performance information and
labelling for buildings and components.

•

Voluntary / mandatory disclosure of
energy performance at point of sale
and/or lease

Expanded professional training programs
and accreditation for designers, suppliers,
installers and auditors.

•

Behaviour change and general
information

•

Industry training, accreditation and
capability

•

Trials and demonstration projects

•

Government leadership

Increase coverage and strength of
standards for key building equipment and
appliances, such as electric heat pumps
and air conditioners.
Finance and
incentives

Information and
capacity building

100 International Energy Agency (IEA), 2019, Energy Efficiency Policies: Buildings, <https://www.iea.org/topics/energyefficiency/
policies/buildings/>
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Appendix B: Stakeholder reference group list
•

ACT Planning and Land Authority

•

Brighte

•

AECOM

•

Brookfield Global Integrated Solutions

•

AICWA Institute of Conveyancers and
Settlement Agents

•

Brotherhood of St Lawrence

•

Building Designers Association of Australia

•

AiGroup

•

Building Designers Association of Victoria

•

Air Conditioning and Mechanical Contractors
Association

•

Building Products Innovation Council

•

Air Infiltration and Ventilation Association /
Proclima

•

Chartered Institute of Building

•

•

Air Leakage Measurement, Australia

Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers

•

ALT Glass

•

Chromagen

•

Alternative Technology Association

•

City of Gosnells WA

•

AMP Capital

•

City of Melbourne

•

APA Group

•

City of Sydney

•

3ARK Airtightness Building Assessment
and Thermography

•

Clean Energy Finance Corp

•

Climate Works Australia

•

Commonwealth Department of Industry,
Innovation and Science

•

Commonwealth Department of the Environment
and Energy

•

Artibus Innovation/ Built Form Design Academy

•

Australian Alliance for Energy Productivity

•

Australian Building Sustainability Association

•

Australian Construction Industry Forum

•

Concrete masonry Association of Australia

•

Australian Constructors Association

•

Consumer Action Law Centre

•

Australian Council of Social Service

•

Consumer Policy Research Centre

•

Australian Gas Infrastructure Group

•

Consumer Affairs Victoria

•

Australian Fenestration Rating Council

•

•

Australian Glass and Window Association

Cooperative Research Centre for Low
Carbon Living

•

Australian Glass Group

•

Council of Capital City Lord Mayors

•

Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute

•

CSIRO

•

Australian Institute of Architects

•

CSR Bradford

•

Australian Institute of Building Surveyors

•

CSR Limited—Industrial Company

•

Australian Institute of Refrigeration Air
Conditioning and Heating

•

Cundall

•

•

Australian Living

Curtin University Sustainability Policy
Institute- CUSP

•

Australian Passive House Association

•

David Grant Living

•

Australian Pipeline Association

•

Development Victoria

•

Australian Pipelines and Gas Association

•

Dickie Architects

•

Australian Renewable Energy Agency

•

Divakarla and Associates

•

Australian Roofing Tile Association

•

Dux Hot Water

•

Australian Steel Stewardship Forum

•

Earth Building Solutions

•

Australian Supply Chain Sustainability School

•

Edge Environment Pty Ltd

•

Australian Sustainable Built Environment Council

•

Efficient Living

•

Australian Windows Association

•

Elgas Ltd

•

Better Renting

•

Endeavour Energy

•

Brickworks Buildings Products

•

Energy Action
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•

Energy Consult

•

Landlords advisory group

•

Energy Consumers Australia

•

Lighting Council Australia

•

Energy Efficiency Council

•

Master Builders ACT

•

Energy Efficient Strategies

•

Master Builders Association Victoria

•

Energy Inspection Pty Ltd

•

Master Builder Queensland

•

Energy Networks Australia

•

Master Builders Australia

•

Energy Smart Design

•

Master Plumbers ACT

•

Engineers Australia

•

Master Plumbers Association

•

Environment Victoria

•

Moreland Energy Foundation Limited

•

Environment, Planning and Sustainable
Development Directorate

•

Municipal Association of Victoria

•

National Association of Steelframed Housing

•

Ethnic Communities Council NSW

•

•

Evoenergy

National Electrical and Communications
Association

•

Facility Management Association of Australia

•

Northern Edge Studio Architects

•

NSW Family & Community Services

•

•

Fenestralia

Northern Territory Department of Treasury
and Finance

•

Finlay Homes

•

NSW Building Professionals Board

•

Floyd Energy

•

•

Gas Appliance Manufacturers Association
of Australia

NSW Construction Industry Training
Advisory Body

•

NSW Department of Planning and Environment

•

Gas Energy Australia

•

NSW Office of Environment and Heritage

•

Good Environmental Choice Australia

•

•

Green Building Council of Australia

NSW Department of Family and Community
Services

•

Green Strata

•

NZ Energy Efficiency Conservation Authority

•

Green Alliance

•

•

Group of Energy Efficiency Researchers

Office of the Victorian Government Architect,
Department of Premier and Cabinet

•

Groof Consulting

•

Optiseal, Australia

•

HIP V Hype

•

Patrick Irwin Architect

•

Home Star Rating Australia

•

PGH Bricks and Pavers

•

Housing Industry Association

•

Piper Alderman

•

Illuminating Engineering Society of Australia and
New Zealand

•

Plan It Green

•

Property Council of Australia

•

Property Funds Association

•

Property NSW

•

Property Owners Association
Public Interest Advocacy Centre

•

Innovation House

•

Institute for Sustainable Futures / University of
Technology Sydney

•

Insulation Australasia

•

•

Insulation Council of Australia and New Zealand

•

Public Interest Advocacy Group Sydney

•

International Building Performance Simulation
Association

•

QCOSS

•

Queensland Department of Housing and
Public Works

•

Queensland Department of Natural Resources,
Mines and Energy

•

Real Estate Institute of Australia

•

Real Estate Institute of NSW

•

Real Estate Institute of NT

•

Real Estate Institute of Qld

•

Invent Solutions

•

Jason Windows

•

Jemena

•

JHA Engineers

•

Josh Byrne & Associates

•

Kingspan
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•

Real Estate Institute of SA

•

University of Tasmania

•

Real Estate Institute of TAS

•

University of Technology Sydney

•

Real Estate Institute of the ACT

•

University of Wollongong

•

Real Estate Institute of VIC

•

Victorian Building Authority

•

Real Estate Institute of WA

•

•

Renew

Victorian Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning

•

Rheem

•

•

Rinnai Australia

Victorian Department of Health and
Human Services

•

RMIT University

•

Vinyl Council of Australia

•

Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors

•

WA Department of Communities—Housing

•

SA Department of Energy and Mining

•

WA Department of Treasury, Public Utilities Office

•

South Australian Council of Social Service

•

•

Seascape Designs

WA Department of Water and Environmental
Regulation

•

Shelter WA

•

•

Small Business Development Corporation

WA Department of Mines, Industry Regulation
and Safety

•

Solar Citizens

•

Western Australian Council of Social Service

•

Solar Dwellings

•

World Wildlife Fund

•

Sophie Solomon Design

•

Other individual stakeholders

•

South Regional TAFE

•

St Vincent de Paul

•

Standards Australia

•

Stockland

•

Strategy, Policy, Research

•

Strine Environments

•

Supply Chain Sustainability School

•

Sustainability Victoria

•

Sustainable House

•

Sustainabylt

•

Swinburne University of Technology

•

Tasmanian Council of Social Service

•

Tas Department of Justice

•

Tas Department of Premier and Cabinet

•

Team Catalyst

•

Tenancy WA

•

Think Brick Australia

•

Tony Isaacs Consulting

•

TT Architecture

•

United Energy

•

Uniting (Vic Tas) Ltd

•

Uniting Communities

•

University of Adelaide

•

University of Melbourne

•

University of NSW

•

University of Sydney
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Appendix C: Stakeholder feedback summary
Stakeholder feedback was received on the draft policy options for the Trajectory following the Stakeholder
Reference Group meeting in late March 2019 and the subsequent teleconference on 2 April 2019 and was
received from 22 stakeholders. Additional feedback was received in July and August 2019 from the Trajectory
for low energy existing homes. A further 45 stakeholder contributed. Below is a collection of quotes received on
key topics.

The problem
The majority of feedback received throughout the process agreed that there needs to be stronger energy
efficiency measures for Australian residential buildings.
“A policy that sets a trajectory for existing building energy performance should include long-term targets
and a transition to achieving these targets. The policy should look beyond short-term improvement
opportunities and reflect the full scale of opportunities within the sector, not just a pro-rata share for
existing buildings relative to the rest of the economy.”
“A national strategy to upgrade homes requires long-term, stable funding and involvement from multiple
jurisdictions and portfolios (e.g. energy and buildings). Current governance arrangements are
inadequate. Australia needs an independent statutory body to coordinate Commonwealth, state and
other issues on energy efficiency.”
“Long-term targets and strong governance.”
“If a new national scheme for existing residential homes is introduced, we recommend that the
rationalisation of existing schemes be identified and pursued.”
“We believe the goal should be to improve energy efficiency to zero energy (and carbon ready) of the
various housing and tenure types—private rental, community housing, public housing, owner-occupied,
apartments, and renovations—in order to achieve the stated objectives.”

Timeframe
Stakeholders provided mixed feedback about the timeframe for the Trajectory. Some reported that the
timeframe should be brought forward and others were mindful of the time needed for industry to transition.
“Policy options and timelines to improve building energy performance should be determined in the
context of broader policy challenges, particularly the urgent task to reduce carbon emissions consistent
with limiting global warming to less than 1.5 degrees.”
“In our view the timetable should be shortened. There needs to be an urgency about making real
progress. We believe the goals need to be more ambitious. We do not believe that the urgent nature of
the climate crisis is adequately reflected in the policy aspirations outlined. There needs to be clear
mandated timelines across the nation. The Victorian carbon abatement (energy efficiency and solar
storage) model is the farthest advanced and could be used as a useful template, with much of the policy
work done and implemented.”
“Under the current consultation processes, industry will generally require more than (3) years notice of
change. Appliance manufacturers. for example, are on record as stating they need (3) full years notice of
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what the new legislation, rules and regulations will be to allow time: to re-tool—to manufacture—to
manage stocks—to make marketing and sales changes etc.”
“We need to move as fast as possible, which is why I have suggested that all housing should achieve
net zero emissions by 2030 using a combination of measures including purchase of carbon offsets
where necessary.”

Enabling mechanisms
Guidance and training
Stakeholders were supportive of information and guidance for households about what changes can improve
existing homes, as well as the skills and training needed for industry.
“Educational tools tailored to relevant audiences on benefits and the actual measures are critical and
should not be downplayed…. would like to see a body of work done to look at developing a standard or
handbook for the upgrading of existing part of existing buildings, that provides practical and realistic
provisions that are set at an appropriate standard—equivalent to a 4-star standard.”
“They would like to see the development of a handbook or code of practice that includes simple cost
effective, how to install construction methods that could be used when undertaking alterations or
additions to existing houses.”
“A robust information sharing policy would lead to more awareness and usability of existing energy
comparison tools.”
“Publication education can create awareness of the benefits of energy efficiency and build support for
policy change. An effective public education campaign could accelerate policy implementation and
avoid the need for an interim voluntary phase in some instances. There have been many successful public
educational campaigns throughout the years that have led to significant behavioural change and
support for public policy such as QUIT, Keep Australia Beautiful, conserving water, to name a few.”
“Low community awareness of the benefits of efficiency has long been recognised as a barrier to
individual action, as well as to increasing market incentives for property owners, builders etc. to deliver
higher performance.”
“We do not believe that the potential benefits of trade and householder education have yet been
exhausted, and this area should be the priority activity for any work in this space.” “Education” should
include policies to encourage home energy ratings tools to be more widely used. A rider to this remark is
that education needs to be based on agreed facts, not hearsay or the promotion of an ideological
agenda. It is our experience that many industries would be willing to partner with Government agencies
in the development of education materials.”
“Provision of information is important. But gaining access to that information is as big a barrier. There
are many new home and renovation programs that are key gatekeepers of information as consumers
involved in purchase/design/renovation seek out these shows. A communication strategy with media
involved in these programs is also vital.”
“Disclosure and education should be combined so that people understand the information that has been
made available and can act on it.”
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On Apartment buildings:
“Getting access to key people in a building, no matter what the size, is a major issue. Strata managing
agents are more often a bottleneck rather than the logical channel. We need a way to get information to
the people who’ll use it. I’d love to see owners’ corporations having to submit an annual return, just like
every other legal entity in this country, giving contact details for office bearers, building manager and
strata managing agent. There are many government departments and agencies, at all levels that have
struggled to communicate important information to owner corporations. There also needs to be a single,
credible source of information for buildings on what they can do—owners’ corporations should not be
forced to use consultants (putting another barrier in the way). Many have capable members who can
lead action, if they know what needs to be done.”

Energy ratings
Stakeholders supported a comprehensive home energy rating for new and existing homes, however there were
differing opinions about the best rating tool to be used.
“…If there were mandatory energy rating of houses as for fridges then buyers would start to buy homes
that use less energy and that would push design of more efficient forms.”
“What should be included is the concept of having a single metric to baseline energy performance across
all existing homes independent of a specific “tool”. This would create market-based incentives for home
owners to make their homes more energy efficient. Thereby accelerating the pace of the transition to
zero-carbon buildings and enable the market to meet efficiency standards for existing buildings.”
“Current Star rating not easily understood by public. There will be confusion with multiple ratings tools.
NatHERS, Scorecard, BASIX. Develop one that meets all needs. Consumers currently think 6 Star is
fabulous, not the minimum standard… Needs an easy to understand rating similar to cars; Litres/km, $/
m2, as star rating does not necessarily reflect the energy use for houses of different sizes.”
“We believe it will be important for an energy efficiency education campaign to be undertaken in parallel
to the development of an energy efficiency rating scheme and design of policy measures.”
“We should try to develop a more accurate measure of energy consumption and intensity analysis than
current energy rating and/or greenhouse gas emission (e.g. more contributing factors like thermal mass,
consideration to recyclability of a material, relationship between thermal parameters, more design
options and variations in modelling and consideration to all contributing factors) before upgrades and
renovations to existing homes take place. Transparency of energy rating tools should also be provided so
the public can easily understand the impact of different housing designs, facilities and materials`
advantage.”
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Targeted residential building policies
Energy efficiency disclosure
Energy performance disclosure for existing homes at the point of sale, lease and renovation was supported by
stakeholders. Stakeholders raised various issues around mandatory and voluntary disclosure and the combination
of policies.
“Implementing mandatory disclosure of energy performance for residential buildings beginning with pilots
in one or more jurisdictions.”
“Mandatory disclosure may be the first time and only time that a home buyer is presented with information
about the efficiency and liveability of a home. The ACT disclosure experience shows that people take notice
and take actions once given direct information about something which is clearly going to affect them.”
“We agree that providing information about a home’s energy efficiency through a disclosure mechanism
can help support quality decision-making and help create a market incentive for property owners to
improve their home. However, such an approach will only be effective where decision-makers (buyers or
renters) have some discretion in the choices they make on the basis of that information, and the
information provided is consistent and comparable.”
“No appliance type should be mandated—i.e. electric, renewable or gas. It is an essential feature of modern
competitive markets that customers or energy consumers should have choice.”
“We do not support disclosure being proposed as the sole policy instrument to drive improvements in the
private rental market… we support the establishment of mandatory minimum efficiency standards for
rental homes as the most effective way to overcome the well-documented split incentive facing landlords
and tenants. However, it is acknowledged that disclosure may play a useful role in a staged approach to
implementation of mandatory standards.”
“Disclosure does however have the potential to be more effective in driving improvement in the private sale
market, where prospective home purchasers have more discretion and could utilise efficiency information
to make informed judgements about the relative affordability (upfront and ongoing) of different homes.
However, for disclosure to be effective, purchasers must be able to compare ‘apples with apples’ meaning
disclosure must be mandatory, applying to all homes.”
“We support mandatory disclosure for owner-occupiers at the point of sale. Consideration would be given
to introducing voluntary disclosure in the first instance followed quickly by mandatory disclosure.”
“We support mandatory energy efficiency standards for private rental properties from the outset, noting we
envisage the rollout of the mandatory standard be staged, with the rating being improved over time in line
with goal to achieve zero energy (and carbon ready) homes…. We prefer performance-based rating
approach, with options to achieve performance rating tailored for climate zones, which would require an
energy audit to identify measures to achieve rating. Audits and rating must be completed by trusted and
independent third parties.”
“We believe large-scale improvements across our entire existing housing stock will only be achieved
through the establishment of mandatory standards applying to all homes—rented and owner-occupied.
However, owner-occupier households on low incomes, for example pensioners, will struggle to afford
required upgrades and will need financial support. It will be necessary to phase in reform for owneroccupiers, starting with a mandatory disclosure scheme applying at the point of sale, and evolving
overtime into mandatory standards with targeted financial support for low income households.”
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“Mandatory disclosure by itself does not overcome financial or market barriers. To assist vulnerable
people, any provisions for disclosure need to be paired with minimum standards and financial support
for implementation… Without standards, mandatory disclosure will increase costs for all rental
properties without necessarily achieving a marked improvement in efficiency. We are very concerned
that people renting properties at the low end of the market are likely to be those with the least choice in
housing options and will therefore be paying for information without receiving a benefit. These dwellings
are also less likely to receive upgrades following an energy assessment.”
“For voluntary and mandatory disclosure to properly work it needs the engagement of all affected
stakeholders—home owners, renters, real estate agents and landlords. It would require a targeted
education program to make sure all of these players understand the benefits if it is to be properly
implemented and not gamed. Ideally say for new purchasers it needs to be something that potential
purchasers expect to have as part of the contract and for renters as part of the lease.”
“Minimum energy performance standards and disclosure should be applied to both renovations and
rented homes. We also agree that any voluntary/mandatory disclosure scheme should cover
thermal shell.”

Minimum rental standards
Stakeholders generally supported minimum rental standards and commented on implementation issues and
protections for vulnerable and low income households.
“Introduce mandatory energy efficiency standard for rental properties to overcome landlord split
incentive. Implement safeguards to avoid effects on housing affordability.”
“Minimum standards including for rental properties with access to the right information to assist with
making changes, alongside NGO advice, access to Energy Efficiency Loans and/or EUFs, subsidies for
renters and tax incentives to landlords.”
“Lower tier rental properties suffer from poor maintenance and minimal improvement activity. Some
incentive or imperative to perform upgrades is required. Vulnerable tenants are often too shy or worried
about repercussions to raise complaints with landlords.”
“For rental homes, we support the establishment of mandatory minimum efficiency standards as the
most effective way to overcome the well-documented split incentive facing landlords and tenants…
Allowing property owners to spread investment over several years would minimise upwards pressure on
rents, and allow time for industry capacity building to meet demand for goods and services.”
“We support mandatory energy efficiency standards for private rental properties from the outset, noting
we envisage the rollout of the mandatory standard be staged, with the rating being improved over time
in line with goal to achieve zero energy (and carbon ready) homes. There should be some way to
discourage rent increases as a result of the mandated energy efficiency standards and a way to monitor.
For example, rent caps and the removal of ‘evictions without cause’ could be implemented to give
tenants greater power and protect them against perverse outcomes.”
"Real estate agents should not carry the burden of either educating their clients or policing the
requirements"
“It makes sense to combine the voluntary and mandatory disclosure policy instrument with the
minimum standards for rental housing policy.”
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“Grants will be important to help prevent increases in rents, eroding the affordability of housing….
Incentives should be given to those who meet the requirements.”
“[We] strongly support minimum rental standards and view them as the best way to improve the
efficiency of rented homes, and to deliver bill savings and improved thermal comfort and health
outcomes to their residents. Voluntary approaches will not be effective at improving energy efficiency in
low-income households, and we support the sentiment expressed in the draft document that compliance
measures will be necessary…combining a standard with incentives for landlords could be also be
appropriate.”

Energy efficiency requirements for renovations
Stakeholders supported updating requirements for major renovations and specific information for minor
renovations to encourage homeowners to upgrade the energy efficiency of their homes
“Clearly for existing housing stock there is only very limited potential to improve the sealing of the
building’s envelope except possibly when major renovations are being considered.”
“Minimum energy performance standards and disclosure should be applied to both renovations
and rented homes. We also agree that any voluntary/mandatory disclosure scheme should cover
thermal shell.”
“For new builds it is possibly one of the easiest areas to address but less so for existing buildings. However,
if as part of any planning application for major renovations some form of audit of the plans were
conducted to see if there was scope to improve the sealing of the building, then possibly grants where
sub-division was taking place might be worthy of consideration—in the presumption that the subdivision would be aimed at lower income renters or people only able to afford a sub-divided property.”
“One item that is not covered sufficiently is that a lot of the existing residential building stock is ageing
which means they need repairs. Often repairs are an opportunity to improve the thermal performance of
the building fabric or energy efficiency of equipment. When a roof is replaced, more regulation is required
to ensure that insulation is added. Some legislation is in place but as this process does not require a
building approval it rarely happens. When an old electric storage hot water system burns out there is no
mechanism that requires a more efficient one to be installed as a replacement. So when one is replaced
the owner is locked into another 10-15 years of inefficient hot water.”
“Whilst incentive schemes and disclosure schemes operate to inform and provide information on
practical measures that can be done to improve a dwelling. However, when it comes to new work in
existing buildings and for renovations and alterations and additions there is many grey areas on
application of the National Construction Code (NCC). Further to this, when the NCC is triggered or
someone wants to upgrade the provisions are written for new buildings and impractical and often
un-achievable for existing buildings.”
“Ideally these thermal performance/fabric improvements could be incorporated when owners are
considering undertaking alterations/renovations or additions to the existing house. In many cases it may
not be financially feasible for the owner to consider changes to the existing building fabric, however, if
there was some incentive by the government to do so then there could be a greater uptake in this area.
These upgrades could then be included as one of the governments incentive schemes along with
the current schemes for the installation of PV panels, batteries and energy efficient appliance as
mentioned above.”
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Supporting measures
Targeted financial incentives
Financial incentives was a key policy option identified in stakeholder feedback.
“Energy market reforms to provide appropriate financial incentives for distributed energy and energy
efficiency, including cost-reflective network tariffs that are passed on to individuals.”
“Financial incentives need to be targeted to those households for which unaffordability is the primary
barrier, otherwise there is a risk of public funds not being spent effectively.”
“Incentives to improve energy efficiency should integrated into government policies to increase uptake of
household renewable energy (such as rooftop solar) and battery storage.”
“Incentives already exist in the market but, the need for incentives will depend on the target, which in
turn depends on government policy. If the target is low, new incentives may not be needed, but if the
target is high they will play an important role in accelerating implementation. However, the range of
incentives are diverse and there needs to be a ‘one-stop shop’ that makes it easy for consumers to access
all these services, particularly if there are new incentives which have been developed.”
“Supportive of non-mandatory upgrades or incentive programs for energy efficiency measures to
reduce energy consumption, reduction in power bills and improved thermal comfort of existing homes
and to support new home owners who choose to exceed current regulations. …for upgrade/rebate
schemes to be successful and have significant market uptake, they need to be simple to access,
understand and apply.”
“Energy Efficiency Obligation Schemes should be combined with financial incentives to subsidise the cost
of the upgrades”.
“Modelling of policy combinations should focus on the ability of EEO and tax and financial incentives to
support the primary disclosure (and action after disclosure) and minimum standards policies”.
“Further policy intervention should be limited to technology neutral financial incentives for replacement
appliances with energy performance that is higher than MEPS or CER listed appliances that utilise
renewable energy (for example, solar gas water heaters). This intervention should apply consistently for
both rental and owner/occupier markets.”
“More flexible mechanisms for certificate pricing, to reflect factors such as impact on peak demand, high
costs of early stages when volumes are small and supply chain capacity is being built, tapering down as
market matures. For project-based activities, provide half of estimated lifetime certificates up-front so
that impact of high discount rates on decision-making is reduced, and provide complementary financing
with repayment rate linked to profitability of business or income of household.”
“Incentives should therefore form an important part of the recommendations going forward. We are
aware of the significant overlaps that exist between existing state schemes, however the laudable desire
for harmonisation of schemes may be expectation that cannot be delivered. The focus should therefore
be to ensure that any existing or new schemes are easily accessible by homeowners, and don’t have the
unintended outcome of operating as a limitation to uptake of energy efficiency.”
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Apartment buildings
Stakeholders commented that many energy efficiency policies focus on houses and more needs to be
done for apartments.
“Totally agree with requiring consideration of energy efficiency upgrades during normal business
proceedings…. There are many things Owners Corporations MUST do already so there’s certainly
precedent. It’s so frustrating that strata legislation is state-based and not harmonised. [maybe] in
relation to the building defects crisis that has finally been acknowledged nationwide. It’s something
COAG needs to address.”
“By looking at apartment buildings as a system, government can also unlock new opportunities for
emission reduction and resilience through, for example, tailored training for residential building
managers, tax incentives for owner corporations, and capital upgrade support linked to disclosure of
ratings generated through the new NABERS Apartment common area tool to benchmark operational
performance. It is also essential that incentives for efficiency improvements and renewable projects are
tailored and accessible for owner corporations; this also benefits a significant proportion of renters and
low income Australians who live in strata…. [There is a] significant gap between the expressed rating of
individual apartments (pre-construction) and actual, post-occupancy common area building energy use
for which they incur utility costs via strata fees. This should serve as a significant public interest ‘flag’
going forward. This also shows the need for clarification of the ‘intersect’ of rating tools (design stage
through to post occupancy performance, and the common areas versus ‘within apartments’ boundary
issue). Factoring in the current focus, capability and limitations of each tool, and determining how to
strategically evolve these to achieve environmental performance improvements and effectively engage
all stakeholders from the construction stage through to the owner/occupier end of the market needs to
be a key focus in the trajectory work.”

Supporting vulnerable households
Stakeholders had a significant focus on equity in public, social and community housing.
“Developing end-to-end support programs for low income households.”
“Facilitating funding mechanisms for public housing retrofits.”
“The Trajectory provides a national perspective and a valuable opportunity to implement large-scale
energy efficiency policies, which have been rare in Australia. We commend the existing work conducted
for the Trajectory, but urge greater consideration of vulnerable people. To reach vulnerable people,
policies must go beyond information provision, and instead institute minimum standards for rented
homes and provide financial support for efficiency upgrades.”
“Explore further improvements to social housing. The lack of consideration around sustainability and
whole of life costs in older, ageing housing stock adds to rising costs for tenants, many of whom are
vulnerable to rising energy costs. We believe that policy options which can help to reduce the operational
costs of social housing through sustainability improvements should be prioritised, to maximise the
co-benefits of social housing and also deliver greater value for existing assets.”
“Funding ongoing programs for low income and disadvantaged households to provide access to
energy-efficient knowledge, products and renewable energy.”
“Government funding ongoing programs for low income and disadvantaged households to provide
access to energy-efficient knowledge, products and renewable energy.”
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“Expand and review partnership programs to support vulnerable households and Indigenous
communities.”
“Vulnerable households, even when they own their own home, face a diverse range of cultural,
language, trust and complexity—as well as the obvious financial barriers—to upgrading the efficiency
of their homes.”
“Vulnerable households face a number of barriers to upgrading the properties that they own or occupy.
A dedicated stream of measures is required to ensure that the homes of vulnerable households are
brought up to an acceptable standard—recent research found that over 200 Victorians had been
hospitalized with hypothermia in the Alfred Health district alone—among elderly patients, over 87 per
cent had contracted hypothermia indoors.”

Technology neutrality
Stakeholder views were mixed on whether the Trajectory should be technology neutral.
“We support language around fuel neutral approach, but this should be consistent with reducing
emissions in line with the Paris goal, and should not highlight certain fuels for special mention.”
“The technology neutrality principle should be applied sufficiently broadly to include policy options that
expressly relate to renewables.”
“To date, the focus of decarbonisation has been on the electricity sector. Over the long-term, gas
networks will have their own decarbonisation journey. New fuels, such as biogas and hydrogen, have the
potential to become mainstream and complementary energy solutions that will use existing energy
infrastructure.”
“Opportunities to improve the energy efficiency of commercial and residential buildings and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions that are technology (fuel and appliance) neutral and do not impose costs on
households and businesses that exceed the benefits.”
“Opportunities to improve the energy efficiency of residential buildings and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions that are technology neutral and do not impose costs on households that exceed the benefits.”
“Any policy options to improve energy efficiency should be technology neutral and focus on improving
the energy consumption of that building. Specific subsidies to support a single technology (e.g. subsidies
for phasing in rooftop solar systems) should be avoided as they may distort the market.”
“Installation of PV panels should not be mandated—it should be voluntary and based on site-specific
practicalities of installation and cost benefit analysis.”
“Any policy options to improve energy efficiency should be technology neutral and focus on improving
the energy consumption of that building. Specific subsidies to support a single technology (e.g. subsidies
for phasing in rooftop solar systems) should be avoided as they may distort the market.”
Other stakeholder views supported mandating a specific technology.
“Incentives to improve energy efficiency should integrated into government policies to increase uptake of
household renewable energy (such as rooftop solar) and battery storage.”
“Mandatory energy efficiency ratings to solar power financial incentives.”
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Thermal performance
Some stakeholders highlighted thermal performance as a focus point.
“Focusing on improving the existing building fabric would see more significant saving in emission
reduction.”
“Improving the energy efficiency of the building envelope by upgrading the insulation, water use, lighting
or glazing on windows yields the greatest opportunity to improve the energy performance of both
existing residential and commercial buildings.”

Policy options identified by stakeholders
During the consultations undertaken for the Trajectory during 2018 and initial stakeholder engagement during
2019, a number of stakeholders highlighted the need for new measures to improve the energy efficiency of
existing homes, particularly homes occupied by low income and vulnerable households. Measures identified by
stakeholders include:
•

Introducing minimum energy efficiency requirements for rental properties

•

Phasing in rooftop solar systems for rental properties

•

Introducing mandatory disclosure of energy performance of a home at point of sale or rent

•

Implementing behaviour change programs for households

•

Providing financial incentives to promote energy efficiency upgrades, such as stamp duty rebates and other
tax incentives

•

Implementing programs to improve the energy efficiency and access to solar energy of all social housing,
community and other ‘affordable’ housing

•

Funding ongoing programs for low income and disadvantaged households to provide access to energyefficient knowledge, products and renewable energy

•

Prioritising renewable energy and energy efficiency for remote Indigenous communities.

Following the stakeholder workshop held in Canberra on 28 March 2019 and the subsequent teleconference on
2 April 2019,101 stakeholders provided feedback on draft policy options for improving existing homes. Trends in
the feedback are summarised below (with additional detail in Appendix C).

101 Workshops were attended by over 80 stakeholders representing household energy consumers, the energy efficiency sector, the
building and property sector, appliance and technology sector, the energy supply sector, gas suppliers, environmental
organisations, energy consultants, universities, community services sector and Commonwealth, State and Territory
Governments.
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Subsequent policy analysis identified a number of gaps in the list of credible options. These include:
•

The status of renovations—nominally renovations are captured through the NCC. However there are
complex interactions between the NCC and practical implementation at a jurisdictional level for example
the extent to which energy efficiency requirements apply to renovations. There is potential to better clarify
and address this issue through this work stream. This includes accounting for minor refurbishments that
may not be treated as renovations by the NCC.

•

Government leadership—energy efficiency activity within social housing schemes can have a knock-on
effect for the broader residential sector, for example, by providing training and accreditation that can be
applied to privately-owned stock.

•

Trials—subsidies and support for new technology deployments enables access to data and experience
relevant to ongoing policy development.

•

Equity measures—ensuring policy combinations work to benefit disadvantaged and vulnerable
households.

Opportunities
There was fairly strong agreement among stakeholders as to the policy options presenting the greatest
opportunity to improve energy performance for existing homes in the near term. Key options identified were:
•

Disclosure of energy performance at the point of sale or lease. Some favoured voluntary disclosure leading
to mandatory disclosure, however most preferred mandatory disclosure.

•

Minimum requirements for rental properties. Some also listed minimum requirements more broadly for
existing buildings and public housing.

•

Energy efficiency improvements to public, social and/or community housing.

•

Many also identified they are supportive of a long-term, staged approach using a mixture of policy
responses outlined in the Trajectory.

Gaps
Overall there were no major gaps identified by stakeholders, however items that were identified include:
•

A focus on repairing existing building defects, servicing and maintaining existing hot water and climate
control appliances, and using water efficient tapware.

•

A technology neutral approach to policy design. Prescribing appliance choices could be counterproductive
to emissions and/or reductions and subsidies that support a single technology should be avoided as they
can distort the market.

•

The de-carbonisation journey of gas should be considered. This includes recognition of the role Natural Gas,
Liquefied Petroleum Gas, Liquefied Natural Gas and Compressed Natural Gas can play to achieve cost
effective carbon abatement and energy security in the transition to a low carbon economy. Ensuring policy
options recognise the increasing opportunities presented by renewable gas, including biomethane and
biopropane, hydrogen and the ability of these renewable gases to utilise existing gas infrastructure.
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Appendix D1: Cost-benefit model description
Overview
This Appendix provides an overview of the cost benefit model used to model various policy options for the
Report for Achieving Low Energy Existing Homes. This model builds upon the cost benefit model developed in
2018 for the Trajectory for Low Energy Buildings, by capturing the increased complexity of modelling the
existing housing stock.
The Model estimates the financial impact of upgrading Australia’s existing housing stock using estimates of
housing stock, energy savings and the estimated costs associated with any improvements. The outputs from
this modelling can be used as inputs to estimate the economy wide impact in an economic model in the future.

How the model works
Figure 9 describes the key features of the modelling process. In essence, the Model describes how much energy
an existing home consumes and uses the home’s characteristics (for example building shell, orientation,
appliance configuration, etc.) to identify cost effective changes that could be made to improve its energy
efficiency and/or energy use. A description of the parts of the Model and their interactions is provided below.

Figure 9: Key features of the modelling process
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The core model was developed in 2018 to test the implementation of cost effective thermal and appliance
improvements to new and existing homes and to aggregate the savings, both in energy and dollar terms, at a
national level. This is then compared to a baseline figure for residential energy consumption.102 The core model
has been updated to include more granular information on existing homes, both in terms of their distribution
and energy use characteristics, as well as iterative and integrated policy interactions.

Inputs
Household stock characterisation—There is no national dataset that accurately describes Australia’s existing
housing stock in terms that are relevant to energy efficiency, although some states and territories have detailed
models for their jurisdiction. The most applicable study—Residential Energy Baseline Study: Australia103—
provides a national assessment; however, it does not characterise dwelling typology or building shell, and
aspects of it are now dated. There are a number of data sources that provide partial coverage, including by
jurisdiction and building age.
Commercially available data on house sales has been used to develop a representative baseline model of
Australia’s housing stock. This has then been validated by referencing secondary data sources. The variables
captured in this dataset are shown in Table 9.

Table 9: Housing variables and representative features
Housing stock variables

Housing stock age categories
•

Age bands aligned with categories used in the National Energy Analytics
Research Program.

Dwelling type
•

Free standing

•

Semi-detached

•

Low-rise apartment

•

High-rise apartment

NCC climate zone
Ownership class
•

Owner-occupier

•

Rental

Dwelling features
•

Dwelling size (m2 and number of bedrooms)

•

Thermal performance, rating or properties

102 For the purposes of this report the baseline figures are derived from Australian Energy Market Operator, Electricity and Gas
Forecasting, viewed October 2019. <http://forecasting.aemo.com.au>. Implicit in the baseline figures are activities already
incorporated in the historical figures that form the basis for the projections, which will include things such as appliances already
covered by MEPS and existing NCC.
103 Australian Government, Report: Residential Baseline Study for Australian 2000 – 2030, <http://www.energyrating.gov.au/
document/report-residential-baseline-study-australia-2000-2030>
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Representative sample
features

For each NCC climate zone, representative house designs specify:
•

Thermal performance characteristics

•

Appliance characteristics

•

Rooftop solar characteristics

Representative samples—Using the above dataset, representative homes have been modelled to estimate
the energy use and performance of the existing housing stock (Appendix D2). These have then been linked
to the rate at which each dwelling type occurs in each climate zone, etc. This forms the baseline for
modelling purposes.
Upgrade impact—Each representative dwelling was subjected to energy efficiency modelling that identified
cost effective upgrades, which could be applied to each dwelling type in the relevant climate zone (refer to
Appendix D2). The upgrades vary depending on the building typology, climate and jurisdiction, but
consisted of:
•

roof insulation

•

wall insulation

•

floor insulation

•

combinations of roof, wall and floor insulation

•

building sealing improvements

•

combinations of roof, wall and floor insulation with building sealing improvements

•

heater upgrades which include:
– more efficient gas heater
– more efficient split systems in multiple rooms
– more efficient split systems in living spaces with electric heaters in bedrooms
– more efficient ducted reverse cycle systems
– air-conditioner upgrades.

Although the approach adopted for identifying upgrade impacts focuses on direct impacts to households and
does not take into account all potential impacts, the approach adopted is conservative. For example, building
shell upgrades are the most costly and generally least cost effective (except for insulating an uninsulated
ceiling), but they have significant potential to reduce medical costs and peak demand that can benefit society
as a whole. Also, the benefits of upgrading the building shell increase if the occupancy levels increase. For
example, if the occupant(s) is assumed to be at home all day (such as older people or a family with a newly born
baby), the building shell upgrades become more cost effective. The inclusion of rooftop solar can also make
thermal shell upgrades cost effective by making it cheaper to pre-heat the home while the energy is being
generated by solar and the improved thermal shell retaining the heat through the evening. Such impacts will
need to be considered in detail through any subsequent RIS(s)—a vital component of detailed design and
implementation.
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Scenarios—Knowing the rate of occurrence of each house type and the impact of cost effective interventions
for each, provides a platform to model the cost benefit impact of policy interventions relative to the existing
baseline. Appendix D2 describes the model in more detail.
The following pages describe how each policy instrument could be implemented. They include:
•

a narrative of the scenario to be tested

•

relevant input parameters that govern rates of uptake or allocation of costs etc.

•

modelling assumptions

•

description of the sensitivity analysis to be conducted.

Analysis and assessment
Outputs from the Model for each scenario are presented after each of the scenario input sheets, with a brief
description of the results and the sensitivity testing.

Model limitations and assumptions
Reflecting its iterative development, the outputs from the model described in this document are subject to a
number of limitations. These include:
•

Analytic approach—The model allows for multiple treatments under and between each policy instrument,
up to the completion of all treatments that are deemed to be cost effective excluding on site renewable
generation. However, the model assumes a house can only gain one treatment per year (for example a
house cannot be impacted by the disclosure and the renovation policy instruments within the same year).
This is a simplification to facilitate the ease of modelling and also results in a more conservative estimate of
the potential benefits.

•

Representative house—a limited number of house types are used in this version and they apply assumed
rates of appliance technologies and building shell typology rates (Appendix D2). Accordingly, this version of
the model provides indicative guidance only.

•

NCC building class—given the complexity of modelling strata titled buildings, this initial analysis is limited
to houses only.

In order to get to a picture of what the housing stock will look like in 2022 (when the new building policy
measures are assumed to start) and out to 2050, additional information and assumptions need to be applied.
The additional assumptions used in this model include:
•

Any dwelling included in an older age category than “post 2000” is deemed to have gone through at least
one appliance life cycle.

•

Projecting the 2018 figures out to 2022 and 2050 use Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Household
projections.

•

A knockdown rebuild rate of 2 per cent up to 2050 has been applied, with all knock-downs treated as
new builds.
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•

Renovations that trigger the application of the NCC are assumed to have the entire home treated as a new
build. This is applied to 1 per cent of existing homes up to 2050.104

•

Increasing power prices use AEMO projections.

•

Rates for the decarbonisation of the grid, leading to lower rates of emissions associated with electricity
consumption, are obtained from Australia’s Emissions Projections report105.

•

Capital costs in real dollar terms continue to decrease over time in line with their historic trend.

•

The list of cost effective changes remains fixed over the evaluation period.

There are also a number of complementary policies that already exist, which will affect the energy performance
of existing buildings into the future. The baseline used in the Model includes the following assumptions about
these policies:
•

MEPS: it is assumed that all existing MEPS are already incorporated into the baseline energy
consumption figures.

•

Energy Star Rating Labels: it is assumed the impact of Energy Star Rating Labels is already incorporated into
the baseline energy consumption figures.

The expected annual savings for 2020 of MEPS and labelling nationally106 are:

Economic benefits

$0.8 billion

Emissions Savings (Mt CO2)

4.9

Energy Savings (PJ)

21.8

The items included in this assessment are set out in Table 10.

104 Built to Perform (Final Report): An industry led pathway to a zero carbon ready building code , 2018, Australian Sustainable Built
Environment Council and ClimateWorks Australia, <https://www.asbec.asn.au/research-items/built-perform/>
105 Department of the Environment and Energy, Australia's Emissions Projections 2018. There are a number of sources for emissions
projections in Australia. The Achieving Low Energy Existing Commercial Buildings in Australia report uses projections from AEMO
and may not be directly comparable with this report.
106 Australian Government Department of the Environment and Energy, 2017, Departmental modelling.
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Table 10: MEPS and GEMS impact assessment items
Product

MEPS

Label

Air Conditioners

Yes

Yes

Closed Control Air Conditioning

Yes

Chillers

Yes

Computers

Yes

Computer Monitors

Yes

External Power Supplies

Yes

Lighting

Yes

Motors

Yes

Fridges

Yes

Freezers

Yes

Transformers

Yes

Gas Storage Hot Water

Yes

Electric Storage Hot Water

Yes

Dishwashers

Yes

Gas Instantaneous Hot Water

Yes

TVs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Clothes Washers

Yes

Clothes Dryers

Yes

Refrigerated Display Cabinets

Yes

Set Top Boxes

Yes

An area where the baseline estimates could be improved is better understanding of the major appliance mix for
each jurisdiction and climate zone combinations. The commercial data that has been obtained contains limited
information about the location of appliances and the residential baseline study does not provide
disaggregation down to the climate zone.
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Cost benefit analysis (financial modelling)
The model uses a bottom up approach to estimate changes in the residential sector energy consumption at a
national level. There are two main components in deriving the national estimates: change in energy
performance (rate); and number of households affected (volume).
The performance of household typologies are modelled using engineering software which provides
information on energy, emissions, and what treatments are cost effective as well as the potential savings (refer
to Appendix D2). This gives the rate at which individual household types are impacted.
The model takes the ABS Household and Family Projections, 2016 to 2041107 and breaks it up into groupings
aligned to the household typologies (Figure 10). For new homes the process was limited to estimating the
numbers within a given climate zone and state or territory with a further split into houses and strata titled
buildings. With existing homes there is a greater variety in household typologies that requires further
disaggregation. This process provides the volume of homes that are impacted by the modelled policies.
The product of the rate and the volume provide the national impact annually, which in turn are used to derive a
NPV calculation that forms the basis for the cost benefit analysis.

107 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 3236.0 Household and family projections, Australia, 2016 to 2041 <https://www.abs.gov.au/
AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/allprimarymainfeatures/E082DFA1006D4A2ACA2583BC0016C5ED?opendocument>
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Housing Energy Efficiency Cost Benefit Analysis Model – Data Preparation

Figure 10: How the model works

Energy performance
In the initial Trajectory for Low Energy Buildings the energy performance information was provided by AECOM
for new buildings and was based on only one typology for houses.108 Given the timeframes for the current
modelling on existing houses, four different typologies were modelled. A write up of each of the typologies and
the energy performance modelling can be found in Appendix D2.
The main data elements that the financial modelling uses (shown in Figure 11) are:
•

Key dwelling characteristics (age of the building, state or territory, and climate zone).

•

Capital costs for upgrades broken down to individual thermal and appliances upgrades, including
rooftop solar.

•

The modelled energy savings by type of fuel.

•

The energy consumed by appliance type after cost effective measures are applied.

Figure 11: Main data elements of financial model

Housing Energy Efficiency Cost Benefit Analysis Model – Engineering Analysis
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The four typologies are primarily split on age grouping (pre-1920, 1920-1970, 1970-2000, post-2000). Each of
the four age groups has a table with each of the data elements split by state and territory and climate zone.
These tables are amalgamated into an “all ages” table using aggregated real estate data supplied by Quantium.
The Quantium data provides the proportion of all houses within each age group, climate zone, and state or
territory combination. This is used to create the weighting for each data element of the four age groupings.

108 COAG Energy Council, Trajectory for low energy buildings, 2019, <www.coagenergycouncil.gov.au/publications/trajectory-lowenergy-buildings>
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Household figures
In order to estimate the volume of homes impacted by the proposed policies, it was necessary to undertake a
number of calculations which determined the number of homes split by state and territory, building type
(houses or strata titled), climate zone, and new or existing homes projected out to 2050.

Estimate the number of homes in Australia out to 2050
The core of the homes estimates is the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Household projections.
It provides three series of homes estimates by state and territory, corresponding capital cities, and year out to
2036. The three different series have different assumptions that create an upper, middle, and lower estimate.
Series II (middle) is used in this model. The current household projections are based on the 2016 Census data
which was the most up to date projections at the time of creation. In order to extend the projections out to
2050, the ABS Household projection trends were reviewed using least squares regressions, a standard
methodology for establishing trends. It was found that a straight line projection was most suitable and was
therefore used to estimate numbers out to 2050.
In order to model the potential policies, it is necessary to split the homes into houses and strata titled buildings
as well as new buildings and existing buildings.

Disaggregating buildings by houses and strata titled buildings out to 2050
Data from the ABS 2016 Census was used to establish the percentage of houses and strata titled buildings by
state and territory. The 2016 ABS Census data is prepared on a consistent basis to the household projections.109
The 2016 dwelling structure is split into houses and strata titled buildings by state or territory using percentage
share of houses and strata titled buildings data obtained from ABS Census 2016.110 These percentages are
applied to the 2016 value to establish a 2016 houses and strata titled buildings base for each state and territory.
The disaggregation of houses and strata titled buildings by state and territory needs to extend through to 2050.
The Housing Industry Association (HIA) Long Term Housing Projections – November 2017 was used to do this. The
HIA Long Term Housing Projections provides the rates at which houses and strata titled buildings are being
built. These rates are used to split the year on year growth in the ABS Household projections to determine the
growth in houses and strata titled buildings that is consistent with the total estimated households. These
houses and strata titled buildings estimates are then added to the 2016 base each year to build up the
projections disaggregated by house type.
The available HIA data only projects out to 2024/25. Similar to the extension of the ABS Households, the HIA
projection is extended using a straight line, which is a simplification of the trend but did appear to be a line of
best fit for the data given the projections reviewed.

Disaggregating the number of homes by climate zone
The energy performance of a household is significantly influenced by its climate zone. For this reason the
energy performance of houses was modelled by climate zone. In order to align household estimates with the
energy performance data, it was necessary to further disaggregate the number of households into climate
zones. The ABS Household Energy Consumption Survey was used for this purpose. The Energy Consumption
Survey provides the total number of residential electricity meters by climate zone for each state and territory.

109 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 3236.0 Household and family projections, Australia, 2016 to 2041 <https://www.abs.gov.au/
AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/allprimarymainfeatures/E082DFA1006D4A2ACA2583BC0016C5ED?opendocument>
110 Australian Bureau of Statistics, Census data 2016, Census Table Builder, viewed September 2019, <https://guest.censusdata.abs.
gov.au/webapi/jsf/login.xhtml?invalidSession=true&reason=Session+not+established.>
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Whilst this does not equate to a household break down, it is deemed to be a fair representation of the
distribution. The proportion of meters in climate zones within a given state or territory is used to disaggregate
the projected household numbers down to climate zone for any given year.
There are a number of limitations with the Energy Consumption Survey due to it containing only three years
worth of data (2010, 2011, and 2012). Firstly, an issue of data currency, and secondly that any projections are
not particularly robust. Given that the rates are relatively consistent across the three years, the distribution is
held constant over time. This does not allow for shifting trends in residence locations which would likely move
slowly over time. Real estate sales data may be a more satisfactory data source and needs further investigation.

Disaggregating into new and existing homes
Splitting the household projections into new homes and existing homes is the last disaggregation of the
household projections that is required. This is based on a user input indicating the start of the policy. Currently
this is set to 2022 to align with the proposed changes to the NCC in 2022. Therefore, anything built prior to
2022 is deemed to be an existing build and anything in or after 2022 is deemed to be a new home.

Disaggregating by typology
With new homes this is the extent to which disaggregation is required. Existing homes are more complicated.
This is because they have been built to varying standards over the years and therefore a variety of typologies
need to be modelled to reflect their energy performance. Hence the existing household projections require
further disaggregation. There are currently four typologies modelled and one of the key characteristics used to
distinguish each typology is the age of the building.
Aggregate real estate listing data, prepared by Quantium, provided the proportion of households by age group
within each state and territory, house type, and climate zone. These rates were used to distribute the household
projections to include the age group of the home. The four age groups (pre-1920, 1920-1970, 1970-2000,
post-2000) that are used come from Guide to low carbon residential buildings—retrofit111 and are loosely
associated with changes in construction methods and styles.

Time effects (energy, capital cost, savings, emissions, and NPV)
The product of the energy performance and the household figures provide the estimate of the national impact
of the modelled policy for any given year. This can then be added up over time to provide a total impact over
the policy evaluation period, which is currently set out to 2050. It is worth noting that any projections that
cover such a long period are problematic with so many variables to consider. In an effort to take into account
some of the long run variability, there are a number of considerations incorporated into the model.
There is evidence to suggest that over time the real cost, as opposed to nominal cost, of a given technology
decreases. In the previous Trajectory report,112 it was shown that each of the appliance and thermal shell
options under consideration were at differing levels of maturity and hence were subject to differing levels of
real price decrease. The model uses this work to determine a price index for each of the upgrades over the
forecasted period. This price index is then applied each year when determining the capital costs associated with
a given policy instrument.
The financial savings of a given policy are derived by converting the energy saved into dollars saved, using the
price for energy for both electricity and gas. The price for both of these fuel sources will fluctuate over time and

111 Low Carbon Living CRC, Guide to low carbon residential buildings—retrofit, 2019, <http://www.apo.org.au/node/235556>
112 COAG Energy Council, Trajectory for low energy buildings, 2019, <http://www.coagenergycouncil.gov.au/publications/trajectorylow-energy-buildings>
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hence impact on the modelled benefits of a given policy impact. To incorporate this into the model, price
projections for each state and territory for a given year are applied to the corresponding energy savings to
derive benefits. For electricity prices the 2017 residential energy price trends report113 has been used to
establish the starting prices. The AEMO pricing indexes are then used to estimate the price of electricity for a
given jurisdiction and year.114 Noting that the Australian Capital Territory is assumed to have the same pricing
index as New South Wales; the Northern Territory is assumed to have the same pricing index as Queensland;
and Western Australia is assumed to have similar pricing index as Victoria. The Western Australian index starts
with figures supplied by the Western Australian Department of Treasury website.115 The calculated index was
then compared to patterns in other jurisdictions; Victoria had the closest match and was therefore used.
A similar methodology was applied to the gas prices, starting with the Gas Price Trends Review 2017116
establishing the base gas costs. The base cost for Northern Territory gas was assumed to be LPG. The series of
indexes used to project out gas prices again came from the AEMO.117
The financial savings associated with electricity is further modified for the organic uptake of solar. The organic
uptake of solar figures are based on AEMO PV forecasts.118 House projections are derived by assuming 95 per
cent of AEMO rooftop solar projections as residential and of those 90 per cent119 being houses. Per household
PV projections are multiplied by number of houses in a given climate zone from each state to estimate and
forecast its solar uptake. These figures are incorporated into the savings by multiplying them by PV export
energy prices instead of the full retail rate.
The savings less the costs gives the estimated benefit in a given year. The established way for policy proposals
to evaluate the ongoing benefits is through calculating the NPV. To do this requires a discount rate to apply to
future cash flows. The conventional discount rate used for this type of policy, and the one used in this model,
is 7 per cent.
The model employs a Markov Chain in order to combine the impact of the three policy instruments which have
differing rates of occurrence and upgrade uptake. A Markov Chain is a mathematical system that enables
determination of future state from current state using a transition probability matrix. This permits the model to
determine the volume of homes that would qualify for a given policy instrument. The model operates from two
separate transition probability matrices for years 2022–2024 and 2025 onwards. Probability matrix 2022–2024
is presently used to simulate the impact of a voluntary disclosure policy before 2025. The second probability
matrix allows simulation of impacts of minimum energy efficiency rental requirements, disclosures and minor
renovations working in combination from 2025 onwards. In order to capture the differences among the
jurisdictions, separate sets of 2022–2025 and 2025 transition matrices are deployed for each jurisdiction.

113 Australian Energy Market Commission, Final Report 2017 Residential energy price trends, 2017, <http://www.aemc.gov.au/sites/
default/files/content/bf56a5d5-e2b2-4c21-90ed-79dda97eb8a4/2017-Residential-Electricity-Price-Trends.pdf>
114 Australian Energy Market Operator, Projections of uptake of small-scale systems, 2017, <http://www.aemo.com.au/-/media/Files/
Electricity/WEM/Planning_and_Forecasting/ESOO/2017/2017-WEM-ESOO-Methodology-Report---Projections-of-Uptake-ofSmall-scale-Systems.pdf>
115 Western Australian Government, Household electricity pricing, <http://www.treasury.wa.gov.au/Public-Utilities-Office/
Household-energy-pricing/Electricity-pricing/>
116 Department of the Environment and Energy, Gas Price Trends Review, 2017, <http://www.energy.gov.au/sites/g/files/net3411/f/
gas_price_trends_review_2017.pdf>
117 Core Energy Group, NGFR Gas Price Assessment, 2016, <http://www.aemo.com.au/-/media/Files/Gas/National_Planning_and_
Forecasting/NGFR/2016/NGFR-Gas-Price-Review-Final-Report-October-2016.pdf>
118 Australian Energy Market Operator, National electricity and gas forecasting, viewed September 2019, <http://forecasting.aemo.
com.au/>
119 More accurate estimates of these figures should help improve the accuracy of organic uptake of solar.
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The rate of emissions associated with electricity consumption are also changing over time and is dependent on
the method of generation. On the whole, the grid is decarbonising but each state and territory is doing so at a
different rate. The Department of the Environment and Energy produces projections on the emissions rate of
electricity by jurisdiction out to 2029.120 These projections are extended using least squares regression trend
analysis, the best fit was straight line projection.

120 Australian Government, Department of the Environment and Energy, Australia’s emissions projections 2018,
<http://www.environment.gov.au/system/files/resources/128ae060-ac07-4874-857e-dced2ca22347/files/australias-emissionsprojections-2018.pdf>
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Appendix D2. Residential housing upgrades
Thermal analysis was conducted on a range of typical house constructions representative of the current
Australian residential building stock. The aim of the investigation was to model the impacts of a range of
building fabric upgrades: ceiling, wall and underfloor insulation, reduced levels of building leakage and
window covering upgrades.
The analysis consisted of 4 individual house designs, each representative of a particular construction period
ranging from pre-1920 to post-2000, modelled across a range of climate zones appropriate to each home.
In most cases the analysis showed reductions in the annual heating/cooling load in severe climate locations,
with the effects being less pronounced in milder climates. Ceiling insulation produced the most notable results,
with up to a 40 per cent reduction in annual heating load (House 1, Climate Zone 7). Wall and underfloor
insulation, and increased building tightness, produce similar results typically up to a 7-12 per cent reduction in
heating load (House 1, Climate Zone 7).
In all cases the analysis showed diminishing returns with increased insulation thickness, providing an
interesting point for cost benefit analysis.
Thermal analysis was conducted using the Design Builder software package, utilising the Energy Plus heat load
calculation method. Energy Plus is open source software, developed by the Department of Energy in the
United States of America. Results were compared against real world measurements through the Australian
Energy Regulator’s Bill Benchmarking study to provide greater confidence in findings.
Each of the 4 house designs are intended to provide a representation of the typical construction methods
during a particular period of construction, being pre-1920, 1920-1970, 1970-2000 and post-2000. All homes are
of 3-bedroom construction of approximately 180m2, are of square or rectangular floor plate with pitched roofs
of various construction.
The effects of local shading were largely ignored throughout the analysis in the interests of modelling
economy. Where in reality a multitude of local shade sources from nearby trees, neighboring houses, fences,
etc. may impact the thermal performance of the home, the variability of such factors makes modelling a typical
representation extremely difficult. For this purpose, local shade sources with the exception of the eaves, were
intentionally omitted from the analysis.
Due to the high degree of variability of designs within the existing building stock, the heating and cooling
loads are to be treated as indicative only.

Notes on accuracy and where to draw the line in regards to modelling different variations
of houses
Before discussing the different building types modelled, it is important to acknowledge there are many
variations to homes in the Australian community. For this study there are four types of homes that are used to
model the broad set of homes which are actually built in Australia. The question that needs to be asked is: how
much do different variations to the home affect the result? For example, if the difference in heating and cooling
load between brick veneer and rendered brick veneer is less than 1 per cent, is it worth modelling them
separately? What if there is a variation, such as the difference between a raked ceiling and a flat ceiling, which
changes the heating and cooling load by 10 per cent, is that worth considering? The line needs to be drawn at a
sensible point.
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The method used in this study is to take the climate zone with the largest heating and cooling load (Climate
Zone 7) and check the percentage difference between the NPV of the cost effective changes and the NPV of the
next best opportunities. The logic behind this method is, if the change to the building does not vary the
heating or cooling loads by more than the difference between the two opportunities, then the change to the
building is not able to change the result in regards to which upgrades are cost effective. It could change the
level of cost effectiveness, but it will not change which opportunities are the most cost effective.
The NPV for the most cost effective opportunity in Climate Zone 7, house Type 1 is $15,418. This represents the
total cost of energy, in today’s dollars, including the upfront cost of more efficient technology and the cost of
the electricity and gas over 30 years. The next best opportunity has an NPV of $16,878. The difference is 9.5 per
cent. These values are discounted at a rate of 7 per cent over 30 years and include the upfront cost. When the
difference is converted to the percentage difference in annual energy saving needed to change the outcome,
the result is 35 per cent. This is because the upfront cost occurs in the first year and the energy savings payback
over several years which are discounted. Therefore unless the change to the house results in a 35 per cent
increase in heating and cooling demand, the change will not make a difference to the selection of the most
cost effective opportunities. The specific variations to the homes and the impact on heating and cooling load
are included in the discussions below.
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House 1: Typical brick veneer home
Construction Period: 1982-1996 (CSIRO), 1970-2000 (Other).
Construction: Brick veneer, rectangular floor plate, 180m2 suspended timber floor with internal carpet, 500mm
underfloor cavity, 18° pitch to tiled roof, 1000mm overhanging eaves on all sides, aluminium window frames,
single glazed 6mm clear glass windows covering 30 per cent of external wall area, internal timber stud walls
with plasterboard on both sides, infiltration modelled at 0.7 Air Changes per Hour (ACH).121
Modelled Climate Zones: Climate Zone 1 (Cairns), Climate Zone 2 (Brisbane), Climate Zone 3 (Mt Isa), Climate
Zone 4 (Dubbo), Climate Zone 5 (Sydney), Climate Zone 6 (Melbourne), Climate Zone 7 (Canberra).

Figure 12: House 1 front elevation

Figure 13: House 1 floorplan
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Bedroom 2

Please note that Figures 12 and 13 are taken directly from the Design Builder software package and are
intended to provide a visual representation of the thermal model only.

121 Ambrose, M,D & Syme, M, 2015, House Energy Efficiency Inspection Project—final report, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation, <http://www.nathers.gov.au/sites/prod.nathers/files/publications/House%20Energy%20Efficiency%20
Inspect%20Proj.pdf> Evidence has shown existing buildings, particularly older ones, are likely to have air change factors of
15ACH. This is based on blower door tests at 50 Pa, which is a standard test pressure used to get consistent results. However, the
pressure and subsequent results of a 50 Pa test are well above natural air leakage. The figures used in this report are equivalent
to 15ACH, but are based on an air leakage pressure more representative of natural air leakage when it is not under pressure as
part of a pressure test.
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House 1—Eave comparison:
Acknowledging that modelling 1,000mm overhanging eaves on the long sides of House 1 is somewhat
unconventional, a comparative analysis was conducted with a more traditional 600mm overhanging eave on all
4 sides of the house. As can be seen from the analysis, modifying the eaves resulted in a maximum 9 per cent
difference in annual heating/cooling consumption. Considering the estimated confidence interval of the
analysis, any thermal impacts of variations in eave design can be considered negligible.

Table 11: House 1 eave comparison analysis—Climate Zone 7 Canberra
Orientation

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) As Modelled

16.23

32.37

12,765

780

South (0°) 600mm Eaves
all 4 sides

16.21

31.34

12,639

808

≈1%

≈4%

% Difference
West (90°)
As modelled

16.20

30.80

12,327

974

West (90°) 600mm Eaves
all 4 sides

16.21

32.25

12,274

1,032

1%

≈6%

% Difference

Table 12: House 1 eave comparison analysis—Climate Zone 5 Sydney
Orientation

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) As Modelled

9.10

32.24

2,554

2,095

South (0°) 600mm Eaves
all 4 sides

9.10

31.22

2,526

2,247

≈1.5%

≈7%

% Difference
West (90°) As modelled

9.10

30.56

2,465

3,608

West (90°) 600mm Eaves
all 4 sides

9.10

31.85

2,456

3,836

1%

≈6%

% Difference

Table 13: House 1 eave comparison analysis—Climate Zone 6 Melbourne
Orientation

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) As Modelled

11.75

35.23

8,246

561

South (0°) 600mm Eaves
all 4 sides

11.74

34.07

8,184

582

≈1%

≈4%

% Difference
West (90°) As modelled

11.77

33.99

8,044

979

West (90°) 600mm Eaves
all 4 sides

11.75

35.12

8,020

1,069

1%

≈9%

% Difference
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House 2: Typical lightweight construction home
Construction Period: 1788-1981 (CSIRO), 1920-1970 (Other).
Construction: Weatherboard construction, square floor plate, 180m2, suspended timber floor without carpet,
1500mm underfloor cavity, 15° pitched metal roof, 1,000mm overhanging eaves on all sides, timber window
frames, single glazed 6mm clear glass windows covering 30 per cent of external wall area, internal timber stud
walls with plasterboard both sides, infiltration modelled at 0.7 ACH.122
Modelled Climate Zones: Climate Zone 1 (Cairns), Climate Zone 2 (Brisbane), Climate Zone 3 (Mt Isa), Climate
Zone 4 (Dubbo), Climate Zone 6 (Melbourne), Climate Zone 7 (Canberra).

122 Ambrose, M,D & Syme, M, 2015, House Energy Efficiency Inspection Project—final report, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation, <http://www.nathers.gov.au/sites/prod.nathers/files/publications/House%20Energy%20Efficiency%20
Inspect%20Proj.pdf> Evidence has shown existing buildings, particularly older ones, are likely to have air change factors of
15ACH. This is based on blower door tests at 50 Pa, which is a standard test pressure used to get consistent results. However, the
pressure and subsequent results of a 50 Pa test are well above natural air leakage. The figures used in this report are equivalent
to 15ACH, but are based on an air leakage pressure more representative of natural air leakage when it is not under pressure as
part of a pressure test.
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Figure 14: House 2 front elevation

Figure 15: House 2 floorplan
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Please note that Figures 14 and 15 are taken directly from the Design Builder software package and are
intended to provide a visual representation of the thermal model only.
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House 2—Eave comparison:
Acknowledging that modelling 1000mm overhanging eaves on all sides of House 2 is somewhat
unconventional, a comparative analysis was conducted with a more traditional 300mm overhanging eave on
the short sides of the house. As can be seen from the analysis, modifying the eaves at 300mm on the short sides
resulted in a maximum 4 per cent difference in annual heating/cooling consumption. Considering the
estimated confidence interval of the analysis of ±40 per cent, any thermal impacts of variations in eave design
can be considered negligible.

Table 14: House 2 eave comparison analysis—Climate Zone 2 Brisbane
Orientation

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

North West (135°) As
Modelled

10.03

24.44

3,425

5,513

North West (135°)
Modified Eave

10.02

24.79

3,405

5,639

1%

≈3%

% Difference
South East (315°) As
Modelled

10.03

30.26

3,470

2,950

South East (315°) Modified
Eave

10.02

30.99

3,453

3,090

1%

≈3%

% Difference

Table 15: House 2 eave comparison analysis—Climate Zone 4 Dubbo
Orientation

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

North West (135°) As
Modelled

15.57

36.11

10,812

4,738

North West (135°)
Modified Eave

15.44

36.65

10,719

4,892

1%

≈4%

% Difference
South East (315°) As
Modelled

15.57

38.54

10,979

3,294

South East (315°) Modified
Eave

15.44

39.27

10,888

3,385

1%

≈3%

% Difference
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Table 16: House 2 eave comparison analysis—Climate Zone 6 Melbourne
Orientation

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

North West (135°) As
Modelled

12.66

34.82

10,934

790

North West (135°)
Modified Eave

12.58

35.41

10,861

818

1%

≈4%

% Difference
South East (315°) As
Modelled

12.68

35.67

11,075

481

South East (315°) Modified
Eave

12.58

36.48

11,005

490

1%

≈2%

% Difference
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House 3: Typical pre-1920 terrace
Construction Period: 1788-1981 (CSIRO), Pre-1920 (Other).
Construction: Brick veneer construction, narrow rectangular floor plate, 180m2, suspended timber floor without
carpet, 250mm underfloor cavity, 28° pitched metal roof, 1,000mm overhanging eaves on narrow sides, timber
window frames, single glazed 6mm clear glass windows covering 30 per cent of external wall area, internal
brick walls with cement render both sides, infiltration modelled at 0.7 ACH.123
Modelled Climate Zones: Climate Zone 5 (Sydney), Climate Zone 6 (Melbourne), Climate Zone 7 (Hobart).

Figure 16: House 3 elevation

Figure 17: House 3 floorplan
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Please note that Figures 16 and 17 are taken directly from the Design Builder software package and are
intended to provide a visual representation of the thermal model only.

123 Ambrose, M,D & Syme, M, 2015, House Energy Efficiency Inspection Project—final report, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation, <http://www.nathers.gov.au/sites/prod.nathers/files/publications/House%20Energy%20Efficiency%20
Inspect%20Proj.pdf> Evidence has shown existing buildings, particularly older ones, are likely to have air change factors of
15ACH. This is based on blower door tests at 50 Pa, which is a standard test pressure used to get consistent results. However, the
pressure and subsequent results of a 50 Pa test are well above natural air leakage. The figures used in this report are equivalent
to 15ACH, but are based on an air leakage pressure more representative of natural air leakage when it is not under pressure as
part of a pressure test.
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House 4: Typical modern contemporary
Construction Period: 1977-2011 (CSIRO), Post 2000 (Low Carbon Living).
Construction: Rendered brick veneer, rectangular floor plate, 180m2, built on slab with internal carpet, 18°
pitched tiled roof, 1,000mm overhanging eaves on long sides, aluminium window frames, single glazed 6mm
clear glass windows covering 30 per cent of external wall area, internal timber stud walls with plasterboard
both sides, infiltration modelled at 0.7 ACH.124
Modelled Climate Zones: Climate Zone 7 (Canberra).

Figure 18: House 4 elevation

Figure 19: House 4 floorplan
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Please note that Figures 18 and 19 are taken directly from the Design Builder software package and are
intended to provide a visual representation of the thermal model only.

124 Ambrose, M,D & Syme, M, 2015, House Energy Efficiency Inspection Project—final report, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation, <http://www.nathers.gov.au/sites/prod.nathers/files/publications/House%20Energy%20Efficiency%20
Inspect%20Proj.pdf> Evidence has shown existing buildings, particularly older ones, are likely to have air change factors of
15ACH. This is based on blower door tests at 50 Pa, which is a standard test pressure used to get consistent results. However, the
pressure and subsequent results of a 50 Pa test are well above natural air leakage. The figures used in this report are equivalent
to 15ACH, but are based on an air leakage pressure more representative of natural air leakage when it is not under pressure as
part of a pressure test.
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Modelling assumptions
Internal design conditions C
Summer Design Temperature (Air Temperature)

25°C

Summer Design Setback Temperature

50°C (Simulated Cooling Inactive)

Winter Design Temperature (Air Temperature)

18°C

Winter Design Setback Temperature

0°C (Simulated Heating Inactive)

All models are based off maintaining internal air temperatures during occupied hours of 25°C in summer and
18°C in winter. Internal set points of 18 and 25°C were chosen to provide indicative thermal loads for a typical
household, acknowledging that the heating and cooling set points in each household will likely be slightly
different. The heating and cooling setback temperatures, that is the air temperatures at which the heating/
cooling system will maintain out of hours, were set at 50°C in summer and 0°C in winter in order to simulate the
system remaining inactive. This was intended to mimic occupant behavior and account for heating and cooling
systems that are manually switched on/off when the occupant arrives home.
DesignBuilder offers two set point control methods in which to control the space temperature, being either air
or operative temperature control. The distinction between the two, is that while the air temperature control
method will control the space temperature to the desired set point, it is not necessarily the temperature that
occupants will feel when inside the space, due to the effects of radiation heat transfer. Take for example a
situation where the internal air temperature is 18°C, the occupant is wearing light clothing and is seated next to
an aluminum window frame at 5°C. The occupant at typical body temperature of approximately 36°C will
radiate heat to the window frame and consequently feel colder than the apparent air temperature of 18°C.
Controlling the analysis using the occupant temperature control method, however, considers both the internal
air temperature and mean radiant temperature of the zone. Assuming that the occupant is seated in the
middle of the room, the required heat input is adjusted accordingly, accounting for any losses experienced
by the occupant.
While the occupant temperature method results in increased levels of thermal comfort, it consequently results
in significant increases in annual heating loads, typically in the evening, which can be easily avoided simply by
wearing heavier clothing, sleeping under a heavier blanket, etc.
The air temperature control method was used throughout the analysis. Although results in periods of
suboptimal human comfort, it provides a more realistic representation of actual occupant behavior and typical
air-conditioning control systems.
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Climate zone locations
Table 17: Climate zone locations
Climate Zone

Location

Climate File

1

Cairns Aero

AUS_QLD_CAIRNS AERO_RMY

2

Brisbane Aero

AUS_QLD_BRISBANE_RMY

3

Mt Isa Aero

AUS_QLD_MT ISA AERO_RMY

4

Dubbo Airport AWS

AUS_NSW_DUBBO AIRPORT_RMY

5

Sydney (OB Hill)

AUS_NSW_SYDNEY_RMY

6

Melbourne

AUS_VIC_MELBOURNE_RMY

7

Canberra Airport

AUS_ACT_CANBERRA AIRPORT_RMY

7

Hobart Airport

AUS_TAS_HOBART-ELLERSLIE ROAD_RMY

8

Not Modelled

Not Modelled

Capital cities located within each climate zone were chosen for analysis as representing the majority of the
housing population. Two locations were modelled within Climate Zone 7, being both Canberra and Hobart,
with Hobart being the more applicable to the pre-1920s style house. Climate Zone 8, representing the alpine
regions of Australia, was omitted from the analysis as the number of homes within Climate Zone 8 is minimal.

Occupancy schedules:
Each zone in the home (i.e. living, kitchen, etc.) is assigned schedules for occupancy, heating and cooling
(where applicable) as shown in Table 18.

Table 18: Zone occupancy schedules
Room

Occupancy Schedule

Heating Schedule

Cooling Schedule

Bathrooms

Dwell_DomBath_Occ

Dwell_DomBath_Heat

No Cooling

Bedroom
1–3

Dwell_DomBed_Occ

Dwell_DomBed_Heat

Dwell_DomBed_Cool

Laundry

Dwell_DomToilet_Occ

Dwell_DomToilet_Heat

Dwell_DomToilet_Cool

Kitchen

Dwell_DomKitchen_Occ

Dwell_Domkitchen_Heat

Dwell_Domkitchen_Cool

Formal
Lounge

Dwell_DomLounge_Occ

Dwell_DomLounge_Heat

Dwell_DomLounge_Cool

Living
Dining

Dwell_DomCirculation_Occ

Dwell_DomCirculation_Heat

Dwell_DomCirculation_Cool

Referring to Table 17, each house is modeled as having a maximum occupancy of 4 persons as dictated by the
occupancy schedule. During times of part occupancy, zone metabolic rates are multiplied by the zone
multiplier to determine metabolic heat loads within the zone. Heating, cooling and occupancy schedules are
provided in Table 19. Bathrooms are assumed to have local heating only as typical to most residential housing.
It is worth noting that two common ways Australians occupy homes is to not be home during the day, for
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example a working couple, or to be home during the day, such as a retired person. There are obviously many
other variations which are true, however these are the most common two.
This analysis only takes the case where people are not at home during the day. This is the more conservative
approach because if people are at home less, the heating and cooling loads are lower. If the heating and
cooling loads are lower, there are less energy savings opportunities available to pay back the upfront cost.
A weakness to acknowledge in this analysis is for people who are at home during the day. In such cases, some
other opportunities could be cost effective in addition to what is presented in the results. The difference in
thermal loads between someone staying home during the day and someone leaving the home in the day is
40 per cent. Therefore, that is above the critical threshold of 35 per cent for where the opportunities change.

Table 19: Occupancy schedule details
Schedule

Description

Occupied Hours

Hours in which the
bathroom is occupied
and mechanical
ventilation (Exhaust
Fan) operates.

From 8am until 10am a bathroom is occupied.
From 7pm to 11pm the bathroom is modelled as
occupied 20 per cent of the time. Bathroom unoccupied
at all other times.

Hours in which
bathroom zone
heating is active.

From 5am until 10am heating is active and controls to the
air temperature setpoint (18°C). From 5pm until 11pm
heating is active and controls to the air temperature
setpoint (18°C). Heating controls to the heating setback
temperature (0°C) at all other times.

Hours in which the
bedrooms are
occupied.

From midnight until 7am bedroom is occupied. 7am until
8am bedroom is occupied 50 per cent of the time. From
8am until 9am bedroom is occupied 25 per cent of the
time. Bedroom is unoccupied from 9am until 10pm. From
10pm until 11pm bedroom is occupied 25 per cent of the
time, from 11pm until midnight the bedroom is modelled
as being occupied 75 per cent of the time.

Hours in which the
bedroom zones
heating are active.

From 8pm until 9am heating is active and controls to 18°C.
From 9am until 8pm heating controls to the heating
setback temperature of 0°C.

Hours in which
bedroom zones
cooling are active.

From 8pm until 9am cooling is active and controls to 25°C.
From 9am until 8pm cooling is off.

Dwell_DomToilet_Occ
(Laundry)

Hours in which the
laundry is occupied

From 10pm until 6am the laundry is unoccupied. From
6am to 7am zone occupied 25 per cent of the time. From
7am until 9am zone is occupied. From 9am until 10am
zone is occupied 25 per cent of the time. Zone is
unoccupied from 10am until 6pm. From 6pm until 7pm
zone is occupied 50 per cent. From 7pm until 9pm zone is
occupied, from 9pm until 11pm zone is occupied
30 per cent of the time.

Dwell_DomToilet_Heat
(Laundry)

Hours in which the
laundry zone heating
is active.

From 10pm until 4am heating controls to heating setback
temperature of 0°C. From 4am until 10am heating is active
and controls to 18°C. From 10am until 4pm heating
controls to setback temperature of 0°C. From 4pm to
10pm heating is active and controls to 18°C.

Dwell_DomBath_Occ
(Bathroom)

Dwell_DomBath_Heat
(Bathroom)

Dwell_DomBed_Occ
(Bathroom)

Dwell_DomBed_Heat
(Bedrooms 1-3)
Dwell_DomBed_Cool
(Bedrooms 1-3)
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Schedule

Description

Occupied Hours

Dwell_DomToilet_Cool
(Laundry)

Hours in which the
laundry zone cooling is
active.

From midnight until 4am cooling is inactive. From 4am
until 10am cooling is active and controls to 25°C. From
10am until 4pm cooling is inactive. From 4pm until 10pm
cooling system is active and controls to 25°C.

Dwell_DomKitchen_Occ
(Kitchen)

Hours in which the
kitchen is occupied

From 7am until 10am the kitchen is occupied. From 10am
until 7pm the kitchen is unoccupied. From 7pm until
11pm the kitchen is occupied 20 per cent of the time,
being unoccupied from 11pm onwards.

Dwell_Domkitchen_
Heat (Kitchen)

Hours in which the
kitchen zone heating is
active.

From 5am until 10am heating is active and controls to
18°C. From 10am until 5pm heating is active and controls
to the heating setback temperature of 0°C. From 5pm until
11pm heating is active and controls to 18°C. From 11pm
until 5am heating is active and controls to the heating
setback temperature of 18°C.

Dwell_Domkitchen_
Cool (Kitchen)

Hours in which the
kitchen zone cooling is
active.

From 5am until 10am cooling is active and controls to
25°C. From 10am until 5pm cooling is off, from 5pm until
midnight cooling is active and controls to 25°C. Cooling is
inactive from 12am midnight onwards.

Dwell_DomLounge_Occ

Hours in which the
formal lounge is
occupied

From 4pm until 6pm the lounge is occupied 50 per cent of
the time. From 6pm until 10pm the lounge is occupied,
from 10pm until 11pm the lounge is occupied 66 per cent
of the time and from 11pm onwards the lounge is
unoccupied.

Dwell_DomLounge_
Heat

Hours in which the
formal lounge zone
heating is active.

From 2pm until 11pm zone heating is active and controls
to 18°C. Heating is active at all other times and controls to
the heating setback temperature of 0°C.

Dwell_DomLounge_
Cool

Hours in which the
formal lounge zone
cooling is active.

From 2pm until 11pm zone cooling is active and controls
to 25°C. Zone cooling is inactive at all other times.

Hours in which the
living/dining/corridor
is occupied

During the week the zone is occupied from 7am until
10am and from 7pm until 11pm the zone is occupied 20
per cent of the time. Zone is unoccupied at all other times.
On the weekend, the zone is occupied 7am until 11pm,
and occupied for 30 per cent of the time from 11pm until
midnight. The zone is unoccupied at all other times.

Dwell_DomCirculation_
Heat

Hours in which the
living/dining/corridor
zone heating is active.

From 5am until 10am and from 5pm until 11pm Monday
to Friday zone heating is active and controls to 18°C. At all
other times zone heating controls to the setback
temperature of 0°C. During the weekend, zone heating is
active from 5am until 12am midnight, controlling to the
setback temperature of 0°C at all other times.

Dwell_DomCirculation_
Cool

Hours in which the
living/dining/corridor
zone cooling is active.

During the week, zone cooling is active from 5am until
10am and from 5pm until 11pm. Zone cooling is inactive
at all other times. On weekends, zone cooling is active
from 5am until 12am midnight. Zone cooling is inactive at
all other times.

Dwell_DomCirculation_
Occ
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Home orientation
The effect of building orientation on thermal load was assessed for each of the 4 house designs in order to
maximize modelling efficiency. In the interests of economy, each house was modelled using a single
appropriate climate in 45° increments as shown in the following Tables 20 to 23.

Table 20: House 1 orientation analysis—Climate Zone 7 Canberra
Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°)

16.23

32.37

12,765

780

South West (45°)

16.23

32.51

12,503

933

West (90°)

16.20

30.80

12,327

974

North West (135°)

16.20

31.05

12,546

868

North (180°)

16.20

30.81

12,642

856

North East (225°)

16.22

31.23

12,669

790

East (270°)

16.19

30.85

12,682

861

South East (315°)

16.19

32.10

12,882

856

Orientation

Table 21: House 2 orientation analysis—Climate Zone 2 Brisbane
Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°)

10.06

30.51

3439

3680

South West (45°)

10.08

29.13

3423

3867

West (90°)

10.07

25.82

3403

5207

North West (135°)

10.03

24.44

3425

5513

North (180°)

10.06

23.77

3422

5095

North East (225°)

10.07

25.43

3442

3830

East (270°)

10.06

27.11

3441

3485

South East (315°)

10.03

30.26

3470

2950

Entrance Orientation
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Table 22: House 3 orientation analysis—Climate Zone 6 Melbourne
Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

East (0°)

21.17

35.41

10,356

3,564

South East (45°)

21.15

39.95

10,346

4,159

South (90°)

21.14

44.11

10,372

4,820

South West (135°)

21.17

41.43

10,540

4,413

West (180°)

21.14

35.96

10,398

3,486

North West (225°)

21.15

39.44

10,360

4,228

North (270°)

21.14

44.45

10,338

4,842

North East (315°)

21.17

41.57

10,465

4,384

Orientation

Table 23: House 4 orientation analysis—Climate Zone 7 Canberra
Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°)

17.16

37.46

12,876

821

South West (45°)

17.21

38.36

12,660

1,010

West (90°)

17.17

36.57

12,469

1,053

North West (135°)

17.22

35.64

12,672

1,154

North (180°)

17.16

34.90

12,738

1,097

North East (225°)

17.20

36.33

12,781

828

East (270°)

17.15

36.42

12,801

917

South East (315°)

17.17

37.55

13,227

953

Orientation

In each case the orientations that resulted in both the smallest and largest heating/cooling loads, as
highlighted in the previous tables, were considered in further analysis. While all orientations may be of interest
in reality, due to the inherit inaccuracy of each house design representing a multitude of possible floor plans,
each home was considered in two orientations only, so as to provide a range of heating/cooling demands,
representative of real-world conditions.
Note: The orientation angle of each house is somewhat arbitrary, as it is relative to the chosen location of the
front door at model 0 degrees. For example, House 3 at 0° is facing east, whereas House 4 at 0° is facing south.
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House 4: Modelling analysis
Comparing the results of the orientation analysis for House 1 and 4, Table 20 and Table 23 respectively, it can
be seen that the annual heating demand for both houses is virtually identical. Extracting the data at the
pre-determined orientations of 0° and 90° as shown in Table 24, a maximum 1.2 per cent difference in annual
heating load and a maximum 8.1 per cent difference in annual cooling load can be seen. Considering the
inherit inaccuracies of the analysis being significantly larger than 8 per cent, and the climate zones in which
House 4 exists being identical to House 1, House 4 was deemed too similar to the results of House 1 and hence
was not considered further in the analysis.

Table 24: House 1 vs house 4 annual heating/cooling load

Orientation

House 4
House 4
Annual Sensible
Annual Heating Cooling Load
Load (kWh)
(kWh)

House 1
Annual
Heating
Load (kWh)

House 1
% Difference
Annual Sensible
Annual
% Difference
Cooling Load
Heating
Annual Cooling
(kWh)
Consumption Consumption

South (0°)

12,876

821

12,765

780

1%

5.0%

West (90°)

12,469

1,053

12,327

974

1.2%

8.1%

External glazing
Houses 1 through 4 are modelled with 30 per cent external glazing as a typical representation across the entire
housing stock. In reality, the percentage of external glazing varies significantly depending on numerous factors,
including but not limited to; construction era, orientation, floorplan, architectural features, site constraints etc.
As the actual percentage of glazing across the current housing stock is largely unknown, 30 per cent of external
wall area was modelled as a best estimate of the current housing stock.
The effects of glazing were modelled on Houses 1 and 4, both in Climate Zone 7 at 15 per cent and 40 per cent
of external wall area. As can be seen from the results as shown in Table 25 and 26 below, while annual heating
demand is largely unchanged, significant differences of approximately 20 per cent are observed in the annual
cooling loads. While the thermal performance of glass is largely well understood, it may be worthwhile studying
the effects of glazing on annual sensible cooling loads in a separate analysis.

Table 25: House 4 glazing to 15 per cent of external wall area—Climate Zone 7 Canberra
Orientation

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) 30 per cent

16.23

32.37

12,765

780

South (0°) 15 per cent

15.36

29.33

12,659

714

1%

9%

% Difference
West (90°) 30%

16.20

30.80

12,327

974

West (90°) 15%

15.36

28.62

12,316

803

1%

21%

% Difference
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Table 26: House 4 glazing to 40 per cent of external wall area—Climate Zone 7 Canberra
Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) 30%

17.16

37.46

12,876

821

South (0°) 40%

17.21

37.46

13,059

906

1%

10%

Orientation

% Difference
West (90°) 30%

17.17

36.57

12,469

1,053

West (90°) 40%

17.22

36.57

12,604

1,280

1%

22%

% Difference

Insulation analysis
In order to determine the most effective means of insulation, an initial investigation was conducted using
House 1 in climate zones 5, 6 and 7, and House 2 in climate zones 2 and 4. House 1, being a typical brick veneer
home was identified as existing in all climate zones across Australia, however in the interests of economy,
climate zones 5 (Sydney), 6 (Melbourne) and 7 (Canberra) were modelled as representing the majority of
Australian housing stock. House 2, being a typical lightweight style home, was identified as predominately
existing within climate zones 2 (Brisbane) and 4 (Dubbo) and hence both locations were used for analysis.
A range of insulation was considered at three distinct thermal resistance values being wall, ceiling and
underfloor. In addition, various degrees of building sealing (infiltration) were considered along with the effects
of multiple window treatments. In order to maximize modelling efficiency, the insulation upgrades which did
not produce meaningful benefits in either House 1 or 4, were not considered in further analysis.
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House 1—Wall insulation analysis
Wall insulation was modelled in all external walls at three distinct thermal resistance “R” values, representing
commonly available insulation of various kinds. Loose fill retrofit insulation as represented by R1.5, open cell
retrofit foam insulation as represented by R2.0 and closed cell retrofit foam/ wall batt installation as represented
by R2.5.

Table 27: House 1 wall insulation analysis—Climate Zone 7 Canberra
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

16.23

32.37

12,765

780

West (90°) None

16.20

30.80

12,327

974

South (0°) R1.5

14.05

34.03

11,117

854

West (90°) R1.5

14.08

31.83

10,733

1,042

South (0°) R2.0

13.96

34.16

10,998

861

West (90°) R2.0

13.94

31.91

10,617

1,048

South (0°) R2.5

13.80

34.61

10,946

872

West (90°) R2.5

13.80

32.58

10,578

1,064

Table 28: House 1 wall insulation analysis—Climate Zone 5 Sydney
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

9.10

32.24

2,554

2,095

West (90°) None

9.10

30.56

2,465

3,608

South (0°) R1.5

8.08

33.74

2,223

2,665

West (90°) R1.5

8.08

31.53

2,142

4,026

South (0°) R2.0

8.01

33.86

2,198

2,723

West (90°) R2.0

8.01

31.61

2,118

4,078

South (0°) R2.5

7.94

34.26

2,204

2,839

West (90°) R2.5

7.94

32.18

2,128

4,171
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Table 29: House 1 wall insulation analysis—Climate Zone 6 Melbourne
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

11.75

35.23

8,246

561

West (90°) None

11.77

33.99

8,044

979

South (0°) R1.5

8.97

38.02

7,080

618

West (90°) R1.5

9.00

36.15

6,904

1,168

South (0°) R2.0

8.89

38.14

6,998

623

West (90°) R2.0

8.92

36.22

6,823

1,188

South (0°) R2.5

10.06

37.39

6,955

631

West (90°) R2.5

10.01

35.62

6,786

1,234

Considering the results of House 1 in Climate Zone 7, as shown in Table 27, although sensible cooling loads are
increased, in all cases a significant reduction in heating load was observed. This results in a net benefit of
approximately 12 per cent reduction in combined/heating cooling energy consumption at R1.5.
Climate zone 6, as shown in Table 29, produced similar results of smaller magnitude. Although increasing the
annual sensible cooling loads, significant reductions in annual heating demand were observed, producing net
positive results.
Referring to Table 28, the addition of wall insulation to House 1 in Sydney resulted in virtually no change or a
net negative effect depending on the orientation. The addition of R1.5 in the south facing orientation, reduced
the annual heating load by approximately 13 per cent, however increased the annual cooling by approximately
21 per cent, resulting in a net increase in heating cooling energy consumption of approximately 5 per cent.
Considering the west facing orientation, an approximate 15 per cent reduction in heating load, 27 per cent
increase in cooling load, resulting in a net 1 per cent increase in heating and cooling demand.
While it may seem counter-intuitive for increased levels of insulation to increase the annual cooling load, it can
be explained through studying the occupancy schedules as outlined in Table 19. Just as insulation reduces the
heating load in winter by trapping heat from the sun, the same occurs in summer where heat which enters the
home through glazing, etc. during the day is contained within the home. As the cooling system is inactive
during the day, the addition of insulation allows the house to heat up and remain hotter, before the occupant
returns home and switches on the cooling at 5pm. If however, an occupant was home during the day the effect
of insulation would be a reduction in cooling load. Shading the west walls would also remove the increase in
cooling loads, so insulation would be beneficial in combination with shades such as trees, buildings or purpose
built shades. These variations have not been modelled in this analysis.
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House 1—Ceiling insulation analysis
Insulation was modelled above internal ceilings at three distinct thermal resistance “R” values, representing
commonly available roof batt insulation of various thicknesses, R2.5, R4.0 and R6.0.

Table 30: House 1 ceiling insulation analysis—Climate Zone 7 Canberra
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

16.23

32.37

12,765

780

West (90°) None

16.20

30.80

12,327

974

South (0°) R2.5

12.49

23.66

7,862

873

West (90°) R2.5

12.55

22.99

7,619

1,110

South (0°) R4.1

12.32

22.76

7,470

884

West (90°) R4.1

12.26

22.16

7,247

1,129

South (0°) R6.0

12.14

22.43

7,232

901

West (90°) R6.0

12.14

21.84

7,020

1,149

Table 31: House 1 ceiling insulation analysis—Climate Zone 5 Sydney
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating Load
(kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

9.10

32.24

2,554

2,095

West (90°) None

9.10

30.56

2,465

3,608

South (0°) R2.5

6.35

24.09

1,258

2,940

West (90°) R2.5

6.35

23.50

1,250

4,775

South (0°) R4.1

6.13

23.22

1,161

3,029

West (90°) R4.1

6.13

22.71

1,158

4,905

South (0°) R6.0

6.01

22.91

1,105

3,135

West (90°) R6.0

6.01

22.53

1,106

5,028
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Table 32: House 1 ceiling insulation analysis—Climate Zone 6 Melbourne
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

11.75

35.23

8,246

561

West (90°) None

11.77

33.99

8,044

979

South (0°) R2.5

9.20

25.88

4,906

728

West (90°) R2.5

9.18

25.69

4,823

1,051

South (0°) R4.1

9.00

24.92

4,643

741

West (90°) R4.1

8.97

24.95

4,569

1,066

South (0°) R6.0

8.89

24.53

4,494

756

West (90°) R6.0

8.89

24.67

4,425

1,091

Referring to Tables 30 to 32, it can be seen that across all three climate zones ceiling insulation provides an
effective means of reducing annual heating loads. In all cases significant reductions in heating loads can be
seen, most notably in Canberra and Melbourne. Although annual sensible cooling loads are increased in all
three climates zones, all three produce net reductions in annual combined heating and cooling demand, with
Climate Zone 6 returning the smallest saving which is to be expected due to the much milder climate.

House 1—Underfloor insulation analysis
Insulation was modelled in below internal floors at three distinct thermal resistance “R” values, representing
commonly available insulation of various kinds. Underfloor batts insulation at R1.5, open cell retrofit foam
insulation as represented by R2.0 and closed cell retrofit foam/batt installation as represented by R2.5.

Table 33: House 1 underfloor insulation—Climate Zone 7 Canberra
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

16.23

32.37

12,765

780

West (90°) None

16.20

30.80

12,327

974

South (0°) R1.5

16.02

32.83

12,494

809

West (90°) R1.5

16.02

31.25

12,062

1,007

South (0°) R2.0

15.99

32.85

12,454

811

West (90°) R2.0

15.99

31.26

12,023

1,010

South (0°) R2.5

15.96

32.87

12,421

814

West (90°) R2.5

15.96

31.28

11,990

1,012
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Table 34: House 1 underfloor insulation—Climate Zone 5 Sydney
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

9.10

32.24

2,554

2,095

West (90°) None

9.10

30.56

2,465

3,608

South (0°) R1.5

9.05

32.67

2,485

2,271

West (90°) R1.5

9.05

30.90

2,402

3,833

South (0°) R2.0

9.02

32.69

2,474

2,297

West (90°) R2.0

9.02

30.91

2,391

3,857

South (0°) R2.5

9.00

32.70

2,464

2,320

West (90°) R2.5

9.00

30.92

2,382

3,882

Table 35: House 1 underfloor insulation—Climate Zone 6 Melbourne
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

11.75

35.23

8,246

561

West (90°) None

11.77

33.99

8,044

979

South (0°) R1.5

11.62

35.66

8,062

580

West (90°) R1.5

11.62

34.33

7,860

1,056

South (0°) R2.0

11.60

35.67

8,033

581

West (90°) R2.0

11.60

34.34

7,832

1,064

South (0°) R2.5

11.58

35.69

8,010

583

West (90°) R2.5

11.58

34.35

7,809

1,070

The addition of underfloor insulation represented the least meaningful reductions in annual heating and
cooling loads, with a maximum 2.5 per cent net reduction (R2.5, Climate Zone 6).
Climate zones 7 and 6, as shown in Tables 33 and 35 respectively, produced similar results with maximum net
reductions in annual heating and cooling demand of approximately 2–2.5 per cent.
The addition of underfloor insulation in Climate Zone 5 however (Table 34) although reducing the annual
heating load by approximately 3–4 per cent, resulted in an approximate 3 per cent increase in net annual
heating and cooling consumption.
As previously discussed, while this analysis aims to mimic actual occupant behavior in that the heating/cooling
system is simulated as being switched off during unoccupied hours of the day, the net negative results
observed in Climate Zone 7, may not be, should setback temperature controls be in place.
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House 1—Infiltration analysis
The effects of building envelope air leakage (infiltration) was at analyzed at 3 distinct levels; 0.7, 0.5 and 0.2 air
changes per hour (ACH). 0.7ACH as used throughout the insulation analysis is representative of an existing
older style home in which the occupant has taken no or little measures to reduce infiltration.125
The moderate case of 0.5ACH is intended to be representative of a home in which basic measures have been
undertaken to improve the building envelope, for example, the installation of non-return dampers on exhaust
fans/evaporative coolers, sealing of disused ceiling penetrations, use of draft stoppers on external doors etc.
0.2ACH is intended to by representative of a home with an intact building membrane and fitted with effective
window and external doors seals, typical of a more modern construction.

Table 36: House 1 building infiltration—Climate Zone 7 Canberra
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) 0.7ach

16.23

32.37

12,765

780

West (90°) 0.7ach

16.20

30.80

12,327

974

South (0°) 0.5ach

15.68

32.61

11,944

829

West (90°) 0.5ach

15.69

30.91

11,528

1,029

South (0°) 0.20ach

14.48

32.68

10,426

1,018

West (90°) 0.20ach

14.48

30.84

10,044

1,347

Table 37: House 1 building infiltration—Climate Zone 5 Sydney
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) 0.7ach

9.10

32.24

2,554

2,095

West (90°) 0.7ach

9.10

30.56

2,465

3,608

South (0°) 0.5ach

8.84

32.53

2,358

2,439

West (90°) 0.5ach

8.84

30.56

2,280

3,985

South (0°) 0.20ach

8.23

32.74

2,031

3,417

West (90°) 0.20ach

8.23

30.65

1,972

4,966

125 Ambrose, M,D & Syme, M, 2015, House Energy Efficiency Inspection Project—final report, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation, <http://www.nathers.gov.au/sites/prod.nathers/files/publications/House%20Energy%20Efficiency%20
Inspect%20Proj.pdf> Evidence has shown existing buildings, particularly older ones, are likely to have air change factors of
15ACH. This is based on lower door tests at 50 Pa, which is a standard test pressure used to get consistent results. However, the
pressure and subsequent results of a 50 Pa test are well above natural air leakage. The figures used in this report are equivalent
to 15ACH, but are based on an air leakage pressure more representative of natural air leakage when it is not under pressure as
part of a pressure test.
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Table 38: House 1 building infiltration—Climate Zone 6 Melbourne
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°)
0.7ach

11.75

35.23

8,246

561

West (90°) 0.7ach

11.77

33.99

8,044

979

South (0°) 0.5ach

11.37

35.34

7,713

597

West (90°) 0.5ach

11.37

34.00

7,518

1,112

South (0°) 0.20ach

10.47

35.25

6,723

730

West (90°) 0.20ach

10.49

33.82

6,578

1,600

As can be seen from the analysis above significant reductions in annual heating demand were observed in both
Climate Zone 7 and 6, Tables 36 and 38 respectively, resulting in approximately 5-6 per cent net reductions in
heating and cooling load at 0.5ACH and 10-18 per cent at 0.2ACH. Climate Zone 5 however (Table 37), as
previously observed in the wall insulation analysis, resulted in net increases in heating and cooling demand of
approximately 4 per cent at 0.5ACH and 12.5-15 per cent at 0.2ACH.

House 1—Window Treatment Analysis
A selection of close weave drapes, being both light and dark, with and without pelmets, were modelled in order
to determine the effect of window treatments on annual heating and cooling demand.
The analysis was conducted using House 1 in both climate zones 7 and 2, representing zones with primary
heating and cooling demand respectively. Shading control options were selected individually to best suit
occupant behavior in each zone and maximize thermal gains.
As the majority of energy costs associated with homes located in Climate Zone 7 are due to occupant heating,
shading control was selected to minimize heating loads throughout winter, whilst remaining a realistic
representation of occupant behavior. Under this scenario, window shading is off during the day when the
occupant will typically be at work (that is the curtains are modelled as open), with window shading becoming
active (curtains closed) in the evening when the occupant returns home at 5pm.
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Table 39: House 1 window treatment analysis, night heating control—Climate Zone 7 Canberra
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°)
No Curtains

16.23

32.37

12,765

780

West (90°)
No Curtains

16.20

30.80

12,327

974

South (0°)
Close Weave
Dark Coloured Drapes.

16.22

33.25

12,709

781

West (90°)
Close Weave
Dark Coloured Drapes.

16.22

31.75

12,272

975

South (0°)
Close Weave
Light Coloured Drapes.

16.22

33.25

12,709

781

West (90°)
Close Weave
Light Coloured Drapes.

16.22

31.75

12,272

975

South (0°)
Close Weave
Light Coloured Drapes
and Pelmet

16.22

33.25

12,232

781

West (90°)
Close Weave
Light Coloured Drapes
and Pelmet

16.22

31.75

11,800

975

As can be seen from Table 39 above, drapes complete with pelmets produce the most significant reductions in
heating demand at approximately 4-5 per cent. Drapes without pelmets, both light and dark, produce similar
results with approximately a 1 per cent reduction in annual heating demand.
Analysis of House 1 in Climate Zone 2 was conducted using day cooling shading control in order to minimize
solar heat gains and mimic occupant behavior. Under this scenario, window shading is active during the day
when significant solar radiation is present and the cooling demand is above zero, that is the drapes are closed
during the day in summer when the house is actively cooling (during occupied hours) and open in the winter
to supplement heating. Shading is active in the evening as dependent on the occupancy schedule.
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Table 40: House 1 window treatment analysis—Climate Zone 2 Brisbane
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°)
No Curtains

9.40

34.08

2,023

5,259

West (90°)
No Curtains

9.43

31.93

1,950

6,336

South (0°)
Close Weave
Light Drapes.

9.40

34.70

1984

5,127

West (90°)
Close Weave
Light Drapes.

9.40

32.69

1913

6,048

South (0°)
Close Weave
Light Drapes
C/W Pelmet

9.43

34.71

1887

5,042

West (90°)
Close Weave
ight Drapes
C/W Pelmet

9.43

32.70

1,818

5,975

Referring to Table 40 it can be seen that similar to the results for climate 7, drapes complete with pelmets have
the most significant effect, achieving approximately 5-6 per cent reductions in cooling and 7 per cent heating.
Light drapes without pelmets achieved similar results of smaller magnitude, producing approximately a
2 per cent reduction in annual heating demand and 3-4 per cent reduction in annual cooling demand. Dark
coloured drapes, having produced nearly identical results to light coloured drapes in Table 30, were omitted
from the analysis.
In both analysis, drapes complete with pelmets were considered to encase the entire window with the drapes
extending to the floor. In all situations the drapes were modelled as being located 50mm off the surface of
the window.
Although it would be interesting to analyse the effects of window treatments in more detail, the upfront cost of
window coverings, modeling restraints and degree of variability of individual occupant behaviors, excluded the
consideration of drapes from further analysis in favour of more cost-effective alternatives.
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House 2—Ceiling insulation analysis
Similar to House 1, ceiling Insulation was modelled above internal ceilings in House 2 at three distinct
thermal resistance “R” values, R2.5, R4.0 and R6.0, representing commonly available roof batt insulation of
various thicknesses.

Table 41: House 2 ceiling insulation analysis—Climate Zone 2 Brisbane
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

North West (135°) None

10.03

24.44

3425

5513

South East (315°) None

10.03

30.26

3470

2950

North West (135°) R2.5

8.04

19.87

2138

5280

South East (315°) R2.5

8.03

25.28

2185

3217

North West (135°) R4.1

7.86

19.25

2041

5251

South East (315°) R4.1

7.86

24.71

2,080

3,166

North West (135°) R6.0

7.77

18.90

1,989

5,214

South East (315°) R6.0

7.77

24.38

2,026

3,125

Table 42: House 2 ceiling insulation analysis—Climate Zone 4 Dubbo
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

North West (135°) None

15.57

36.11

10,812

4,738

South East (315°) None

15.57

38.54

10,979

3,294

North West (135°) R2.5

12.39

29.58

7,573

4,589

South East (315°) R2.5

12.39

31.54

7,745

3,342

North West (135°) R4.1

12.16

28.77

7,334

4,553

South East (315°) R4.1

12.15

30.69

7,505

3,302

North West (135°) R6.0

12.02

28.30

7,205

4,539

South East (315°) R6.0

12.02

30.17

7,377

3,281

As observed in House 1, significant reductions in combined annual heating and cooling demand is achieved
in House 2, as shown in Table 41 and Table 42. Climate Zone 2 produced annual heating reductions of up to
70 per cent (R6.0 insulation) with sensible cooling reductions of up to 4 per cent (R6.0 north-west orientation).
Climate Zone 4 produced similar results with up to a 50 per cent reduction in annual heating consumption
(R6.0 insulation) and up to 4 per cent reduction in annual sensible cooling demand (R6.0 insulation, north-west
orientation).
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Common to both Houses 1 and 2, the addition of ceiling insulation produces the most significant reduction in
annual heating and cooling loads. An interesting trend common both Houses 1 and 2 throughout the analysis
is the severity of the diminishing thermal benefit with increased thickness of insulation. Referring to Table 41
above, the installation of R6.0 over R2.5 roofs batts in Brisbane, results in an approximate 8 per cent maximum
reduction in the annual cooling demand and a 3 per cent maximum reduction in the annual heating load.
Similar results are observed in Dubbo (Table 42) where a maximum 5 per cent reduction in annual cooling
demand and a 2 per cent reduction in heating demand is observed. Considering the increased upfront cost of
R6.0 ceiling batts over R2.5, the installation of R2.5 may present as the more cost-effective option.

House 2—Wall insulation analysis
External wall insulation was modelled in House 2 at three distinct thermal resistance “R” values; R1.5, R2.0 and
R2.5 as presented in Table 43 and Table 44.
The addition of wall insulation to House 2, produced similar returns to that House 1 with a maximum 14 per
cent reduction in annual heating demand (R2.5, Brisbane, south-east orientation) and maximum 8 per cent
reductions in annual sensible cooling demand (R2.5, Dubbo, north-west orientation). Although significant
reductions in the annual heating demand were observed in the south-east facing orientation in Brisbane,
increases to the annual sensible cooling demand results in less than 1 per cent net reduction to the combined
heating and cooling load.

Table 43: House 2 wall insulation analysis—Climate Zone 2 Brisbane
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

North West (135°) None

10.03

24.44

3,425

5,513

South East (315°) None

10.03

30.26

3,470

2,950

North West (135°) R1.5

9.31

25.15

3,055

5,173

South East (315°) R1.5

9.31

29.15

3,100

3,306

North West (135°) R2.0

9.26

25.11

3,027

5,145

South East (315°) R2.0

9.26

29.09

3,071

3,335

North West (135°) R2.5

9.23

25.16

3,008

5,127

South East (315°) R2.5

9.23

29.04

3,052

3,356
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Table 44: House 2 wall insulation analysis—Climate Zone 4 Dubbo
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

North West (135°) None

15.57

36.11

10,812

4,738

South East (315°) None

15.57

38.54

10,979

3,294

North West (135°) R1.5

14.34

36.19

9,790

4,423

South East (315°) R1.5

14.34

38.11

9,952

3,443

North West (135°) R2.0

14.25

36.19

9,707

4,394

South East (315°) R2.0

14.25

38.08

9,869

3,453

North West (135°) R2.5

14.19

36.18

9,655

4,377

South East (315°) R2.5

14.19

38.07

9,817

3,458

House 2—Underfloor insulation analysis
Insulation was modelled in House 2 below internal floors at three distinct thermal resistance “R” values,
representing commonly available insulation of various kinds. Underfloor batts insulation at R1.5, open cell
retrofit foam insulation as represented by R2.0 and closed cell retrofit foam/batt installation as represented
by R2.5.

Table 45: House 2 underfloor insulation analysis—Climate Zone 2 Brisbane
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

North West (135°) None

10.03

24.44

3,425

5,513

South East (315°) None

10.03

30.26

3,470

2,950

North West (135°) R1.5

8.38

29.17

2,591

6,718

South East (315°) R1.5

8.38

33.27

2,637

5,207

North West (135°) R2.0

8.27

29.50

2,523

6,809

South East (315°) R2.0

8.27

33.58

2,567

5,334

North West (135°) R2.5

8.20

29.72

2,476

6,871

South East (315°) R2.5

8.19

33.78

2,520

5,444
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Table 46: House 2 underfloor analysis—Climate Zone 4 Dubbo
Orientation + Insulation
Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

North West (135°) None

15.57

36.11

10,812

4,738

South East (315°) None

15.57

38.54

10,979

3,294

North West (135°) R1.5

12.74

39.72

8,280

5,498

South East (315°) R1.5

12.74

40.79

8,462

4,695

North West (135°) R2.0

12.56

39.92

8,084

5,650

South East (315°) R2.0

12.55

40.93

8,264

4,775

North West (135°) R2.5

12.43

40.06

7,951

5,742

South East (315°) R2.5

12.43

41.02

8,130

4,830

The addition of underfloor insulation to House 2 represented meaningful reductions in annual heating and
cooling loads in Dubbo as can be seen in Table 46, with a maximum 13 per cent net reduction (R2.5
orientation).
House 2, modelled in Climate Zone 2 however as shown in Table 45, represented significant net negative effects
increasing the net heating and cooling demand by 5 per cent in the north-west orientation and 20 per cent
in the south-east orientation. As discussed previously, the addition of underfloor insulation decreases the
annual heating load by retaining heat entered during the day via solar radiation, providing positive effects in
winter and negative effects in summer. As Climate Zone 4 is primary heating demand zone, overall reductions
in annual heating and cooling demand are observed. Should in a separate analysis however, setback
controls or 24/7 cooling control be initiated, it is expected that net positive results would be observed in
both climate zones.

House 2—Infiltration analysis
Infiltration analysis was conducted on House 2 at 3 distinct levels identical to House 1; 0.7, 0.5 and 0.2 air
changes per hour (ACH).

Table 47: House 2 Infiltration Analysis—Climate Zone 2 Brisbane
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

North West (135°) 0.7 ACH

10.03

24.44

3,425

5,513

South East (315°) 0.7 ACH

10.03

30.26

3,470

2,950

North West (135°) 0.5 ACH

9.67

24.34

3,273

5,674

South East (315°) 0.5 ACH

9.67

29.91

3,316

3,167

North West (135°) 0.2 ACH

9.25

23.81

3,072

5,927

South East (315°) 0.2 ACH

9.24

29.75

3,115

3,554
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Table 48: House 2 infiltration analysis—Climate Zone 4 Dubbo
Orientation + Insulation
Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

North West (135°) None

15.57

36.11

10,812

4,738

South East (315°) None

15.57

38.54

10,979

3,294

North West (135°) 0.5 ACH

14.98

36.03

10,321

4,911

South East (315°) 0.5 ACH

14.98

38.56

10,476

3,414

North West (135°) 0.2 ACH

14.30

36.09

9,696

5,187

South East (315°) 0.2 ACH

14.30

38.76

9,842

3,708

The results of the analysis as shown in Table 47 and Table 48, showed minimal thermal gains in Climate Zone 2,
providing virtually no change in north-west orientation and net negative effects of approximately 5 per cent at
0.2ACH in the south east orientation. House 2 in Climate Zone 4 however, yielded slightly better results with a
maximum 5 per cent net reduction in combined heating and cooling demand at 0.2ACH.
Not all permutations and combinations of possible building fabric upgrades are provided as results, however
the Tables below (49 to 66) provide an example of the heating and cooling loads with a series of fabric
upgrades.

Table 49: House 1 optimised insulation analysis—climate Zone 7 Canberra
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

16.23

32.37

12,765

780

West (90°) None

16.20

30.80

12,327

974

South (0°) Optimised

8.24

22.52

3,283

1,515

West (90°) Optimised

8.20

20.88

3,245

1,457

Table 50: House 1 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 6 Melbourne
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

11.75

35.23

8,246

561

West (90°) None

11.77

33.99

8,044

979

South (0°) Optimised

6.05

24.22

1,877

1,462

West (90°) Optimized

6.05

23.40

1,877

2,864
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Table 51: House 1 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 5 Sydney
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

9.10

32.24

2,554

2,095

West (90°) None

9.10

30.56

2,465

3,608

South (0°) Optimised

4.11

22.92

344

6,162

West (90°) Optimized

4.10

21.34

358

7663

Table 52: House 1 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 4 Dubbo
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

14.33

37.44

7,731

4,553

West (90°) None

14.34

36.05

7,456

5,512

South (0°) Optimised

7.62

25.90

1,888

6,340

West (90°) Optimized

7.22

24.41

1,855

7,610

Table 53: House 1 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 3 Mt Isa
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

9.67

37.72

1,256

18,343

West (90°) None

9.71

35.57

1,217

20,414

South (0°) Optimised

4.91

26.37

93

16,613

West (90°) Optimized

4.89

24.12

93

18,555

Table 54: House 1 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 2 Brisbane
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

9.40

34.08

2,023

5,259

West (90°) None

9.43

31.93

1,950

6,336

South (0°) Optimised

4.80

22.78

259

7,692

West (90°) Optimized

4.80

20.57

265

8,899
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Table 55: House 1 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 1 Cairns
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (0°) None

3.44

37.24

37.70

12,341

West (90°) None

3.49

35.12

35.69

13,269

South (0°) Optimised

1.79

24.86

0.09

13,638

West (90°) Optimized

1.79

22.41

0.15

14,753

House 2—Lightweight Optimised Insulation Modelling
Table 56: House 2 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 1 Cairns
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (135°) None

3.59

27.62

167

9,752

West (315°) None

3.60

32.70

172

8,697

South (135°) Optimized

2.24

20.30

30.31

10,154

West (315°) Optimized

2.24

24.22

30.81

9,400

Table 57: House 2 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 2 Brisbane
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (135°) None

10.03

24.44

3,425

5,513

West (315°) None

10.03

30.26

3,470

2,950

South (135°) Optimized

6.42

18.25

1,334

5,489

West (315°) Optimized

6.42

22.11

1,367

4,176

Table 58: House 2 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 3 Mt Isa
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (135°) None

10.42

33.43

2,583

16,939

West (315°) None

10.43

38.48

2,625

16,028

South (135°) Optimized

6.61

26.06

939

15,833

West (315°) Optimized

6.62

29.70

946

14,287
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Table 59: House 2 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 4 Dubbo
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (135°) None

15.57

36.11

10,812

4,738

West (315°) None

15.57

38.54

10,979

3,294

South (135°) Optimized

9.93

27.63

5,178

4,588

West (315°) Optimized

9.93

28.88

5,327

3,774

Table 60: House 2 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 6 Melbourne
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (135°) None

12.66

34.82

10,934

790

West (315°) None

12.68

35.67

11,075

481

South (135°) Optimized

8.18

25.65

4,883

857

West (315°) Optimized

8.19

25.89

4,980

683

Table 61: House 2 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 7 Canberra
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

South (135°) None

17.70

30.25

17,405

1079

West (315°) None

17.70

32.67

17,693

631

South (135°) Optimized

11.33

22.26

8,150

759

West (315°) Optimized

11.33

23.57

8,363

859
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House 3—Optimised Insulation modelling
Table 62: House 3 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 2 Brisbane
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

East (0°) None

16.82

32.39

2,255

7,635

North (270°) None

16.85

43.43

2,244

10,373

East (0°) Optimized

13.71

25.01

1,152

8,078

North (270°) Optimized

13.68

36.61

1,193

11,028

Table 63: House 3 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 4 Dubbo
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

East (0°) None

25.82

39.24

9,786

6,474

North (270°) None

25.82

48.42

9,673

8,918

East (0°) Optimized

20.87

29.11

5,965

6,720

North (270°) Optimized

20.87

38.50

6,050

9,426

Table 64: House 3 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 5 Sydney
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

East (0°) None

15.25

30.87

2,888

7,377

North (270°) None

15.24

40.63

2,878

9,926

East (0°) Optimized

11.46

23.07

1,418

7,686

North (270°) Optimized

11.46

32.46

1,472

10,398

Table 65: House 3 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 6 Melbourne
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

East (0°) None

21.17

35.41

10,356

3,564

North (270°) None

21.14

44.45

10,338

4,842

East (0°) Optimized

17.27

26.22

6,041

3,786

North (270°) Optimized

17.23

35.04

6,177

5,216
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Table 66: House 3 optimised insulation analysis—Climate Zone 7 Hobart
Orientation +
Insulation Type

Peak Heating
Load (kW)

Peak Cooling
Load (kW)

Annual Heating
Load (kWh)

Annual Sensible
Cooling Load (kWh)

East (0°) None

22.58

27.27

15,444

1,770

North (270°) None

22.58

35.39

15,428

2,633

East (0°) Optimized

18.39

20.74

9,445

2,146

North (270°) Optimized

18.35

28.04

9,688

3,112

Conditioning comparison with bill benchmarking
The Trajectory used a thermal simulation tool to model the heating and cooling loads from different types of
common homes in Australia. This tool is based on the EnergyPlus engine which is open source software,
developed by the Department of Energy in the United States. A comparison with aggregated, real world
measured results in Australia is useful to provide confidence in the results. A comparison between the
Australian Energy Regulator’s Bill Benchmarking study and the heating loads from the tool which uses
EnergyPlus as the engine is provided below.
In 2017, the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) procured a survey to understand how much electricity and
gas is used by various household types, across the National Electricity Market. Comparing the results from the
models for the Trajectory with the AER Bill Benchmarking can provide a useful comparison of the accuracy of
the models.
Comparing the heating results with Bill Benchmarking is useful because Bill Benchmarking includes gas and in
most cases separates homes with and without gas heaters. Using Bill Benchmarking by its self for cooling is
much harder because more appliances use electricity and electricity can be used for both heating and cooling.
In some cities, electricity could be used for both heating and cooling at the start and end of a season and some
homes only have an air conditioner in the lounge room. Therefore only modelled heating demand is compared
to Bill Benchmarking.
The Trajectory modelled only the case where the home is unoccupied during the day to be conservative and
the Bill Benchmarking provides average electricity and gas use for the whole home. Therefore to make a
comparison, both the modelled results and Bill Benchmarking need to be adjusted to make a fair comparison.
The adjustment methods are explained below.
Given the adjustments that are being made, comparing with Bill Benchmarking is to provide an indicative
comparison only to check that the modelled results are a reasonable reflection of reality.

Victoria
In Victoria, gas is used for hot water, heating and cooking. To determine how much is used for heating, it is
possible to remove hot water and cooking consumption by comparing the winter, spring and autumn gas
usage with summer gas usage, assuming gas is only used for water heating and cooking in summer.
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The average Mega Joules of gas used by a 3 bedroom homes without a gas heater in Victoria is:
•

Autumn—6,104 MJ

•

Summer—3,511 MJ

•

Winter—12,436 MJ

•

Spring—7,779 MJ

Therefore, removing the summer gas demand from autumn, winter and spring results in an estimated
15,786 MJ for hot water in cold seasons. This represents the additional energy requirements for hot water and
cooking in colder months, which can then be compared with a gas heated home.
For homes with a gas heater the additional gas use over winter, spring and autumn is 45,245 MJ. Removing
the additional energy used by hot water over the same timeframe indicates approximately 29,459 MJ in
gas heating.
Modelling for the Trajectory estimated the business as usual gas heating demand in Melbourne, was 16,093 MJ
for the terrace home and 25,490 MJ for the brick veneer home outside of Melbourne. These are the two most
common house types in Melbourne and give a simple average of 20,792 MJ.
It is important to note that Trajectory modelling assumed homes are not occupied during the day. This is a
conservative assumption as savings will likely exceed those identified in this report for many households. If the
energy use of 20,792 MJ is prorated to run for 24 hours, the result is 31,187 MJ. Assuming there is a 50/50 split
between homes where someone is home and where all occupants leave the home during the day, the average
heating demand is 25,989 MJ.
The AER measured result of 29,459 is 12 per cent higher than the comparative modelled result of 25,989 MJ.

ACT
Using the same method for the ACT, results in the model suggest the gas use for heating is 31,863 MJ and the
AER Bill Benchmarking suggests the gas use for heating is 27,483 MJ which is 16% less. However, the ACT data
does not separate homes with gas heating and those without gas heating. Most home in Canberra do have gas
heating so the 27,483 is a slight underestimate. Therefore the actual average gas use for heating in a three
bedroom home may be closer to the modelled result.

NSW
Again using the same method for NSW, homes with gas heaters are separated in the Bill Benchmarking data
and can be compared with modelled results for Climate Zone 5 where gas is readily available. In NSW, the Bill
Benchmarking data suggests there is 9,581 MJ of gas needed for heating. In Sydney the Trajectory modelling
indicates a load of 8,572 MJ for gas heating. When accounting for homes that are occupied during the day as
well as those that are not, the Bill Benchmarking result is 12% less than the Trajectory modelled result.

Hot water comparison with the residential baseline study
Hot water results were compared with the Residential Baseline Study 2015 (RBS), which has average energy
usage for medium and large electric storage hot water heaters. This data was obtained from the direct
measurement of water heater energy use via controlled load water heaters.
The average electric storage water heater in the RBS in NSW used 2568 kWh per year. The model for this report
predicted 2579 kWh for Climate Zone 5, 2513 kWh for Climate Zone 6 and 2335 for Climate Zone 4. Sydney is
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Climate Zone 5 and 6, while Newcastle and Wollongong are Climate Zone 5. The majority of the population for
NSW are in Climate Zone 5 and 6. Taking an average of the energy use predicted by the model in Climate Zone
5 and 6 is 2546 kWh.
The percentage difference between the Trajectory model to represent average energy hot water demand and
the RBS which uses averaged metered data across the majority of electric water heaters in NSW is less than
1per cent (0.85 per cent).
This indicates the model is reasonable at predicting hot water demand.

Cost effective upgrades
Broadly speaking, the cost effective upgrades takes the thermal model outputs, and applies heating and
cooling appliances to calculate the electricity and gas consumption for the year. Electricity and gas prices are
then applied to the consumption to calculate the running costs.
Under the business as usual case, the thermal models from the houses with no building upgrades are taken and
typical appliances are applied which are described below:
•

In Climate Zones 6, 7 and 4 in Victoria it is assumed that there is R2.5 insulation installed in the roof with no
wall insulation.

•

In all other climates and locations, it is assumed there is no insulation.

•

If gas is present, it is assumed the heating is ducted gas in Climate Zones 4, 6 and 7.

•

In all other cases, heating is provided by a reverse cycle unit in the lounge room with electric heating in
bedrooms. Where cooling is required it is assumed to be provided by the lounge unit for the whole home.

Cost Assumptions
The assumptions for costs were based on data obtained from suppliers. Insulation costs per square meter were
obtained from installers in Melbourne, air conditioners costs are taken from multiple suppliers who provide
prices, costs of building sealing are taken from a Sustainability Victoria report which looked at the cost of
building upgrades. Each permutation and combination does have a different cost which are not provided,
however a few common examples are provided below:
•

Replacement of a ducted gas heater—$3,540

•

Installation of four split systems—$5,997

•

Draft proofing—$500

•

R4.1 roof insulation, R1.5 Wall insulation and draft proofing—$4,770

•

Heat pump hot water system—$1,800.
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Economic assumptions
A discount rate of 7 per cent has been applied to the costs over 30 years. All options have been compared on a
cost basis. This means upfront costs of equipment and costs of energy are all applied as a cost, year on year, for
each possibility. The solution with the lowest cost on an NPV basis is determined as the most cost effective
because it places the least overall cost on a household.

Upgrades—hot water
How the hot water demand is calculated
Demand for hot water was modelled based on functions for hot water demand for shower use, washing
machine use and tap use. The functions are linked to the number of people within a home and the inlet
temperature of the water is varied by climate zone and on a daily basis. The model takes an average shower
time of 8 minutes and a washing machine efficiency of 2.5 stars.
It should be noted that consumer water use can vary significantly and this model is an estimation of the
average hot water needs.

Heat losses
Heat loss from storage tanks are calculated using the data from the GEMS Registration database which stores
the amount of heat that is lost from electric storage tanks, and is adjusted on an hourly basis for each climate.

Energy use
The heat loss and the water demand are added together and the efficiency of the technology is applied for
each technology to calculate the energy use.
The efficiencies for gas water heaters are taken as the stated burner efficiency in product documentation.
Electric storage water heaters are taken as 100 per cent efficient. The amount of boost heating required for solar
hot water is taken from Clean Energy Regulator data and manufactures data on a climate zone basis. Heat
pump efficiencies are taken from manufacturer’s data on efficiency at various outdoor temperature conditions.
For heat pumps, the efficiency is modified on an hourly basis based on the outdoor temperature in each
climate.

Product selection
The model considers a range of water heaters to compare the costs and benefits of different options. These
include a range of heat pumps, gas or electric boosted solar water heaters, instantaneous or storage gas water
heaters, and electric storage water heaters.
The model calculates the hourly hot water demand based on each climate, where appropriate modifies the
efficiency on an hourly basis and applies an hourly energy price. Total costs to the consumer is present terms is
calculated based on these energy costs and the upfront cost of the products including installation. The upfront
cost includes the additional cost of extra solar PV panels when running comparisons that include solar PV.

Results
The results vary by climate, energy price and if solar is present or not. For example, for eastern Sydney—Climate
Zone 5 in NSW, the most cost effective hot water type is instantaneous gas when looking at the upfront cost
and the energy bill savings.
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However, if the home has solar PV then the most cost effective technology is a heat pump water heater because
if solar is present, the heat pump can be programed to come on during the middle of the day and use the
excess solar. The energy cost in the case of the heat pump with solar PV is the feed in tariff value, which is low
compared to purchasing electricity.
In some cases, the low cost of solar PV can mean it is more cost effective to add extra solar panels than
installing a more efficient water heater. As an example, in Dubbo – NSW, the most cost effective solution is to
add more solar panels paired with an electric storage water heater. If however there is not the roof space then a
heat pump is the most cost effective option.

Upgrades—heating and cooling
Determining which upgrades to apply to the building fabric and / or the heating and cooling equipment is
complicated. Taking heating as an example, a home can have insulation installed or the heaters can be
upgraded, both are aiming to reduce the same amount of heating cost so doing one first will reduce the cost
effectiveness of the next opportunity.
As a hypothetical example:
A household spends $1,000 on heating an uninsulated home with inefficient electric heating.
Insulating the home will half the heating needs, reducing the cost to $500 and also saving $500.
Alternatively, the household could purchase a more efficient heater, say a heat pump (split system
reverse cycle air-conditioner) with an energy efficiency of 4. That means the heater provides four
units of heat for each unit of electricity. Under this scenario the home still needs the same amount
of heating, however the heater needs less electricity to provide that heat. In this case the cost
reduces to $250, saving $750.
Now let’s see what happens if both options are undertaken. The home is insulated reducing the
heating cost to $500, then the more efficient heater is installed. The $500 heating cost is now
divided by four so the new heating cost is $125 and the more efficient heater saved $375
($500 – $125). The saving delivered by the more efficient heater when insulation is installed first is
now only half of the savings compared to when there is no insulation, so the payback time doubles.
On the flip side of this example, the more efficient heater could be installed first, bringing the
heating cost down to $250. If insulation is now installed it will still half the heating demand,
bringing the cost down to $125 and also save $125. Comparing the savings from insulation when
there is inefficient heating ($500) with the saving when an efficient heater is installed ($125), the
saving is only one quarter. This means the payback time is four times larger.
This concept of accumulating costs and diminishing savings when adding more and more opportunities is
important, because it underpins the method used to determine which opportunities should be undertaken.
It is important to note, not all opportunities accumulate costs with diminishing returns. Building fabric
upgrades on different aspects of the house do not have diminishing returns as costs accumulate. As an
example, if roof insulation is added to a home it will not reduce the impact of adding wall insulation. In fact,
due to parallel thermal flows which are not explained here, combining roof insulation and wall insulation may
deliver additional savings which are greater than the sum of the parts.
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However, opportunities that do accumulate cumulative costs with diminishing returns, include adding
additional layers of roof insulation on existing roof insulation, thermal shell upgrades mixed with heater
improvements, or air conditioner improvements mixed with solar power.
The model used for this analysis starts by individually running cost benefit analysis for each opportunity
individually. This consists of:
•

roof insulation

•

wall insulation

•

floor insulation

•

combinations of roof, wall and floor insulation

•

building sealing improvements

•

combinations of roof, wall and floor insulation with building sealing improvements

•

heater upgrades which include:
– more efficient gas heater
– more efficient split systems in multiple rooms
– more efficient split systems in living spaces with electric heaters in bedrooms
– more efficient ducted reverse cycle systems

•

air-conditioner upgrades.

The model then ranks the opportunities in order of most cost effective to least cost effective. The most cost
effective is then assumed to be installed and the process is run again to check if other opportunities are also
cost effective. If another opportunity is still cost effective, it is also assumed to be installed and the process is
run again. This continues until there are no more cost effective opportunities left.
It is worth noting that the model contains every air conditioner available for sale in Australia, it looks at many
different amounts of insulation to find the optimum thickness and type, and it identifies the optimum number
of solar panels to install with each mix of appliances. This optimization model is quite complex and could not
represent the capability of builders and energy auditors on site, however it does provide the level of savings
that are the most cost effective.
The results are provided in Table 67. Note: not all results are shown in this table. If the energy price of a
jurisdiction did not change the result within the same climate zone, only one of the results is listed to cover
both the jurisdiction and climate zone.
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Table 67: Cost effective heating and cooling upgrades by climate zone and house type
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Energy
MJ heat

Type

kWh
heat

kWh
cooling

Initial
Cost

Running
cost

Saving

NPVs

HOUSE 1
House Type 1 Climate Zone 1
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

24

295

5200

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

4

1308

6297

319

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

4

1308

6297

262

4 Split systems with solar

House Type 1 Climate Zone 3
All States
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

779

4940

$5,200

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

136

2836

6297

1014

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

136

2836

$6,297

$811

4 Split systems with solar

House Type 1 Climate Zone 4
All States
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

4164

1498

$1,600

$1,661

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

648

789

6797

343

2381

4 Split systems with
draft proofing

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

648

789

$6,797

$321

$2,403

4 Split systems with
draft proofing and solar

Type

Energy
MJ heat

kWh
heat

kWh
cooling

Initial
Cost

Running
cost

36,473

1520

239

$3,540

$1,984

Saving

NPVs

Climate Zone 7
Typical
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BAU

BAU

R0.5 (not roof insulation)

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

1401

111

$5,997

$443

$1,541

4 Split systems from R0.5

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

1401

111

$5,997

$355

$1,629

4 Split systems from R0.5
with solar

637

280

$3,540

$671

Climate Zone 6
This is typical—data from Vic
BAU—Gas

BAU

15,295

R2.5 Ceiling insulation

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

474

124

$6,297

$176

$495

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

474

124

$6,297

$160

$510

4 Split systems with solar

BAU—electric

BAU

2387

280

$1,780

$782

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

474

124

$6,297

$176

$607

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

474

124

$6,297

$160

$622

4 Split systems with solar

637

280

$2,390

$1,134

Electric
R2.5 Ceiling insulation

SA and WA and TAS

135

BAU—gas

BAU

15295

R2.5 Ceiling insulation

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

474

124

$6,297

$206

$928

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

474

124

$6,297

$184

$950

4 Split systems with solar

BAU

BAU

2387

280

$1,780

$520

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

474

124

$6,297

$117

$404

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

474

124

$6,297

$102

$418

4 Split systems with solar

TAS
R2.5 Ceiling insulation
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Energy
MJ heat

kWh
heat

kWh
cooling

Initial
Cost

BAU

684

1092

$1,600

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

134

683

$1,800

$372

1 new Split in the lounge
room

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

134

683

$1,800

$246

1 new Split in the lounge
room with solar

BAU

1185

1601

$5,200

$961

R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

1185

1601

$5,200

$539

$422

R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none) with solar

Type

Running
cost

Saving

NPVs

Climate Zone 5
This is typical
BAU

R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU—Solar

Climate Zone 2
BAU
BAU—Solar
Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

235

709

$6,297

$326

$635

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

235

709

$6,297

$258

$703

4 Split systems with solar

BAU

BAU

107

2193

$5,200

$560

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

19

971

$6,297

$291

$384

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

19

971

$6,297

$227

$448

4 Split systems with solar

HOUSE 2
Climate Zone 1
All States
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

Energy
MJ heat

Type

kWh
heat

kWh
cooling

Climate Zone 2

Initial
Cost

Running
cost

Saving

NPVs

TRUE

This is typical
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

1958

1380

$5,200

$1,152

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

389

611

6297.00

$345

$807

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

389

611

$6,297

$269

$883

4 Split systems with solar
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House Type 2 Climate Zone 3
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

779

4940

$5,200

$1,973

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

155

2188

6,297

$808

$
1,165

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

155

2188

6,297

$644

$
1,329

4 Split systems with solar

kWh
heat

kWh
cooling

Initial
Cost

Running
cost

saving

NPVs

House Type 2 Climate Zone 5
All States
Energy
MJheat

Type

R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

1340

907

$1,600

$546

1 split in lounge room

Most cost effective without solar

234

520

$1,800

$184

$363

1 new Split in the lounge
room

1 split in lounge room
with solar

Most cost effective with solar

234

520

$1,800

$148

$398

1 new Split in the lounge
room with solar
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Energy
MJ heat

Type

kWh
heat

kWh
cooling

Initial
Cost

Running
cost

Saving

NPVs

Climate Zone 4
This is typical
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

5542

1285

$1,780

$2,356

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

1101

569

$6,297

$576

$1,779

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

1101

569

$6,297

$489

$1,867

4 Split systems with solar

1258

218

$2,390

$1,372

House 2 Climate Zone 6 Gas
All States

Gas
30184

R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

824

125

$6,297

$238

$1,134

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

824

125

$6,297

$220

$1,152

4 Split systems with solar

House 2 Climate Zone 6 Electric
All States

Elec
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

4712

218

$1,600

$1,120

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

824

125

$6,297

$238

$882

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

824

125

$6,297

$220

$901

4 Split systems with solar

2124

298

$2,390

$2,301

House 2 Climate Zone 7 Gas
All States

Gas
50981

R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

1392

171

$6,297

$394

$6,546

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

1392

171

$6,297

$364

$6,576

4 Split systems with solar

Energy
MJ heat

Type

kWh
heat

kWh
cooling

Initial
Cost

Running
cost

Saving

NPVs

House 2 Climate Zone 7 Electric
All States

Elec
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)
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BAU

BAU

7958

298

$1,600

$1,876

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

1392

171

$6,297

$394

$1,482

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

1392

171

$6,297

$364

$1,512

4 Split systems with solar

HOUSE 3
House Type 3 Climate Zone 2
All States
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

1381

2687

$1,600

$989

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

242

1542

$6,297

$402

$587

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

242

1542

$6,297

$333

$657

4 Split systems with solar

House Type 3 Climate Zone 3
All States
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

1527

4100

$5,200

$1,369

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

238

2160

$6,797

$501

$1,441

4 Split systems with
draft proofing

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

238

2160

$6,797

$489

$1,453

4 Split systems with
draft proofing and solar
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Energy
MJ heat

Type

kWh
heat

kWh
cooling

Initial
Cost

Running
cost

Saving

NPVs

House Type 3 Climate Zone 4
All States
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

5555

2462

$1,600

$2,352

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

972

1413

$6,297

$694

$1,658

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

972

1413

$6,297

$583

$1,768

4 Split systems with solar

House Type 3 Climate Zone 5
All States
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

1578

2631

$1,600

$1,024

1 split in lounge room

Most cost effective without solar

276

1510

$1,800

$434

$589

1 new Split in the lounge
room

1 split in lounge room
with solar

Most cost effective with solar

276

1510

$1,800

$334

$690

1 new Split in the lounge
room with solar

1341

1354

$2,390

$1,702

House Type 3 Climate Zone 6 Gas
All States
32186

R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

879

777

$6,297

$505

$1,198

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

879

777

$6,297

$350

$1,352

4 Split systems with solar

Energy
MJ heat

Type

kWh
heat

kWh
cooling

Initial
Cost

Running
cost

Saving

NPVs

House Type 3 Climate Zone 6 Electric
All States
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)
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BAU

BAU

5024

1354

$1,600

$1,902

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

879

777

$6,297

$505

$1,397

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

879

777

$6,297

$350

$1,551

4 Split systems with solar

46149

1923

742

$2,390

$2,051

0

1260

426

$6,297

$540

$1,511

4 Split systems

1260

426

$6,297

$476

$1,575

4 Split systems with solar

House Type 3 Climate Zone 7 Gas
All States
BAU

BAU

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

House Type 3 Climate Zone 7 Electric
All States
R0.5 Ceiling insulation
(none)

BAU

BAU

7204

742

$1,600

$2,369

Cost effective

Most cost effective without solar

1260

426

$6,297

$540

$1,829

4 Split systems

Cost effective with solar

Most cost effective with solar

1260

426

$6,297

$476

$1,893

4 Split systems with solar
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Why are heat pumps the most cost effective option in most cases?
The results show that installing energy efficient reverse cycle air conditioners is a prominent solution. In many
cases there are no more cost effective opportunities beyond reverse cycle air conditioners, under the
assumptions that have been modelled.
It is reasonable to ask, why this is the case when in the past building upgrades were often the most cost
effective approach. The change is essentially due to improvements in air conditioner design and refrigerants.
As an example, before the heating efficiencies were regulated under appliance standards in 2011, the worst
heating Coefficient of Performances (COP) were thought to be 1.8. This was the basis for building code
regulations. Cooling efficiencies were regulated to be much higher, however heating was not specifically
regulated and subsequently, the efficiencies were lower. Today there are very cost effective air conditioners
(less than $1,000) which have COPs above 5, nearing 6. That is a three times reduction in heating and cooling
costs delivered over eight years.
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Appendix E: Terms and definitions
ABCB

Australian Building Codes Board. The ABCB is responsible for Australia’s national
building code.

ACH

Air changes per hour

ASBEC

Australian Sustainable Built Environment Council

Building shell

The key (external) elements of a house, including walls, roof/ceiling, floor and
windows.

Carbon dioxide
equivalent (CO2-e)

Carbon dioxide equivalent is a measure used to compare the emissions from
various greenhouse gases based upon their global warming potential.

CBA

Cost Benefit Analysis. An analysis of the expected balance of benefits and costs.

CBD

Commercial Building Disclosure Program. The Commercial Building Disclosure
(CBD) Program is a regulatory program that requires energy efficiency
information to be provided in most cases when commercial office space of
1000 square metres or more is offered for sale or lease.

Class 1 Building

Class 1a

A single dwelling being a detached house, or one or more
attached dwellings, each being a building separated by a
fire-resisting wall, including a row house, terrace house, town
house or villa unit.

Class 1b

A boarding house, guest house, hostel or the like with a total
areas of all floors not exceeding 300m2, and where not more
than 12 reside, and is not located above or below another
dwelling or another Class of building other than a private garage.

COAG

Council of Australian Governments. COAG is the peak intergovernmental forum
in Australia. The members of COAG are the Prime Minister, state and territory
First Ministers and the President of the Australian Local Government
Association.

COAG Energy Council

The COAG Energy Council, chaired by the Commonwealth Minister for the
Environment and Energy, is the body responsible for supervising and reforming
Australia’s energy markets.

COP

Coefficient of Performance. The coefficient of performance or COP of a heat
pump, refrigerator or air conditioning system is a ratio of useful heating or
cooling provided to work required.

E3

Equipment Energy Efficiency. The E3 program is a cross jurisdictional program
through which the Australian Government, states and territories and the New
Zealand Government collaborate to deliver a single, integrated program on
energy efficiency standards and energy labelling for equipment and appliances.
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Energy efficiency

Using less energy to provide the same service or achieve the same result.

EEIS

ACT Government’s Energy Efficiency Improvement Scheme. It places a
requirement on electricity retailers to achieve energy savings in households
and small-to-medium businesses.

EEO

Energy Efficiency Obligation schemes. EEO schemes encourage energy retailers
to fund energy efficiency upgrades by requiring them to acquire energy
efficiency certificates each year to meet annual targets set in jurisdictional
legislation.

Energy Productivity

Getting more useful energy out of a joule or kilowatt-hour of energy.

ESS

Victorian Energy Savings Scheme. Under the scheme, accredited businesses can
offer discounts and special offers on selected energy saving products and
appliances installed in homes, businesses or other non-residential premises.

Existing homes

Homes built prior to May 2022, which consist of detached and attached houses
and strata titled buildings.

GEMS

Greenhouse and Energy Minimum Performance Standards.

Heating and cooling
load

Annual energy output of heating/cooling devices required to maintain certain
thermal comfort conditions inside the home.

House

A single dwelling being a detached house, or one or more attached dwellings,
each being a building, separated by a fire-resisting wall, including a row house,
terrace house, town house or villa unit.

Household

A household comprises either one person living alone or a group of people,
who may or may not be related, living (or staying temporarily) at the same
address, with common housekeeping and common living accommodation.

kWh

Kilowatt hour (unit of power measurement across time)

MEPS

Minimum Energy Performance Standards. The MEPS scheme applies mandatory
minimum performance levels to a broad range of electrical and gas equipment
product categories. MEPS typically cover appliances such as refrigerators, air
conditioners and televisions.

MJ

Mega joule (unit of energy measurement)

Mt

Mega tonne or million tonnes (unit of measurement)

MtCO2e

Million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (unit of measurement)
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NABERS

National Australian Built Environment Rating System is a national rating system
that measures the environmental performance of buildings. NABERS provides
waste management and indoor-environment quality star-ratings for offices, as
well as energy and water ratings, which are also available for hotels, shopping
centres and data centres.

NatHERS

Nationwide House Energy Rating Scheme. NatHERS is a star rating system (out
of ten) that rates the energy efficiency of a home, based on its design. Its scope
is limited to the thermal performance of the building structure and is intended
to indicate the heating and cooling requirements. It excludes other home
energy use such as hot water, lighting and appliances.

NCC (or the Code)

National Construction Code. The NCC provides the minimum necessary
requirements for safety, health, amenity and sustainability in the design and
construction of new buildings (and new building work in existing buildings)
throughout Australia. It covers the Building Code of Australia and Plumbing
Code of Australia and is managed by the Australian Building Codes Board.
NCC energy efficiency requirements cover heating and cooling performance of
the building envelope, lighting, and large fixed equipment (e.g. air conditioning
and lifts). Smaller appliances (such as refrigerators and computers) are
excluded.

Nearly zero energy

Most energy consumption of the building is offset by renewable energy on-site
or nearby.

NEPP

National Energy Productivity Plan. The NEPP is a COAG Energy Council agreed
package of measures to improve Australia’s energy productivity by 40 per cent
between 2015 and 2030.

NPV

Net Present Value. NPV is the difference between the present value of cash
inflows and the present value of cash outflows over a period of time.

Net zero carbon
emissions

All carbon emissions from the building are offset.

Net zero energy

All energy consumption of the building is offset by renewable energy on-site or
nearby.

Peak demand

The maximum demand recorded in a given area. In the electricity market, to
ensure reliability, supply capacity (generation and network) must be greater
than the peak demand.

PJ

Petajoule (measure of thermal energy).

PV

Solar photovoltaic power

REES

Retailer Energy Efficiency Scheme. REES is a South Australian Government
energy efficiency scheme that provides incentives for South Australian
households and businesses to save energy.
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Residential buildings

Residential buildings include detached houses, attached dwellings and
buildings containing two or more sole occupancy units (strata titled buildings).

RIS

Regulatory Impact Statement

SRG

Stakeholder Reference Group

Stata titled building

A unit with ownership structure for multi-level apartment blocks and horizontal
subdivisions with shared areas and/or services. This corresponds with the NCC
Class 2 building classification. This is defined in the NCC as a building
containing two or more sole occupancy units, each being a separate dwelling.

VEU

Victorian Energy Upgrades program. The VEU program reduces greenhouse
gases by providing access to discounted energy efficient products and services.

Whole-of-House

This term is borrowed from work underway at the time of writing to consider
expanding the scope of NatHERS to consider a broad scope of energy use. This
considers solar orientation, built form space conditioning, fixed appliance,
portable appliances and photovoltaics.

Zero energy (and
carbon) ready buildings

Zero energy (and carbon) ready homes have an energy efficient thermal shell
and appliances, have sufficiently low energy use and have the relevant set-up
so they are ‘ready’ to achieve net zero energy (and carbon) usage annually if
they are combined with renewable or decarbonised energy systems either
on-site or off-site.
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